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YOUR TAPE RECORDER 

DESERVES THE BEST... 

IN MICROPHONES 

that means the 

PHILIPS P.31 
This superb hypercardioid moving coil microphone offers 
the quality performance needed to complement Philips 
recorders manufactured since 1960, and most other 
makes of high class recorder. It has a level frequency 
response to ensure your recorder gets the finest input 
possible. It has a directional response to minimize un- 
wanted extraneous noise, and permits substantially 
increased amplification without fear of acoustic feed- 
back. It has a protected microphone insert and is 

extremely robust and insensitive to shocks and vibration, 
to ensure a lifetime of perfect, trouble -free use. 

The Philips P.31 is supplied with flexible shaft, 
silent on /off switch, built -in matching trans- 
former (giving adjustable impedances of 50052 

and 25,000t) and elegantly designed non - 
scratching stand. See it at your hi -fi dealer today I 

The high quality Philips P.31 is supplied 
complete for only 18 gns. 

Peto Scott for all Phi lips 
Professional Sound equipment 

ddlestone Road. Weybridge, Suz 

e(ephone. yileytfridge 4551 
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YOUR TAPE RECORDER 

DESERVES THE REST... 

IN MICROPHONES 

that means the 

PHILIPS P.31 

This superb hypercardioid moving coil microphone offers 
the quality performance needed to complement Philips 
recorders manufactured since 1960, and most other 
makes of high class recorder. It has a level frequency 
response to ensure your recorder gets the finest input 
possible. It has a directional response to minimize un- 
wanted extraneous noise, and permits substantially 
increased amplification without fear of acoustic feed- 
back. It has a protected microphone insert and is 
extremely robust and insensitive to shocks and vibration, 
to ensure a lifetime of perfect, trouble-free use. 
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The Philips P.31 is supplied with flexible shaft, 
on/off switch, built-in matching trans- 
(giving adjustable impedances of 500fi 

and 25,0000) and elegantly designed non- 
scratching stand. See it at your hi-fi dealer today I 

The high quality Philips P.31 is supplied 
complete for only 18 gns. 

Peto Scott for all Philips 
Professional Sound equipment 

llfeig PETO SCOTT LTD 
Aitriloi-tnrik Rnarl Woi/hrirtoo Ciiyrfttr ftdcsiestone Moaa, weynnage, aurreg 
Telephorie: Weybridge 45511 
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FRONT COVER 
Our front cover this month shows 
a unique set-up for cine film projec- 
tion through the wall from one room 
to another. The table containing 
the sound and projection equip- 
ment folds up into the wall space 
when not in use. The window be- 
tween the two rooms excludes 
noise from the projector. 

Equipment shown in the photo: 
Specto type PC projector, Tand- 
berg Model 92 tape recorder and a 

Synchrodek tape and cine synchro- 
nization unit. 

Editorial Comment 

The question as to whether pre- recorded 
music tapes will ever replace or even 
become as popular as the gramophone 
disc has been asked often enough. Any 
attempt to answer the question always 
provokes argument concerning the sim- 
plicity of the disc in use, particularly in 
being able to select required items 
quickly from any part of it. The latter 
applies more to LPs than to single 45s, 
but if one doesn't wish to continue playing 
one side of a disc it is so easy to just 
turn the record over. With tape, this ease 
of operation and selection is of neces- 
sity slightly more complicated and, of 
course, takes longer. 
Most people, however, lose sight of the 
fact that the disc and magnetic tape 
employ completely different media for 
containing recordings. This alone creates 
the difference in usage so perhaps this 
comparison is after all not a very fair one. 
Of much greater concern is the quality 
of reproduction, and here we can make a 

direct comparison because the end 
product is, or should be, equal. But is it? 
A recent listening session with various 
makes of pre- recorded tapes clearly 
indicated that by and large the disc still 

offers better quality of reproduction than 
the pre- recorded tape. Now all master 
discs (those used to make the pressings 
we buy) are copied directly from an 
original master tape recording, as made 
in the recording studio. A tape copied 
from this original (master) tape recording 
should be equal to or better than the disc, 
particularly with regard to noise level and 
frequency response. Yet the majority of 
pre- recorded tapes when played on the 
finest possible equipment (the same 
equipment used for discs in our tests) 
showed a much higher noise level, a 

poorer overall frequency response as 
well as distortion and even hum from 
amplifiers, etc., used in the process of 
copying. Why? Some loss of quality, 
etc., is due to the method of copying 
which involves the use of high tape 
speeds in order to reduce the time 
taken to make the copy tapes. Knowing 
the technical difficulties and problems 
involved, we should be prepared to accept 
what amounts to a slight inherent loss in 
reproduction but we should not be pre- 
pared to accept grossly inferior recordings 
made on makeshift equipment. Neither 
should we be prepared to accept record- 
ings which in the first instance come 
from a disc, i.e., where the master tape 

from which the selling tape copies are 
made, was in fact made from a selling 
copy of the disc. 
Quite a number of pre- recorded tapes 
now on the market have been taken from 
selling copies of the disc versions. This 
is painfully obvious on some, because 
even the sound of the stylus on the run - 
on and run -off grooves can be heard 
in addition to the familiar stylus and 
groove noise. On others we have heard 
turntable rumble as well. 
In future our tape record reviewers will 
be including more comments on the 
quality of reproduction as well as assess- 
ing the entertainment value of the material 
on pre- recorded tapes. 

F.C.J. 

Editor: F. C. Judd, A. Inst.E. Assistant Editor: 
Kim Cook. Art Editor: Robert Morley. Produc- 
tion Director: Dennis Curtis. Advertisement 
Director: Lindsay Masters. Advertisement 
Manager: E. McKeown. Circulation Manager: 
David Hughes. Editorial, Advertising and 
Subscriptions: Amateur Tape Recording, 
Haymarket Press Ltd, 9 Harrow Road, London 
W2, Ambassador 3200. Amateur Tape Record- 
ing is published by Haymarket Press Ltd. 
1966 Printed by The Sidney Press Ltd, Bedford. 
Title registered at Stationers' Hall. Subscrip- 
tion Rates throughout the world 30s. post 
paid for twelve issues. 3 
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FRONT COVER 

Our front cover this month shows 
a uniqueset-upforcinefllm projec- 
tion through the wall from one room 
to another. The table containing 
the sound and projection equip- 
ment folds up into the wall space 
when not in use. The window be- 
tween the two rooms excludes 
noise from the projector. 

Equipment shown in the photo: 
Specto type PC projector, Tand- 
berg Model 92 tape recorder and a 
Synchrodektapeand cine synchro- 
nization unit. 

Editorial Comment 

The question as to whether pre-recorded 
music tapes will ever replace or even 
become as popular as the gramophone 
disc has been asked often enough. Any 
attempt to answer the question always 
provokes argument concerning the sim- 
plicity of the disc in use, particularly in 
being able to select required items 
quickly from any part of it. The latter 
applies more to LPs than to single 45s, 
butif one doesn't wish to continue playing 
one side of a disc it is so easy to just 
turn the record over. With tape, this ease 
of operation and selection is of neces- 
sity slightly morp complicated and, of 
course, takes longer. 
Most people, however, lose sight of the 
fact that the disc and magnetic tape 
employ completely different media for 
containing recordings. This alone creates 
the difference in usage so perhaps this 
comparison is after all not a very fair one. 
Of much greater concern is the quality 
of reproduction, and here we can make a 
direct comparison because the end 
product is, or should be, equal. But is it? 
A recent listening session with various 
makes of pre-recorded tapes clearly 
indicated that by and large the disc still 

offers better quality of reproduction than 
the pre-recorded tape. Now all master 
discs (those used to make the pressings 
we buy) are copied directly from an 
original master tape recording, as made 
in the recording studio. A tape copied 
from this original (master) tape recording 
should be equal to or better than the disc, 
particularly with regard to noise level and 
frequency response. Yet the majority of 
pre-recorded tapes when played on the 
finest possible equipment (the same 
equipment used for discs in our tests) 
showed a much higher noise level, a 
poorer overall frequency response as 
well as distortion and even hum from 
amplifiers, etc.. used in the process of 
copying. Why? Some loss of quality, 
etc., is due to the method of copying 
which involves the use of high tape 
speeds in order to reduce the time 
taken to make the copy tapes. Knowing 
the technical difficulties and problems 
involved, we should be prepared to accept 
what amounts to a slight inherent loss in 
reproduction but we should not be pre- 
pared to accept grossly inferior recordings 
made on makeshift equipment. Neither 
should we be prepared to accept record- 
ings which in the first instance come 
from a disc, i.e., where the master tape 

from which the selling tape copies are 
made, was in fact made from a selling 
copy of the disc. 
Quite a number of pre-recorded tapes 
now on the market have been taken from 
selling copies of the disc versions. This 
is painfully obvious on some, because 
even the sound of the stylus on the run- 
on and run-off grooves can be heard 
in addition to the familiar stylus and 
groove noise. On others we have heard 
turntable rumble as well. 
In future our tape record reviewers will 
be including more comments on the 
quality of reproduction as well as assess- 
ing the entertainment value of the material 
on pre-recorded tapes. 

F.C.J. 

Editor: F. C. Judd, A. Inst.E. Assistant Editor: 
Kim Cook. Art Editor: Robert Morley. Produc- 
tion Director: Dennis Curtis. Advertisement 
Director: Lindsay Masters. Advertisement 
Manager: E. McKeown. Circulation Manager: 
David Hughes. Editorial, Advertising and 
Subscriptions: Amateur Tape Recording, 
Haymarket Press Ltd, 9 Harrow Road, London 
W2, Ambassador3200. AmateuiiTape Record- 
ing is published by Haymarket Press Ltd. © 
1966 Printed byThe Sidney Press Ltd, Bedford. 
Title registered at Stationers' Hall. Subscrip- 
tion Rates throughout the world 30s. post 
paid for twelve issues. 3 
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Vortexion 
quality equipment 

TYPE C.B.L. 

TAPE RECORDER 

Here is a versatile Stereophonic Recorder which has no equal in its price group. 

IT CAN record monaurally or stereophonically with its own mixed inputs from Gram., Radio or other sources 
and from high grade low impedance balanced line microphones. With good microphones, etc., the result is a 
suitable master for disc manufacturers. "Before and After" monitoring is provided, together with adjustable 
metered bias for perfection. 

IT CAN also make a recording on one track and then transfer it to the other track while measuring and listening 
to it and adding one or two more signals also metered. 

IT CAN repeat the process and transfer this combined signal to the first track with one or two more signals. 
Composers use it for this purpose. One track may have music or commentary and the other cueing signals or 
commentary, and either may be altered without the other. 

IT CAN play back stereophonically or monaurally with its own amplifiers of 3Z watts each. 

The Vortexion W.V.B. is a high quality monaural machine with "Before and After" monitoring. The recording 
inputs are a high sensitivity socket for moving coil or ribbon microphone and a high impedance socket for radio, 
etc., either of which can be selected by a switch. Superimposing and echo work can be done, and the playback has 
reserve gain for abnormal requirements. This model cannot be converted for stereo playback, but it is a thoroughly 
reliable machine for the engineer specialising on monaural work. 

The Vortexion W.V.A. is a monaural machine which has a performance equal in sound quality to the other models. 
It possesses all the features of the W.V.B. except for "Before and After" monitoring, Dubbing and Echoes. The 
recording being made can be heard on the internal loudspeaker, as in the W.V.B. and C.B.L. The controls are 
uncomplicated. 

All tape recorders have adjustable bias controls, low impedance mic. inputs for unlimited lengths of cable, highly 
accurate position indicators and meters to measure recording level and bias. 

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257 -263 The Broadway, Wimbledon S.W.19 
Telephone: LIBerty 2814 and 6242 -3-4 Telegrams: "Vortexion London, S.W.19" 
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quality equipment 

TYPE C.B.L. 

TAPE RECORDER 
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Here is a versatile Stereophonic Recorder which has no equal in its price group. 

IT CAN record monaurally or stereophonically with its own mixed inputs from Gram., Radio or other sources 
and from high grade low impedance balanced line microphones. With good microphones, etc., the result is a 
suitable master for disc manufacturers. "Before and After" monitoring is provided, together with adjustable 
metered bias for perfeaion. 

IT CAN also make a recording on one track and then transfer it to the other track while measuring and listening 
to it and adding one or two more signals also metered. 

IT CAN repeat the process and transfer this combined signal to the first track with one or two more signals. 
Composers use it for this purpose. One track may have music or commentary and the other cueing signals or 
commentary, and either may be altered without the other. 

IT CAN play back stereophonically or monaurally with its own amplifiers of 3^ watts each. 

The Vortexion W.V.B. is a high quality monaural machine with "Before and After" monitoring. The recording 
inputs are a high sensitivity socket for moving coil or ribbon microphone and a high impedance socket for radio, 
etc., either of which can be selected by a switch. Superimposing and echo work can be done, and the playback has 
reserve gain for abnormal requirements. This model cannot be converted for stereo playback, but it is a thoroughly 
reliable machine for the engineer specialising on monaural work. 

The Vortexion W.V.A. is a monaural machine which has a performance equal in sound quality to the other models. 
It possesses all the features of the W.V.B. except for "Before and After" monitoring, Dubbing and Echoes. The 
recording being made can be heard on the internal loudspeaker, as in the W.V.B. and C.B.L. The controls are 
uncomplicated. 

All tape recorders have adjustable bias controls, low impedance mic. inputs for unlimited lengths of cable, highly 
accucate position indicators and meters to measure recording level and bias. 

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon S.W.19 

Telephone: LIBerty 2814 and 6242-3-4 Telegrams: "Vortexion London, S.W.I9" 
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Brand 

Kodak 

P.200 Tape 

Brand 'A' 

Brand 'B' 

Brand 'C' 

Brand 'D' 

Brand 'E' 

Brand 'F' 

Brand 'G' 

Brand 'H' 

Levels relative to Kodak P.200 tape Absolute measurement levels 

Low frequency 
sensitivity 

High frequency 
sensitivity 

H/F response 
Output at at 12,000 c/s 

2% distortion against a 400 c/s 
reference 

Erase 
level 

Modulation 
noise 

0 0 0 + 7.1 77.5 55 

-3.5 -5.1 -3.8 +5.5 75 52 

-0.3 -5.0 -2.3 + 2.4 74 55 

-1.0 -5.7 -1.7 +2.4 74 54.5 

-2.8 -10.9 -3.5 -1 72.5 55 

-1.9 -4.7 -5.0 +4.3 76 51.5 

-0.5 -5.0 -2.9 +2.6 78 54.5 

-2.3 -4.8 -3.0 +4.6 75.5 55 

-3.8 -7.5 -1.7 +3.4 72.5 55 

See how Kodak P.200 Tape compares 
with other leading brands 

Random samples of premium -quality Double 
Play Magnetic tapes on sale in Britain have 
recently been tested and compared. 
The results demonstrate clearly that Kodak P.200 
Tape is the only tape to provide both a better 
high- frequency response and a higher output level 
without sacrificing other characteristics. The ad- 
vantages of this unique combination of features 
are obvious -whatever your recording need. 
Study the chart above carefully, then try Kodak 
Tape on your own recorder and hear the 
improvement for yourself. 

Kodak Tapes- Standard, Long, Double, Triple 
and Quadruple Play - are available through 
Kodak Photo Dealers everywhere. 

I Kodak Ltd., Department 70, Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

Please send full details of the range of 
Kodak Sound Recording Tapes. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

L 

Kodak sound recording tapes ... the best tapes in the world 

www.americanradiohistory.com

levels relative to Kodak P.200 tape Absolute measurement levels 

Brand 
Low frequency 

sensitivity 
High frequency 

sensitivity 
Output at 

2% distortion 

H/F response 
at 12,000 c/s 

against a 400 c/s 
reference 

Erase 
level 

Modulation 
noise 

Kodak 

P.200 Tape 

0 0 0 + 7.1 77.5 55 

Brand 'A' -3.5 5.1 -3.8 + 5.5 75 52 

Brand 'B' -0.3 -5.0 -2.3 + 2.4 74 55 

Brand 'C -1.0 -5.7 -1.7 + 2.4 74 54.5 

Brand 'D' -2.8 -10.9 -3.5 -1 72.5 55 

Brand 'E' -1.9 -4.7 -5.0 + 4.3 76 51.5 

Brand 'F -0.5 -5.0 -2.9 + 2.6 78 54.5 

Brand'G' -2.3 -4.8 -3.0 + 4.6 75.5 55 

Brand 'H' -3.8 -7.5 -1.7 + 3.4 72.5 55 

See how Kodak P.200 Tape compares 

with other leading brands 

Random samples of premium-quality Double 
Play Magnetic tapes on sale in Britain have 
recently been tested and compared. 
The results demonstrate clearly that Kodak P.200 
Tape is the only tape to provide both a better 
high-frequency response and a higher output level 
without sacrificing other characteristics. The ad- 
vantages of this unique combination of features 
are obvious—whatever your recording need. 
Study the chart above carefully, then try Kodak 
Tape on your own recorder and hear the 
improvement for yourself. 

Kodak Tapes—Standard, Long, Double, Triple 
and Quadruple Play — are available through 
Kodak Photo Dealers everywhere. 

To Kodak Ltd., Department 70, Kodak House, Kingsway, London, \V.C.2. 
, Please send full deiails of the range of 

Kodak Sound Recording Tapes. 

NAME.. 41 
& ;;v ADDRESS  
w __ 

)   

1  

Kodak sound recording tapes . the best tapes in the world 
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 "Polaris ", like many other 
U.S. space and missile projects, 
is equipped with communica- 
tions components devised and 
manufactured by the makers of 
'SCOTCH' Magnetic Tape. 

The research that 
leads the way in space 
now gives you:- 

The world's 
first 5â" 
self- threading 
reel 

Simply lay the tape in the 'SCOTCH' Self- Threading Reel. Switch on. As 
the reel turns, it automatically grips the end of the tape and takes it up 
smoothly. It's the neatest, most practical idea ever. Saving you time! 
And temper! And wear on the tape. 
Every enthusiast needs this bright new idea from the home of new ideas 
in tape recording. Yours for only 7/11d, or in the 7" version for 8/11d. 
From any 'SCOTCH' Magnetic Tape Stockist. 

Scotch 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
FIRST WITH THE NEW IDEAS 

3M and SCOTCH are trademarks of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company. 

Scotch 
nlagtte it. t.tlf. 

' E'së°i ü:3fi.i ::'::.: ":' i:'r :' . . 
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I "Polaris", like many other 
U.S. space and missile projects, 
is equipped with communica- 
tions components devised and 
manufactured by the makers of 
'SCOTCH' Magnetic Tape. 

The research that 

leads the way in space 

now gives you:- 

The world's 

first 51" 

self-threading 

reel 

Simply lay the tape in the 'SCOTCH' Self-Threading Reel. Switch on. As 
the reel turns, it automatically grips the end of the tape and takes it up 
smoothly. It's the neatest, most practical idea ever. Saving you timel 
And temper! And wear on the tape. 
Every enthusiast needs this bright new idea from the home of new ideas 
in tape recording. Yours for only 7/11d, or in the 7" version for 8/Tld. 
From any'SCOTCH' Magnetic Tape Stockist. 

CDITIPANY 

■■■ Trademark ■ ■ 

Scotch 

MAGNETIC TAPE 

FIRST WITH THE NEW IDEAS 

3M and SCOTCH are trademarks ol Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company. 

6 
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SONY Model TC -357 -4 is a 4- track 
monaural multi -purpose portable 
tape recorder with SONY -O- 
MATIC control, enabling speeches, 
lectures and interviews to be re- 
corded without manual adjust- 
ment. Loud or soft, it automatically 
adjusts the recording level. 
Other outstanding features include 
Self -threading "SONY-0- MATIC" reel 
-no more awkward threading of tapes 

SONY 
I SONY U.K. SALES DIVISION 

Mercia Road, Gloucester. Tel: Gloucester 26841 ' 
A division of Debenhams Electrical and Radio Distribution Co. Ltd 

NAME 
I ADDRESS 

London Showroom, 70/71 Welbeck St. W.1. (ATRI) 

.3 speeds, 7 inch reel capacity Easy 
tape loading with newly developed 
retractamatic " pinch roller Speaker 

monitoring while recording Mic /line 
recordings Public address facility g y H igh performance SONY dynamic stick 
microphone Instant stop lever with lock p p 
facilities, speaker on -off switch, tape 
index counter, record lock button, pro- 
fessional level meter, individual recording g 
and playback control, voltage selector. 
Other tape recorders in the SONY range 
featuring the SONY -O -MATIC recording level 
control include 
MODEL TC-900, a mains /battery portable 
with two track monaural recording and 
playback system at 32 gns. and 
M O D E L TC- 135 -an easy to carry two speed, 
two track extra lightweight ortable with 5" portable 
reel capacity. Complete with highly sensitive 
SONY microphone. 28 gns. P 9 
Studio models also available -Send for details. 

ttttt..t . 
SPECIFICATION TC -357 -4 

Power requirement: 100, 110, 117, 125, 220 or 240 volts, 
watts, 

Instantaneous selection 
cps 

Tape speeds: Instantaaneous selection 74 ips, 31 ips or 1i ips 
(19, 9.5 or 4.75 cm/s) 

Tracks: 4 
minutes 

monophonic 
Recording time: 45 minutes per track, 3 hours in total at 74 ips 

(With SONY Tape Super 7) 1.5 hours per track, 6 hours in total at 3} ips 
3 hours per track, 12 hours in total at 1/ ips 

Reels: 7 inches or smaller 
Frequency response: 40- 15,000 cps at 71 ips 

40- 12,000 cps at 31 ips 
40- 6,000 cps at 1 / ips 

Flutter and wow: Less than 0.12% RMS at 74 ips 
Less than 0.2% RMS at 31 ips 

Record /Playback head: In -line quarter track (2 channel) 
Erase head: In -line quarter track (2 channel) 

Bias frequency: Approx. 55 Kc 
Inputs: High impedance microphone input (1) 

High impedance auxiliary input (1) 
Outputs: High impedance line output (1) 

8 ohm external speaker output (1) 
Speaker: 4 x 6" (10 x 15 cm) dynamic 

Power output: Max. 2 watts 
Tube complement: 6267 (x 1), 6AN8 (x 1), 66M8 (x 1) 

Diodes: 1722 (x 1), SE -05D (xl ) 

Weight: Approx. 22 lbs. (10 kgs.) (without accessories) 
Dimensions: 14.8 "W x 7.9 "H x 12.2 "D 

(375 x 200 x 310 mm) 

SONY- O -MATIC 
The tape recorder with completely automatic recording level control *. 

MODEL TC- 357 -4: 
62 gns. 

*Can also be 
manually adjusted 

7 
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SONY Model TC-357-4 is a 4-track 
monaural multi-purpose portable 
tape recorder with SONY-O- 
MATIC control, enabling speeches, 
lectures and interviews to be re- 
corded without manual adjust- 
ment. Loud or soft, it automatically 
adjusts the recording level. 
Other outstanding features include 
■Self-threading "SONY-O-MATIC" reel 
—no more awkward threading of tapes 
■3 speeds, 7 inch reel capacity -Easy 
tape loading with newly developed 
"retractamatic" pinch roller -Speaker 
monitoring while recording -Mic/line 
recordings -Public address facility 
-High performance SONY dynamic stick 
microphone -Instant stop lever with lock 
facilities, speaker on-off switch, tape 
index counter, record lock button, pro- 
fessional level meter,individual recording 
and playback control, voltage selector. 
Other tape recorders in the SONY range 
featuring the SONY-O-MATIC recording level 
control include 
MODELTC-900, a mains/battery portable 
with two track monaural recording and 
playback system at 32 gns. and 
MODEL TC-135—an easy to carry two speed, 
two track extra lightweight portable with 5" 
reel capacity. Complete with highly sensitive 
SONY microphone. 28 gns. 
Studio models also available—Send for details. 

SONY 

SONY U.K. SALES DIVISION 
Mercia Road, Gloucester. Tel: Gloucester 26841 
A division of Debenhams Electrical and Radio Distribution Co. Ltd. 

NAME   

ADDRESS  

London Showroom, 70/71 Welbeck St. W.l. (atr i) 

SPECIFICATION TC-357-4 
Power requirement: 

Tape speeds; 
Tracks: 

Recording lime: 
(With SONY Tape Super 7) 

Reels: 
Frequency response: 

Flutter and wow: 
Record/Playback head: 

Erase head: 
Bias frequency: 

Inputs; 
Outputs: 
Speaker: 

Power output: 
Tube complement: 

Diodes; 
Weight: 

Dimensions: 

100,110. 117, 125, 220 or 240 volts, 
60 watts, 50/60 cps 
Instantaneous selection 7i ips, 31 ips or 1 J ips 
(19, 9.5 or 4.75 cm/s) 
4 tracks, monophonic 
45 minutes per track, 3 hours in total at 7j ips 
1.5 hours per track, 6 hours in total at 3} ips 
3 hours per track, 12 hours in total at 1 i ips 
7 inches or smaller 
40-15,000 cps at 7 i ips 
40-12,000 cps at 3$ ips 
40- 6,000 cps at 1 i ips 
Less than 0.12% RMS at 71 ips 
Less than 0.2% RMS at 3} ips 
In-line quarter track (2 channel) 
In-line quartet track (2 channel) 
Approx. 55 Kc 
High impedance microphone input 
High impedance auxiliary input 
High impedance line output 
8 ohm external speaker output 
4x6' (10x15 cm) dynamic 
Max. 2 watts 
6267 (x 1), 6AN8 (x 1), 6BM8 (x 1) 
1T22 (x 1), SE-05D (xl) 
Approx. 22 lbs. (10 kgs.) (without accessories) 
14.8"Wx 7.9'H x 12.2"D 
(375 x200 x310 mm) 

d) 
(D 
(1) 
(D 

O-MATIC 

The tape recorder with completely automatic recording level control*. 

£1 

" T1 

MODEL TC-357-4: 
62 gns. 

—, *Can also be 
manually adjusted 
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The Manual is much more than a catalogue of Goodmans High 
Fidelity Loudspeakers - it contains informative articles, which 
can help to increase your listening pleasure. 

Considering a High Fidelity system for the first time? Wanting 
to improve your system in stages? Contemplating stereo? Or 
just interested in High Fidelity? You'll find Goodmans High 
Fidelity Manual well worth reading. Send the coupon for your 
free, complimentary copy without delay. 

SPECIAL FEATURES 
Laboratory tested designs for enclosures 
for all full range loudspeakers. 
Complete loudspeaker systems. 

Special purposes loudspeakers for 
electronic instruments, etc. 

Articles include: 

"Introduction to High Fidelity" - for 
beginners. 

"Stage -built High Fidelity Systems" - 
high performance on a budget. 

"Stereophonic Sound Reproduction" - 
hovy to get the best from stereo. r_____________ 

Please send me a free EE copy of Goodmans High 
Fidelity Manual 

IName 

1 
Address 

TR 2/66 I L----=- ..... ---.1 
GOODMANS 

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LIMITED 
8 Axiom Works Wembley Middx. Tel: WEMbley 1200 

A Member of the RenLsef Group 

THE STEREOLUS 
ribbon microphone 
for top quality 
recording 

The Stereolus is the atest version 
of a Lustraphone ribbon velocity 

stereo microphone design used by 

professionals and amateurs in 

many countries. 
Of the highest quality, yet low in 

cost, the Stereolus is the perfect 
microphone for those requiring 

very fine reproduction. Write for 
full details. 

LUSTRAPHONE 
the foremost name in microphones 

Lustraphone Ltd., St. George's 

Works, Regents Park Road, 

London, N.W.I. PRlmrose 8844 

EDIT YOUR TAPE TRACKS WITHOUT USING PROJECTOR 

Saves projector lamp and film wear. It's incredibly easy, con- 
venient and accurate. Like to know more? Then send, today, for 
FREE literature to 

SYNCHRODEK, Dept. ATR, 2 Warwick Court, London, W.C.I 

CIRCUITS FOR AUDIO 
AND 

TAPE RECORDING 
a new ATR handbook designed specially for 
those who like to construct their own equip- 
ment. The circuits -for amplifiers, pre -amps, 
tuners, echo units and many other items - 
range from the very simple (for the beginner) 
to the more difficult (for the experienced con- 
structor). 

PRICE 8s 6d post free from 

ATR, Haymarket Press Ltd, 
9 Harrow Road, London W2 
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The Manual is much more than a catalogue of Goodmans High 
Fidelity Loudspeakers — it contains informative articles, which 
can help to increase your listening pleasure. 
Considering a High Fidelity system for the first time? Wanting 
to Improve your system in stages? Contemplating stereo? Or 
just Interested In High Fidelity? You'll find Goodmans High 
Fidelity Manual well worth reading. Send the coupon for your 
free, complimentary copy without delay. 

SPECIAL FEATURES 
Laboratory tested designs for enclosures 
for all full range loudspeakers. 

Complete loudspeaker systems. 

Special purposes loudspeakers for 
electronic instruments, etc. 

Articles include; 

"Introduction to High Fidelity" — for 
beginners. 

"Stage-built High Fidelity Systems" — 
high performance on a budget. 

"Stereophonic Sound Reproduction" — 
hovy to get the best from stereo. 

Please send me a free 
copy of Goodmans High 
Fidelity Manual 

Name  
Address... 

TR 2J66 

GOODMANS 
GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LIMITED 

Axiom Works • Wembley • Middx. Tel: WEMbley 1200 
A Member of the Renltset Group 

THE STEREOLUS 

ribbon microphone 

for top quality 

recording 

The Stereolus is the atest version 
of a Lustraphone ribbon velocity 

stereo microphone design used by 
professionals and amateurs in 

many countries. 
Of the highest quality, yet low in 
cost, the Stereolus is the perfect 
microphone for those requiring 

very fine reproduction. Write for 
full details. 

LUSTRAPHONE 
the foremost name In microphones 

Lustraphone Ltd., St. George's 
Works. Regents Park Road, 
London, N.W.I. PRImrose8844 

EDIT YOUR TAPE TRACKS WITHOUT USING PROJECTOR 
Saves projector lamp and film wear. It's incredibly easy, con- 
venient and accurate. Like to know morel Then send, today, for 
FREE literature to 

SYNCHRODEK, Dept. ATR, 2 Warwick Court, London, W.CI 

CIRCIJITS FOR AUDIO 

AND 

TAPE RECORDING 

a new ATR handbook designed specially for 
those who like to construct their own equip- 
ment. The circuits—for amplifiers, pre-amps, 
tuners, echo units and many other items- 
range from the very simple (for the beginner) 
to the more difficult (for the experienced con- 
structor). 

PRICE 8s 6d post free from 

ATR, Haymarket Press Ltd, 
9 Harrow Road, London W2 
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WHO SAID BEAUTY AND BRAINS DON'T GO TOGETHER? 
This great new tape recorder is best in its price range for performance and looks! 

Philips ' High Performance' Tape Recorder 
with Furniture Look Model EL3556 62 gns. 
Whoever said beauty and brains don't go together was 
wrong! For Philips brilliant new High Performance 
tape recorder is more than a leader in its price range 
for performance, reliability and technical excellence. It 
also has Philips breakaway Furniture Look -it's a 
handsome, contemporary piece of furniture that's de- 
signed to look right in your home. Judge for yourself. 
Its technical features include four tracks, four speeds, 
separate treble and bass controls, powerful four -watt 
output through the 7' x 5' loudspeaker, a frequency 
response of 6o-í 8,000 c/s at 7 k ips, a signal to noise ratio 
that's better than 47dB and Duoplay, Multiplay and 
Stereo playback facilities. In styling, too, it's way ahead. 
Rich teak veneer combines with dark grey polystyrene 
to form the sleek cabinet. All controls are sensibly 
grouped, clearly marked for easy operation. Supplied 
complete with moving coil microphone, L.P. tape, 
empty spool, and direct recording /playback lead. 

PHILIPS -THE FRIEND OF THE FAMILY 

Philips Family de luxe 
Model EL3558 42 gns. 

Rich teak veneer cabinet. Auto- 
matic recording control regu- 
lates recording level - manual 
control provided. Four tracks, 
two speeds. Mixing, monitoring 
and parallel track replay. Sup- 
plied with moving coil micro- 
phone, LP tape, empty spool and 
direct recording /playback lead. 

I- -1 
To: Philips Electrical Ltd. (Dept. ATR. 2), Century House, Shaftesbury Ave., London WC2 

Please send details of Furniture Look recorders Et free booklet 'All about 
Tape Recording' 

Name 

Address 

(rTRo129) 
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WHO SAID BEAUTY AND BRAINS DONT DO TOGETHER? 

This great new tape recorder is best in its price range for performance and looks! 

Philips 'High Performance' Tape Recorder 
with Furniture Look Model EL3556 62 gns. 
Whoever said beauty and brains don't go together was 
wrong! For Philips brilliant new High Performance 
tape recorder is more than a leader in its price range 
for performance, reliability and technical excellence. It 
also has Philips breakaway Furniture Look—it's a 
handsome, contemporary piece of furniture that's de- 
signed to look right in your home. Judge for yourself. 
Its technical features include four tracks, four speeds, 
separate treble and bass controls, powerful four-watt 
output through the 7* x 5" loudspeaker, a frequency 
response of 60-18,000 c/s at yjips, a signal to noise ratio 
that's better than 47dB and Duoplay, Multiplay and 
Stereo playback facilities. In styling, too, it's way ahead. 
Rich teak veneer combines with dark grey polystyrene 
to form the sleek cabinet. All controls are sensibly 
grouped, clearly marked for easy operation. Supplied 
complete with moving coil microphone, L.P. tape, 
empty spool, and direct recording/playback lead. 

Philips Family de luxe 
Model EL3558 42 gns. 
Rich teak veneer cabinet. Auto- 
matic recording control regu- 
lates recording level—manual 
control provided. Four tracks, 
two speeds. Mixing, monitoring 
and parallel track replay. Sup- 
plied with moving coil micro- 
phone, LP tape, empty spool and 
direct recording/playback lead. 

\ 1 
To: Philips Elestrical Ltd. (Dept. MR. 2), Century House. Shaftesbury Ave.. London WC2 

Please send details of Furniture Look recorders & free booklet 'All about 
Tape Recording' 

PHILIPS-THE FRIEND OF THE FAMILY 

Name.... 

Address. 

(PTR0129) 
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ADDING 

SOUND 

TO C1NE 
Peter Dean, editor of 
8mm Magazine, continues 
his discussion of the various 
techniques of adding cine 
to sound with a more 
detailed look at some of 
the techniques that the 
enthusiast can use. The 
cost can be a few shillings 
or hundreds of pounds - 
the choice offered is wide 
and depends on the 
requirements of the in- 
dividual. Snags and advan- 
tages of each system are 
clearly outlined, and there 
is a checklist of names 
and addresses for further 
information 

Last month I dealt with the various 
systems which are available to the amateur 
who is interested in making sound films. 
From the response to this, it is clear that 
many people do not find it easy to sort out 
which method is. best for them, and in 
some cases they may find out too late 
that the type they have chosen will not 
enable them to do exactly what they want. 
It is also worth bearing in mind the equip- 
ment which one has available now, and 
whether it is worth incorporating it into 
a system, or whether it would be better 
to start from scratch. 

Quick recap 
(Just to refresh your memory about some 
important points): 

10 1. Sound is normally added to cine after 

Above: well- designed and beautifully made, the Ilford Elmo AP -8 projector may be used 
with its own synchronizer for adding taped sound. Not for the budget -minded, it extracts 
top quality from the tiny 8mm frame. 

the film has been taken. 
2. You may choose two separate methods. 
One uses an existing tape recorder, the 
other involves buying a complete sound 
projector because the sound is actually 
recorded on the film. 
What are the limitations? 
It may seem odd (if not off -putting) to 
say what you can't do, but if you bear in 
mind that every system is capable of doing 
satisfactorily the job of synchronizing 
sound and picture, then it really is much 
easier to tackle the particular limitations of 
each, since these are what will make you 
decide for or against it. 

Tape 
I assume that if you are reading this you 
already possess a tape recorder or are at 

least thinking of getting one. The big 
advantage of tape is that it gives a quality 
of sound far superior to any other method, 
and for very little extra outlay. However, 
even a tape recorder has certain limita- 
tions. To make an adequate sound track 
you will probably need to combine the 
following types of sound: music, speech, 
special effects. It must be possible to record 
all three so that they stay in step with the 
picture. If your tape recorder does not 
have adequate mixing, superimpose, or 
track -to -track recording facilities, you 
cannot do this - at least, not single- handed. 
It is simply not feasible to cue in music, 
fade it up and down, watch the screen and 
read a commentary all at the same time, 
let alone add sound effects. So the various 
parts of your sound track will have to be 
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Peter Dean, editor of 
8mm Magazine, continues 

his discussion of the various 
techniques of adding cine 
to sound with a more 
detailed look at some of 
the techniques that the 

enthusiast can use. The 
cost can be a few shillings 
or hundreds of pounds - 
the choice offered is wide 
and depends on the 

requirements of the in- 
dividual. Snags and advan- 
tages of each system are 
clearly outlined, and there 
is a checklist of names 
and addresses for further 
information 
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Above: well-designed and beautifully made, the Uford Elmo APS projector may be used 
with its own synchronizer for adding taped sound. Not for the budget-minded, it extracts 
top quality from the tiny 8mm frame. 

Last month I dealt with the various 
systems which are available to the amateur 
who is interested in making sound films. 
From the response to this, it is clear that 
many people do not find it easy to sort out 
which method is1 best for them, and in 
some cases they may find out too late 
that the type they have chosen will not 
enable them to do exactly what they want. 
It is also worth bearing in mind the equip- 
ment which one has available now, and 
whether it is worth incorporating it into 
a system, or whether it would be better 
to start from scratch. 

Quick recap 
(Just to refresh your memory about some 
important points): 

10 1, Sound is normally added to cine after 

the film has been taken. 
2. You may choose two separate methods. 
One uses an existing tape recorder, the 
other involves buying a complete sound 
projector because the sound is actually 
recorded on the film. 
What are the limitations? 
It may seem odd (if not off-putting) to 
say what you can't do, but if you bear in 
mind that every system is capable of doing 
satisfactorily the job of synchronizing 
sound and picture, then it really is much 
easier to tackle the particular limitations of 
each, since these are what will make you 
decide for or against it. 

Tape 
I assume that if you are reading this you 
already possess a tape recorder or are at 

least thinking of getting one. The big 
advantage of tape is that it gives a quality 
of sound far superior to any other method, 
and for very little extra outlay. However, 
even a tape recorder has certain limita- 
tions. To make an adequate sound track 
you will probably need to combine the 
following types of sound: music, speech, 
special effects. It must be possible to record 
all three so that they stay in step with the 
picture. If your tape recorder does not 
have adequate mixing, superimpose, or 
track-to-track recording facilities, you 
cannot do this - at least, not single-handed. 
It is simply not feasible to cue in music, 
fade it up and down, watch the screen and 
read a commentary all at the same time, 
let alone add sound effects. So the various 
parts of your sound track will have to be 
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added one by one. 
By far the best tape recorder for your 
purpose is a quarter -track machine with 
inter -track transcription. (Track -to -track 
re- recording as on some stereo tape re- 
corders.) This will enable you to build up 
each section at leisure, and only when it is 
completed to your satisfaction transfer it 
to the final track. The standard procedure 
is to record a `pilot' commentary, with 
recorder and projector synchronized. This 
consists of a description of the film, and 
cues for sound effects and music changes. 
Its purpose is to allow you to build up the 
track without any further showings of the 
film (tape doesn't mind being run back- 
wards and forwards. Film does, and it 
soon shows signs of wear.) This `pilot' 
commentary may be used in two ways. 

Above: the Bolex 18 -5 is another high - 
quality projector which has a tape coupler 
available. There is also a Super 8 version 
of this projector, which has notably good 
optical performance. 

You can build up the sound track by listen- 
ing to the commentary and cueing in at 
the same time (you will need an assistant) 
or, if you are a lone worker, you can pre- 
pare a tightly -timed script from the `pilot'. 
It is then possible to record the commentary 
or music at leisure and cut and splice the 
tape so that its timing corresponds exactly 
to that of your script. A second run - 
through follows, this time recording on 
the second track, and again using the 
script for timing. Since the two tracks are 
independent, a mistake does not matter 
and can be re- recorded. When the second 
track is satisfactory it can be dubbed on 
to the first. At the third run -through, 
effects can be added in a similar way. 
Although it is rather more troublesome, I 
recommend the practice of cutting and 
splicing the tape because it does allow 
very exact timing, and eliminates the 
clicks or buzzes often caused by stopping 
and starting the recorder. Generally 
speaking; the music track is best treated in 
this way, since the transition between 
passages of music is much more difficult 
to manage than a commentary, which is 
seldom continuous. However, this depends 
on individual circumstances, and there 

are no hard and fast rules. 
This is fine if you have a quarter -track 
recorder with track -to -track re- recording 
and mixing facilities. But what if you 
haven't? Let's run through the possibilities. 
1. You can record the music, and then 
superimpose speech. The quality of the 
music recording will suffer, and there may 
be some switching clicks but this is toler- 
able. Effects can be added at a third run - 
through, unless they occur at the same 
time as the commentary or your recorder 
does not have a superimpose control which 
can be switched in and out whilst record- 
ing. In both these cases, the effects will 
have to be laid over the music and the com- 
mentary recorded last. Trouble is, that 
superimposing twice makes the music 
sound very woolly, although this is not so 
important if the speech is crisp. (With all 
methods of simultaneous recording, a 
mistake- at any time can ruin the whole 
effect.) 
2. If you have a separate mixer, or mixing 
controls on the recorder, two sections 
may be recorded simultaneously. This 
again usually means an assistant, or assist- 
ants. The ideal set -up is to have three 
people - someone to look after the music, 
and someone else to read the commentary, 
while you give them their cues and do the 
actual mixing. 
3. If your recorder has neither mixer nor 
superimpose you are faced with the choice 
of speech or music only. A dodge you may 
employ is acoustic mixing. The music can 
come from a separate loudspeaker, and 
be recorded via the microphone used 
for the commentary. To fade down the 
music, either reduce the volume, or turn 
the microphone away from the loud- 
speaker, cutting down the amount of sound 
it picks up. The latter method allows 
more control if you are single- handed, as is 
most probable. Obtaining suitable assist- 
ants when you want them is never the 
easiest of tasks. 
At first glance it may seem that similar 
advantages would be obtained by using 
two recorders. Unfortunately, even though 
recorders have substantially constant speed, 
they may not be precisely the same, which 
can upset sync in long passages. Two 
recorders are, nevertheless, very useful for 
building up sound tracks, provided that 
the script timing is adhered to on play- 
back. 
All the above methods can be used in con- 
junction with the pilot commentary tech- 
nique. Many cine workers are not prepared 
to take the time this entails, and record 
direct while watching the picture. Quite 
apart from the fact that the film will not 
be improved by frequent run -throughs, 
there is always the problem of projector 
noise. Elaborate methods are devised for 
projecting through windows, via mirrors 
and so forth, but these must be regarded 
as makeshifts, and are rarely fully success- 
ful. Played back on their own, many tape 
sound tracks reveal an extremely high 
level of background noise. Even so, it is 

quite amazing how much goes unnoticed 
when there is also a picture to watch. This 
doesn't mean I advocate sloppy recording 
techniques, but it is comforting when, for 
some reason or other, one just cannot 
get a 100% recording to know that minor 
faults will not be picked up by the audience. 
At this stage, it is worth mentioning that 
a recorder has been developed specifically 
for cine sound tracks. Called the Cine- 
corder, it features separate speaker, built - 
in synchronizer,. superimpose, mixing, and 
two features which are, as far as I know, 
unique (tape deck manufacturers could 
well note them). The BSR single -speed 
deck -a rather basic specification but 
simple to use and gives good results - has 
been modified by the addition of `shiftrack' 
and `tape lift' controls. The shiftrack 
allows the recording area to be continuously 
varied up to half -track width. (A mechani- 
cal device alters the relative positions of 
the tape and the recording head.) This 
offers most of the advantages of intertrack 
transcription (except for monitoring) and 
combines it with simultaneous mixing. 
The music may be recorded on full half - 
track, and the commentary then recorded 
using the shiftrack, so that a completely 
separate track, continuously variable in 
width, carries the speech content. On replay 
the volume of the music will depend on the 
extent to which the first track has been 
wiped out by the second recording, but 
note that the tracks remain independent, 
and the second track can be re- 
recorded if a mistake has been made, 
without affecting the first track. As the 
Cinerecorder also has facilities for mixing 
and superimposition, and tone control on 
recording, the compilation of a sound 
track is considerably simplified. The second 
feature, the tape lift, is designed to elimi- 
nate the clicks caused by stopping and 
starting the recorder. It consists of an arm 
which pulls the tape away from the heads, 
at the same time switching off the drive 
at the end of its travel. This gives, in effect 
very rapid fade. Used in reverse it gives a 
fade -in. Both these controls are invaluable, 
mechanically simple, and offer no disad- 
vantages as far as I am aware. 
We now pass from a consideration of what 
is possible with the tape recorder to the 
question of synchronizing it with a pro- 
jector. (For a summary of the various 
methods, see last month.) 
Here are some general points about all 
methods of synchronizing. The simplest 
way of all is `wild', in which the recorder 
and the projector are set up quite inde- 
pendently of one another. The speed 
constancy of a tape recorder is good. 
But many cine projectors have series 
motors which change speed considerably 
according to mains voltage- and how long 
they have been running. Such projectors 
include a variable speed control, but the 
actual speed at which they nm has to be 
judged: it is rarely marked. There is, how- 
ever, a second type normally with a single 
fixed -speed. These use an induction motor, 11 
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added one by one. 
By far the best tape recorder for your 
purpose is a quarter-track machine with 
inter-track transcription. (Track-to-track 
re-recording as on some stereo tape re- 
corders.) This will enable you to build up 
each section at leisure, and only when it is 
completed to your satisfaction transfer it 
to the final track. The standard procedure 
is to record a 'pilot' commentary, with 
recorder and projector synchronized. This 
consists of a description of the film, and 
cues for sound effects and music changes. 
Its purpose is to allow you to build up the 
track without any further showings of the 
film (tape doesn't mind being run back- 
wards and forwards. Film does, and it 
soon shows signs of wear.) This 'pilot' 
commentary may be used in two ways. 
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Above: the Bolex 18-5 is another high- 
quality projector which has a tape coupler 
available. There is also a Super 8 version 
of this projector, which has notably good 
optical performance. 

You can build up the sound track by listen- 
ing to the commentary and cueing in at 
the same time (you will need an assistant) 
or, if you are a lone worker, you can pre- 
pare a lightly-timed script from the 'pilot'. 
It is then possible to record the commentary 
or music at leisure and cut and splice the 
tape so that its timing corresponds exactly 
to that of your script. A second run- 
through follows, this time recording on 
the second track, and again using the 
script for timing. Since the two tracks are 
independent, a mistake does not matter 
and can be re-recorded. When the second 
track is satisfactory it can be dubbed on 
to the first. At the third run-through, 
effects can be added in a similar way. 
Although it is rather more troublesome, I 
recommend the practice of cutting and 
splicing the tape because it does allow 
very exact timing, and eliminates the 
clicks or buzzes often caused by stopping 
and starting the recorder. Generally 
speaking, the music track is best treated in 
this way, since the transition between 
passages of music is much more difficult 
to manage than a commentary, which is 
seldom continuous. However, this depends 
on individual circumstances, and there 

are no hard and fast rules. 
This is fine if you have a quarter-track 
recorder with track-to-track re-recording 
and mixing facilities. But what if you 
haven't? Let's run through the possibilities. 
1. You can record the music, and then 
superimpose speech. The quality of the 
music recording will suffer, and there may 
be some switching clicks but this is toler- 
able. Effects can be added at a third run- 
through, unless they occur at the same 
time as the commentary or your recorder 
does not have a superimpose control which 
can be switched in and out whilst record- 
ing. In both these cases, the effects will 
have to be laid over the music and the com- 
mentary recorded last. Trouble is, that 
superimposing twice makes the music 
sound very woolly, although this is not so 
important if the speech is crisp. (With all 
methods of simultaneous recording, a 
mistake at any time can ruin the whole 
effect.) 
2. If you have a separate mixer, or mixing 
controls on the recorder, two sections 
may be recorded simultaneously. This 
again usually means an assistant, or assist- 
ants. The ideal set-up is to have three 
people - someone to look after the music, 
and someone else to read the commentary, 
while you give them their cues and do the 
actual mixing. 
3. If your recorder has neither mixer nor 
superimpose you are faced with the choice 
of speech or music only. A dodge you may 
employ is acoustic mixing. The music can 
come from a separate loudspeaker, and 
be recorded via the microphone used 
for the commentary. To fade down the 
music, either reduce the volume, or turn 
the microphone away from the loud- 
speaker, cutting down the amount of sound 
it picks up. The latter method allows 
more control if you are single-handed, as is 
most probable. Obtaining suitable assist- 
ants when you want them is never the 
easiest of tasks. 
At first glance it may seem that similar 
advantages would be obtained by using 
two recorders. Unfortunately, even though 
recorders have substantially constant speed, 
they may not be precisely the same, which 
can upset sync in long passages. Two 
recorders are, nevertheless, very useful for 
building up sound tracks, provided that 
the script timing is adhered to on play- 
back. 
All the above methods can be used in con- 
junction with the pilot commentary tech- 
nique. Many cine workers are not prepared 
to take the time this entails, and record 
direct while watching the picture. Quite 
apart from the fact that the film will not 
be improved by frequent run-throughs, 
there is always the problem of projector 
noise. Elaborate methods are devised for 
projecting through windows, via mirrors 
and so forth, but these must be regarded 
as makeshifts, and are rarely fully success- 
ful. Played back on their own, many tape 
sound tracks reveal an extremely high 
level of background noise. Even so, it is 

quite amazing how much goes unnoticed 
when there is also a picture to watch. This 
doesn't mean I advocate sloppy recording 
techniques, but it is comforting when, for 
some reason or other, one just cannot 
get a 100% recording to know that minor 
faults will not be picked up by the audience. 
At this stage, it is worth mentioning that 
a recorder has been developed specifically 
for cine sound tracks. Called the Cine- 
corder, it features separate speaker, built- 
in synchronizer,-superimpose, mixing, and 
two features which are, as far as I know, 
unique (tape deck manufacturers could 
well note them). The BSR single-speed 
deck - a rather basic specification but 
simple to use and gives good results - has 
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and 'tape lift' controls. The shiftrack 
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cal device alters the relative positions of 
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vantages as far as I am aware. 
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is possible with the tape recorder to the 
question of synchronizing it with a pro- 
jector. (For a summary of the various 
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methods of synchronizing. The simplest 
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and the projector are set up quite inde- 
pendently of one another. The speed 
constancy of a tape recorder is good. 
But many cine projectors have series 
motors which change speed considerably 
according to mains voltage and how long 
they have been running. Such projectors 
include a variable speed control, but the 
actual speed at which they rpn has to be 
judged: it is rarely marked. There is, how- 
ever, a second type normally with a single 
fixed-speed. These use an induction motor, 11 
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the most versatile system of 

... and the most economical 

Your present projector and 
tape recorder may be suitable. 

No special tape or striped film 
required. 

No mechanical linkage to projector. 

No critical arrangements or 
complicated tape loops. 

*Tape stretch does not affect 
synchronization. 

"Auto- start" facilities ensure 
precise operation. 
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meter type speed control and you must be able to record and playback 

two tracks on your tape recorder simultaneously (i.e. a stereo tape 

recorder, a four -track tape recorder, or a half -track tape recorder 

fitted with an additional half -track head). 
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You cannot fail to be interested in this revolutionary system, 
using entirely semi -conductor circuitry. 
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which is not only relatively unaffected by 
voltage changes, but also runs very con- 
stantly even from cold. One can, therefore, 
rely on them to project a film for substan- 
tially the same time, give or take a few 
seconds, on each showing. A loosely 
synchronized soundtrack can be added 
very successfully, provided recorder and 
projector are both started up together and 
that some form of start mark is provided 
for both. The disadvantage of fixed -speed 
projectors is that, if the synchronization 
falls out, nothing can be done to bring 
it back into line. However, I have shown 
15- minute films in this way with ex- 

Above: the Eumig Phonomatic Novo has a 
built -in tape coupler of a type proved over 
the years by a great number of amateur 
(and even semi-professional) enthusiasts. 

cellent results. A few projectors (the 
Silma, the Eumig Mark M) incorporate 
fixed speed motors but vary the projection 
speed by a system of gearing. Fixed speeds 
present the snag that the majority of 
synchronizers work by slowing down the 
motor to a predetermined speed of 16 fps. 
If the motor can't be slowed down, the 
synchronizer won't work. So you may buy 
a fixed -speed projector for `wild' tracks, 
only to find it cannot be more closely 
synchronized should you wish it. Even 
with a variable speed motor, `wild' tracks 
can be made, provided one is sufficiently 
familiar with the film to recognize when the 
projector is drifting out of sync. They are 
quite a good introduction to the business 
of adding sound, as they add no extra 
cost to the basic equipment. But you cannot 
let your attention wander during the film. 
The same limitation applies to the strobe. 
This is a strobe wheel fixed to the recorder 
and driven by the tape but illuminated by 
stray light from the projector beam. The 
flickering light will cause the strobe to 
appear stationary when the projector is 
correctly adjusted. But, of course, the 
strobe must be watched throughout. This 
method is very accurate, though some- 
what tedious; it has few snags in use, 
other than positioning the projector and 
recorder accurately. In fact, after a public 

showing of amateur films, using various 
methods of obtaining synchronism, the 
harrassed projectionist declared that in 
future he would stick to the strobe as 
being the most reliable! 
Apart from a few curiosities like the system 
of interleaving tape with film and the 
efforts of dedicated amateurs which are 
outside the scope of this article, the 
commercially available synchronizing units 
fall into very recognizable types: mech- 
anical links between recorder and projec- 
tor, electrical links, combinations of the 
two. 
The mechanical links are used with 
variable speed projectors. They work on 
the principle that the speed of the tape is 
very constant, and make use of this to 
control the projector. A loop of tape is 
passed from the recorder to a unit attached 
to, or alongside, the projector in which is 
incorporated a capstan and pinchwheel 
driven by the projector. When the projec- 
tor is running at the same speed, this 
capstan pulls the tape through at the 
same speed as it leaves the tape recorder. 
Before it reaches the capstan, however, 
the tape passes over a swinging arm, which 
is in effect a variable resistance controlling 
the projector speed. If the projector is 
running fast, the capstan will pull the 
tape through more quickly than it is sup- 
plied by the recorder. It will therefore 
tighten up on the swinging arm, which will 
move accordingly and slow down the motor 
speed. If the motor runs too slowly the 
tape becomes slack, so the arm moves the 
other way and speeds up the projector. 
A status quo is very rapidly established, 
and thereafter recorder and projector run 
happily at their fixed speeds, and will do 
so ever after, provided the same synchro- 
nizing unit is employed. 
Snags of this method are that the projector 
and recorder need to be mounted alongside 
one another; there are quite a number of 
points at which one can make a mistake 
and mangle the tape; exact synchroniza- 
tion is not possible with plain tape because 
it slips and stretches; there is no guarantee 
that if the tape and film are played on an- 
other machine they will stay in sync; a 
broken film or tape means complete loss of 
sync; the deck of the recorder must not be 
recessed or the tape cannot be led into the 
projector. 
It all sounds pretty formidable, doesn't it? 
And yet this system (which is used on the 
Eumig Phonomatic) is probably the most 
widely known of all. Reasons? It was the 
first to come out, and the Eumig is a very 
popular projector with an excellent repu- 
tation. 
The electrical system is used on the Bauer 
T10R. It is unfortunately more expensive, 
but highly convenient, since the projector 
and recorder are linked only by a cable. 
Moreover, there is no chance of mech- 
anical damage to the tape should a mistake 
be made. Since the Bauer is a quite excel- 
lent projector, I would recommend it to 
anyone interested primarily in quality and 

simplicity. Much less expensive (in fact 
only about the same cost as the Bauer 
synchronizer alone) would be a Luch 
projector and synchronizer. This, too, has 
an electrical connection, not quite as 
accurate as the Bauer but good enough 
for its purpose. The same disadvantages 
about tape slip, replay on different mach- 
ines and loss of sync through broken tape 
or film apply as with mechanical synchro- 
nizers. The only certain way of making 
synchronization tight enough to allow 
exact matching of sound to picture 
(accurate enough for speech) is to use 
perforated tape. This does away with slip 
or stretch by replacing the capstan with a 
toothed roller which engages perfora- 
tions in the tape (where track 3 is on a four - 
track machine). Many synchronizers can 
be modified to take perforated tape, but 
that of the Noris projector (an otherwise 
excellent machine) cannot. 
There are three systems of synchronizing 
tape which deserve separate treatment. 
These are the Eumig Phonomatic, the 
Synchrodek and the Carol Cinesound. 
The Phonomatic I shall discuss next month, 
and the Synchrodek will fall to the expert 
pen of ATR's editor, who is trying out 
its many applications for himself (see 
page 24). I propose to leave discussion of 
the Carol Cinesound, which is a purely 

Above: the Bauer T /10R has a notably high - 
quality lens, excellent performance and is 
very quiet- running. It uses a tape syn- 
chronizer of the electrical link type. 

electronic method of synchronization, very 
similar to the pulse -sync systems used 
professionally, also until next month, 
when I shall be able to treat it in the detail 
it deserves. Meanwhile, you will find their 
address in the checklist and if you are 
interested please write to them. I have 
found them helpful and their literature is 
very informative. continued overleaf 13 
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Magnetic stripe 
Magnetic stripe projectors dispose instantly 
of most of the disadvantages of separate 
recorder /projector combinations. Syn- 
chronization is always 100% and is not 
upset by a broken film. The unit is com- 
plete and as simple to operate as a normal 
projector. Against this must be set the 
higher cost, lower sound quality and 
rather primitive recording facilities. You 
may find the challenge of compiling a 
complicated sound track on stripe stimu- 
lating, but (his is evidently not what the 
manufacturers of the machines have anti- 
cipated. They have gone all out to simplify. 
The best example of this is the Eumig 
Mark S. one of the first machines to sell 
for under £100. The thinking behind it is 
clear. The designer has obviously expected 
the user to record both speech and music 
together, while the film is actually running. 
I mentioned projector noise as a bugbear 
under such conditions. The Eumig sup- 
presses all signal from the microphone 
under a given level. This means that, by 
speaking fairly close to the mike, back- 
ground noise just isn't recorded. Mixing 
is automatic - the microphone input takes 
precedence over the gramophone input, 
reducing the volume of the latter instantly, 
but allowing it to return gradually to 
maximum when speech stops. Recording 
volume is also automatic, and highly 
efficient. Here, again, there is an extremely 
rapid initial setting, followed by a slow 
return to maximum sensitivity. This pre- 
vents unpleasant rises in background 
noise during short pauses in speech. 
AVC (automatic volume control) recording 
helps to obtain the best response from the 
stripe, and relieves the user of watching 
the magic eye constantly. 
The Eumig is extremely efficient at the job 
for which it has been designed, but cannot 
begin to compare with a tape recorder in 
facilities. If you prefer a machine which 
is not quite so automatic and has manual 
record level and mixing, the Silma Sound 
2 would be worth looking at. It is about the 
same price and gives similar results. 
Many tape enthusiasts will have thought 
about recording on tape, and transferring 
to stripe. This presents problems which 
are too complicated to go into here; it is 
not easy to make the projector and the 
tape run at exactly the same speed, partly 
because many stripe projectors are designed 
to run at 18 frames per second, whereas 
tape is synchronized at 16, and partly 
because the normal method of governing 
the projector speed cannot be applied to 
a stripe machine without the possibility 
of introducing speed changes which will 
affect the reproduction. If tape to stripe 
transfer is contemplated, I would advise 
you to buy one of the devices which allow 
fuller control of the projector /recorder, 
such as the Synchrodek, or the Carol 
Cinesound. 
The same general remarks apply to add -on 
stripe units as to integrated stripe machines. 

14 They can give good results and may be 

worth considering if you have a projector 
already. But do make sure that it is suitable 
for your projector, by asking for a demon- 
stration of the two working together. If 
the salesman won't do this, don't buy! 
Although it is better, if in doubt, to let the 
professionals apply a stripe to your 
precious film, there are machines available 
cheaply for this purpose. Results appear 
quite satisfactory in practice. 

Super 8 
By the time this appears, the words `Super 
8' may have penetrated your conscious- 
ness. This is a new system of 8mm filming 
which offers ultra -simple cartridge loading 

Above: this is the Eumig Mark S, which 
has done much to popularize the use of 
magnetically striped film, since it is espe- 
cially easy to use and gives good results. 

and a larger film area, for sharper pictures. 
At the time of writing there are no built -in 
tape synchronizers for Super 8 equipment, 
though it is possible that a Bauer machine 
may become available. So for synchronized 
tape you would have to rely upon a 
Synchrodek or Cinesound. The exception 
is a dual -gauge machine, the Ilford Elmo 
FPA, which has a tape synchronizer like 
that for the AP -8 shown on page 10. Stripe 
machines are promised - the Eumig and 
Carena are particularly interesting - and 
the quality of Super 8 stripe is better than 
that of 8mm. If you do not already own any 
regular 8mm cine equipment I would advise 
you to look at Super 8 before deciding. On 
the other hand, the introduction of the 
new gauge means that much first -class 
standard 8mm equipment is going for a 
song and if quality on a strict budget is 
what you want, you will pick up bargains 
either new or second -hand. However, do 
not spend heavily on standard 8 unless you 
intend to keep the equipment: its resale 
price will be disappointingly low. 

Strobe wheels 
`Drumsync': H. S. Engineering Co, 134 
Malvern Gardens, Kenton, Harrow, 
Middlesex. 

Projectors with couplers built -in or available 
Eumig Phonomatic: Johnsons of Hendon 
Ltd, Hendon Way, London W4. 
Noris Super and Synchroner and Syn- 
chroner TS: Luminos Ltd, 1 Belsize 
Crescent, Hampstead, London NW3. 
Bauer T1OR: Pullin Photographic, 11 

Aintree Road, Perivale, Greenford, Middle- 
sex. 
Cinovid: E. Leitz (Instruments) Ltd, 
30 Mortimer Street, London W1. 
Elmo FP: Ilford Ltd, Ilford, Essex. 
Paillard -Bolex 18 -5: Cinex Ltd, Bolex 
House, Burleigh Gardens, Southgate, N14. 
Zeiss Ikon Movilux: Degenhardt & Co 
Ltd, Carl Zeiss House, 20-22 Mortimer 
Street. London WI. 
Luch 2: Technical & Optical Equipment 
Ltd, 15 -17 Praed Street, London W2. 

Tape couplers for use with a wide range of 
projectors 
Synchrodek: Synchrodek (1964) Ltd, Tile - 
hurst Lane, Binfield, Bracknell, Berks. 
Carol Cinesound: Contronics Ltd, Garth 
Works, Deepcut Bridge Road, Blackdown, 
Nr Aldershot. Hants. 

Perforated tape 
KGM Electronics Cinetape A: KGM 
Electronics Ltd, Bardolph Road, Rich- 
mond, Surrey. 

Sound stripe projectors 
Eumig Mark M: Johnsons of Hendon Ltd, 
Hendon Way, London W4. 
Silma Sonik, Silma Sound 2: David Wil- 
liams (Cine Equipment) Ltd, 5 -9 Glass- 
house Yard, London EC1. 
Kodak Sound 8: Kodak Ltd, Victoria 
Road, Ruislip, Middlesex. 
Toei Talkie: Dixons Photographic Ltd, 
Dixon House, 18 -24 High Street, Edgware, 
Middlesex. 
Elmo TP8: Ilford Ltd, Ilford, Essex. 
Carena Concerto: Photopia Ltd, Hemp - 
stalls Lane, Newcastle, Staffs. 
Agfa Sonectorphon: Agfa Ltd, 27 Regent 
Street, London SW1. 

Add -on stripe units 
Paul Plus: Paul Plus Ltd, 29 King Street, 
Newcastle, Staffs. 
Topsonic: Technical & Optical Equipment 
Ltd, 15 -17 Praed Street, London W2. 

Striping machines 
Supersound: Supersound Electronic Pro- 
ducts, 114 Mount Pleasant Road, Hastings, 
Sussex. 
Harringay: Harringay Photographic Ltd, 
435 Green Lanes, London N4. 

Professional striping services 
Zonal Film Facilities Ltd, Zonal House, 
Heron Trading Estate, Westfields Road, 
London W3. 
Agfa Ltd, 27 Regent Street, London SW1. 
(Through photographic dealer.) 
EVT Magnetics, 157 Long Lane, Bexley - 
heath, Kent. 
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stripe units as to integrated stripe machines. 

14 They can give good results and may be 

worth considering if you have a projector 
already. But do make sure that it is suitable 
for your projector, by asking for a demon- 
stration of the two working together. If 
the salesman won't do this, don't buy! 
Although it is better, if in doubt, to let the 
professionals apply a stripe to your 
precious film, there are machines available 
cheaply for this purpose. Results appear 
quite satisfactory in practice. 

Super 8 
By the time this appears, the words 'Super 
8' may have penetrated your conscious- 
ness. This is a new system of 8mm filming 
which offers ultra-simple cartridge loading 

i 

was 

Above: this is the Eumig Mark S, which 
has done much to popularize the use of 
magnetically striped film, since it is espe- 
cially easy to use and gives good results. 

and a larger film area, for sharper pictures. 
At the time of writing there are no built-in 
tape synchronizers for Super 8 equipment, 
though it is possible that a Bauer machine 
may become available. So for synchronized 
tape you would have to rely upon a 
Synchrodek or Cinesound. The exception 
is a dual-gauge machine, the Ilford Elmo 
FPA, which has a tape synchronizer like 
that for the AP-8 shown on page 10. Stripe 
machines are promised - the Eumig and 
Carena are particularly interesting - and 
the quality of Super 8 stripe is better than 
that of 8mm. If you do not already own any 
regular 8mm cine equipment I would advise 
you to look at Super 8 before deciding. On 
the other hand, the introduction of the 
new gauge means that much first-class 
standard 8mm equipment is going for a 
song and if quality on a strict budget is 
what you want, you will pick up bargains 
either new or second-hand. However, do 
not spend heavily on standard 8 unless you 
intend to keep the equipment: its resale 
price will be disappointingly low. 

Strobe wheels 
'Drumsync': H. S. Engineering Co, 134 
Malvern Gardens, Kenton, Harrow, 
Middlesex. 

Projectors with couplers built-in or available 
Eumig Phonomatic: Johnsons of Hendon 
Ltd, Hendon Way, London W4. 
Noris Super and Synchroner and Syn- 
chroner TS: Luminos Ltd, I Belsize 
Crescent, Hampstead, London NW3. 
Bauer T10R: Pullin Photographic, 11 
Aintree Road, Perivale, Greenford, Middle- 
sex. 
Cinovid: E. Leifz (Instruments) Ltd, 
30 Mortimer Street, London Wl. 
Elmo FP: Ilford Ltd, Ilford, Essex. 
Paillard-Bolex 18-5: Cinex Ltd, Bolex 
House, Burleigh Gardens, Southgate. N14. 
Zeiss Ikon Movilux: Degenhardt & Co 
Ltd, Carl Zeiss House, 20-22 Mortimer 
Street. London Wl. 
Luch 2: Technical & Optical Equipment 
Ltd, 15-17 Praed Street, London W2. 

Tape couplers for use with a wide range of 
projectors 
Synchrodek: Synchrodek (1964) Ltd, Tile- 
hurst Lane, Binfield, Bracknell, Berks. 
Carol Cinesound: Centronics Ltd, Garth 
Works, Deepcut Bridge Road, Blackdown, 
Nr Aldershot. Hants. 

Perforated tape 
KGM Electronics Cinetape A: KGM 
Electronics Ltd, Bardolph Road, Rich- 
mond, Surrey. 

Sound stripe projectors 
Eumig Mark M: Johnsons of Hendon Ltd, 
Hendon Way, London W4. 
Silma Sonik, Silma Sound 2: David Wil- 
liams (Cine Equipment) Ltd, 5-9 Glass- 
house Yard, London EC I. 
Kodak Sound 8; Kodak Ltd, Victoria 
Road, Ruislip, Middlesex. 
Toei Talkie: Dixons Photographic Ltd, 
Dixon House, 18-24 High Street, Edgware, 
Middlesex. 
Elmo TPS: Ilford Ltd, Ilford, Essex. 
Carena Concerto: Photopia Ltd, Hemp- 
stalls Lane, Newcastle, Staffs. 
Agfa Sonectorphon: Agfa Ltd, 27 Regent 
Street, London SWI. 

Add-on stripe units 
Paul Plus; Paul Plus Ltd, 29 King Street, 
Newcastle, Staffs. 
Topsonic: Technical & Optical Equipment 
Ltd, 15-17 Praed Street, London W2. 

Striping machines 
Supersound: Supersound Electronic Pro- 
ducts, 114 Mount Pleasant Road, Hastings, 
Sussex. 
Harringay; Harringay Photographic Ltd, 
435 Green Lanes, London N4. 

Professional striping services 
Zonal Film Facilities Ltd, Zonal House, 
Heron Trading Estate, Westfields Road, 
London W3. 
Agfa Ltd, 27 Regent Street, London SWI. 
(Through photographic dealer.) 
EVT Magnetics, 157 Long Lane, Bexley- 
heath, Kent. 
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Have 8mm stripe -sound now -inexpensively. No need to discard your favourite projector. The 
wonderful add -on Topsonic converts any popular 8mm projector to a full- specification high - 
performance stripe -sound unit. Provides all the facilities you need, record, replay, erase, superimposition 
with inputs for microphone, gram, radio, with full mixing facilities and tone control. Magic Eye 
Record level control. This precision, electronic, magnetic stripe converter can produce really first 
class sound from 8mm film. The Topsonic is supplied in a handsome teak veneered cabinet, complete 
with stick microphone and a matching free standing 5 watt loudspeaker unit. You can convert your 
projector for top -quality stripe -sound for only 42 gns. Suitable for most popular 8mm projectors. 

Technical Specification: 
Inputs for: 
Microphone -High Impedance Crystal 
Gramophone -High Impedance Crystal or 
Moving Coil with transformer 

Radio -High Impedance (Low Level) 
Outputs: Low Impedance 3 Ohms to 
Eliptical Loudspeaker Unit. High Imped- 
ance Low Level, for external amplification. 
Mains Supply: 200 -240 Volts 50 cycles 

GET SET FOR 8mm PROJECTION WITH EXCIT- 

ING PROFESSIONAL QUALITY SOUND AT LOW 

COST WITH THE AMAZING NEW TOPSONIC. 

COMPLETE WITH HIGH QUALITY PORTABLE 

L.S. UNIT AND STICK MICROPHONE. 42 GNS. I TECHNICAL & OPTICAL EQUIPMENT (LONDON) LTD. 

Send for fully illustrated leaflet. 
15/17 Praed Street, London, W.2. Tel: AMBassador 3181 L _ _ 

A.C. only 
Size: Two units 15 "x8 "x8" and 1 5"x8"x4" 
Finish: Teak Case with Gold Trim and 
contrasting Pearl Grey Panel 
Weight: 24 lbs. Total 

Please send me full details of the Topsonic 8mm Sound 

NAME 

I ADDRESS 

Converter. 1 
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Have 8mm stripe-sound now-inexpensively. No need to discard your favourite projector. The 
wonderful add-on Topsonic converts any popular 8mm projector to a full-specification high- 
performance stripe-sound unit. Provides all the facilities you need, record, replay, erase, superimposition 
with inputs for microphone, gram, radio, with full mixing facilities and tone control. Magic Eye 
Record level control. This precision, electronic, magnetic stripe converter can produce really first 
class sound from 8mm film. The Topsonic is supplied in a handsome teak veneered cabinet, complete 
with stick microphone and a matching free standing 5 watt loudspeaker unit. You can convert your 
projector for top-quality stripe-sound for only 42 gns. Suitable for most popular 8mm projectors. 

Technical Specification: 
Inputs for: 
Microphone—High Impedance Crystal 
Gramophone—High Impedance Crystal or 
Moving Coil with transformer 

Radio—High Impedance (Low Level) 
Outputs: Low Impedance 3 Ohms to 
Eliptical Loudspeaker Unit. High Imped- 
ance Low Level for external amplification. 
Mains Supply: 200-240 Volts 50 cycles 

A.C. only 
Size: Two units 15"x8"x8"and 15"x8"x4" 
Finish: Teak Case with Gold Trim and 
contrasting Pearl Grey Panel 
Weight: 24 lbs. Total 

GET SET FOR Smm PROJECTION WITH EXCIT- 
ING PROFESSIONAL QUALITY SOUND AT LOW 
COST WITH THE AMAZING NEW TOPSONIC. 
COMPLETE WITH HIGH QUALITY PORTABLE 
LS. UNIT AND STICK MICROPHONE. 42 GNS. 

Send for fully illustrated leaflet. 
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TECHNICAL 8. OPTICAL EQUIPMENT (LONDON) LTD. 
15/17 Praed Street, London, W.2. Tel: AMBassador 3181 
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Circuit for Constructors 

INPUT 

IMPEDANCE 

PRE -AMPLIFIER 
By R. F. Spriggs 

HIGH 

With more and more transistorized equipment coming 
on to the market, it is often necessary to use a high 
impedance microphone in conjunction with a tape 
recorder or amplifier with a low input impedance. The 
pre -amplifier described in this article enables this to be 
done. Another use is when a high impedance microphone 
is to be used with a long length of cable. As the input 
impedance is in the order of 100 Kohms, a crystal micro- 
phone can be used in an emergency, although there will 
be a loss of bass. When recording speech a reduction 
in bass response does sometimes improve the intel- 
ligibility of the recording. 

Circuit description 
The circuit, shown in Fig.1, is a simple two -stage direct - 
coupled pre -amplifier using a low noise transistor in the 
first stage which feeds a very high gain second stage with 
a low impedance output. Both stages work at very low 
collector current to give maximum signal to noise ratio. 
This is possible due to the direct coupling and the dc 
stabilization from T2 emitter to T1 base via R6 and R2. 

Fig.1. Circuit of the pre -amplifier. 

An example of how this works will be given. Should a 

rise in temperature cause T1 collector current to increase, 
the voltage at the collector will fall. As T2 base is direct 
coupled, its voltage will also fall, reducing the current 
in T2, in turn' causing the emitter voltage to become less. 
This reduces the bias on T1 base which reduces the 
collector current, tending to restore it to its normal value. 
Study of the circuit will show that the circuit remains 
balanced for a change of collector current, either increase 
or decrease, in either transistor. 
A high impedance is obtained by a large degree of nega- 
tive feedback from the emitter of T1 to its base via C2. 
As the circuit is so stable, overall feedback via C4 and 
VR1 can be used to adjust the gain without causing in- 
stability. This feedback also reduces noise and improves 
the frequency response. As the circuit is self -balancing, 
about 5 to 10 seconds elapse before correct operation 
begins. 

Construction 
The original pre -amplifier was built in an Eddystone 
Diecast box type 896. This provides a robust case and 
also completely screens the unit. Almost all the com- 
ponents can be mounted on sub -miniature group boards 
as shown in Fig.2. The component types specified 
should be used or difficulty may be experienced in 
fitting the components on to the boards. As the layout 
is rather cramped, care should be taken when soldering 
the transistors and other components to avoid damaging 
them by overheating. Most of the components can be 
mounted on to the group boards before they are fitted 
into the box. A layer of very thin foam rubber is fitted 
inside the lid. This holds the battery in place and prevents 
the lid touching any components. When the lid of the box 
is fitted care should be taken not to trap any wires. 
The unit consumes about 750 micro -amps, so the battery 
life is very long. VRI should be adjusted to give lowest 
noise consistent with required gain. Its value can then 
be measured and a resistor of equal value fitted in its 
place if required. 
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Circuit for Constructors 

HIGH MPUT 

IMPEDANCE 

PRE-AMPUFIER 

By R. F. Spriggs 

With more and more transistorized equipment coming 
on to the market, it is often necessary to use a high 
impedance microphone in conjunction with a tape 
recorder or amplifier with a low input impedance. The 
pre-amplifier described in this article enables this to be 
done. Another use is when a high impedance microphone 
is to be used with a long length of cable. As the input 
impedance is in the order of 100 Kohms, a crystal micro- 
phone can be used in an emergency, although there will 
be a loss of bass. When recording speech a reduction 
in bass response does sometimes improve the intel- 
ligibility of the recording. 

Circuit description 
The circuit, shown in Fig.1, is a simple two-stage direct- 
coupled pre-amplifier using a low noise transistor in the 
first stage which feeds a very high gain second stage with 
a low impedance output. Both stages work at very low 
collector current to give maximum signal to noise ratio. 
This is possible due to the direct coupling and the dc 
stabilization from T2 emitter to T1 base via R6 and R2. 

An example of how this works will be given. Should a 
rise in temperature cause T1 collector current to increase, 
the voltage at the collector will fall. As T2 base is direct 
coupled, its voltage will also fall, reducing the current 
in T2, in turn'causing the emitter voltage to become less. 
This reduces the bias on T1 base which reduces the 
collector current, tending to restore it to its normal value. 
Study of the circuit will show that the circuit remains 
balanced for a change of collector current, either increase 
or decrease, in either transistor. 
A high impedance is obtained by a large degree of nega- 
tive feedback from the emitter of T1 to its base via C2. 
As the circuit is so stable, overall feedback via C4 and 
VR1 can be used to adjust the gain without causing in- 
stability. This feedback also reduces noise and improves 
the frequency response. As the circuit is self-balancing, 
about 5 to 10 seconds elapse before correct operation 
begins. 

Construction 
The original pre-amplifier was built in an Eddystone 
Diecast box type 896. This provides a robust case and 
also completely screens the unit. Almost all the com- 
ponents can be mounted on sub-miniature group boards 
as shown in Fig.2. The component types specified 
should be used or difficulty may be experienced in 
fitting the components on to the boards. As the layout 
is rather cramped, care should be taken when soldering 
the transistors and other components to avoid damaging 
them by overheating. Most of the components can be 
mounted on to the group boards before they are fitted 
into the box. A layer of very thin foam rubber is fitted 
inside the lid. This holds the battery in place and prevents 
the lid touching any components. When the lid of the box 
is fitted care should be taken not to trap any wires. 
The unit consumes about 750 micro-amps, so the battery 
life is very long. VRI should be adjusted to give lowest 
noise consistent with required gain. Its value can then 
be measured and a resistor of equal value fitted in its 
place if required. 

Fig. I. Circuit of the pre-amplifier. 
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In use, the pre -amplifier is simply connected between 
the microphone and the amplifier or recorder. If a long 
lead is to be used with the microphone, the pre -amplifier 
should be connected as close as possible to the micro- 
phone with the long length of lead between the pre- 
amplifier and the equipment being used. The output lead 
is fitted with a plug to match the sockets on the amplifier 
or recorder. If an input socket other than a jack is used 
the switch can be dispensed with and a resistor of 
100 Kohms fitted in place of R1 across the input. 
Although the unit was designed primarily for use with 
high impedance microphones it will serve as a useful 
booster amplifier with any microphone from 25 ohms 
upwards. 
Components List 
C1 125 p.F 25 V wkg 
C2 64 ,AF 25 V wkg 
C3 64 25 V wkg 
C4 64 v.F 25 V wkg 
C5 64 IF 25 V wkg 
C6 64 uF 25 V wkg 
(All Mullard miniature electrolytics) 
R1 47 ohms 
R2 68 Kohms 
R3 27 Kohms 
R4 680 ohms 
R5 5.6 Kohms 
R6 100 Kohms 
R7 100 ohms 
R8 5.6 Kohms 
R9 10 Kohms 
R10 33 Kohms 
(All Radiospares z watt 'hystab') 

One Eddystone die -cast box type 896 
One switched jack socket 
T1 AC107 or 2GT102 
T2 AF117 or NKT676 
Output socket or lead 
One 18 -way sub -miniature group board 
Battery, Vidor VT3 

Fig.2. Layout of the pre -amplifier. 
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Akai's 'stereo-in-a 
suitcase' 

2 large 5" x 7" speakers built into the sides 
of the cabinet. Precision titanium strip micro gap 
heads. Hysteresis synchronous motor. 
4tracks. 2 speeds. Sound -on- Sound. "All -in -one" 
portable design. 2 VU meters. Automatic 
shut -off. Solid state pre -amps. 40- 15,000 c.p.s. 
at 7+ i.p.s. ± 3 db. 6 watts stereo output. 94 gnsa 
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In use, the pre-amplifier is simply connected between 
the microphone and the amplifier or recorder. If a long 
lead is to be used with the microphone, the pre-amplifier 
should be connected as close as possible to the micro- 
phone with the long length of lead between the pre- 
amplifier and the equipment being used. The output lead 
is fitted with a plug to match the sockets on the amplifier 
or recorder. If an input socket other than a jack is used 
the switch can be dispensed with and a resistor of 
100 Kohms fitted in place of R1 across the input. 
Although the unit was designed primarily for use with 
high impedance microphones it will serve as a useful 
booster amplifier with any microphone from 25 ohms 
upwards. 
Components List 
C1 125 25 V wkg 
C2 64 ixF 25 V wkg 
C3 64 ixF 25 V wkg 
C4 64 ixF 25 V wkg 
C5 64 nF 25 V wkg 
C6 64 ixF 25 V wkg 
(All Mullard miniature electrolytics) 
R1 47 ohms 
R2 68 Kohms 
R3 27 Kohms 
R4 680 ohms 
R5 5-6 Kohms 
R6 100 Kohms 
R7 100 ohms 
R8 5-6 Kohms 
R9 10 Kohms 
R10 33 Kohms 
(All Radiospares ^ watt 'hystab') 

One Eddystone die-cast box type 896 
One switched jack socket 
T1 AC107 or 2GT102 
T2 AF117 or NKT676 
Output socket or lead 
One 18-way sub-miniature group board 
Battery, Vidor VT3 

Fig.2. Layout of the pre-amplifier. 
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TAPE RECORDER 

SERVICING 
Further ways of analysing 
recorder faults, and how to 
put things right, 
by Gordon J. King 

Fig.l. Block diagram of typical tape 
recorder showing the stages which are 
common to both record and playback. 

Fig.2. Circuit section of Sobel' Model 
S601 tape recorder. Here a double - triode 
valve (ECC 83) acts as an equalized 
pre -amplifier for the programme signal 
on record and the head signal 
on playback. The text reveals how a fault 
in this section can cause failure of both 
record and playback, and how the faulty 
part can be located. The voltages refer 
relative to chassis. 

18 

Last month we investigated the symptom of No Record or Play- 
back - Motor Circuit Norma! in terms of ht supply failure. It was 
also shown in last month's article that failure anywhere in the 
electronics section power supply would cause the trouble and that 
a fault in, say, the mains transformer primary circuit would result 
in unlit heaters in the valves and magic -eye record level indicator. 
Of course, the normal motor circuit means that mains power must 
be getting into the recorder, clearing the mains socket, mains 
lead and general switching in the recorder; but it must be remem- 
bered that the electronics section may have its own mains fuse. 
This possibility should be checked. 
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TAPE RECORDER 

Further ways of analysing 

recorder faults, and how to 

put things right, 

by Gordon J. King 

Fig. I. Block diagram of typical tape 
recorder showing the stages which are 
common to both record and playback. 

Last month we investigated the symptom of No Record or Play- 
back - Motor Circuit Normal in terms of ht supply failure. It was 
also shown in last month's article that failure anywhere in the 
electronics section power supply would cause the trouble and that 
a fault in, say, the mains transformer primary circuit would result 
in unlit heaters in the valves and magic-eye record level indicator. 
Of course, the normal motor circuit means that mains power must 
be getting into the recorder, clearing the mains socket, mains 
lead and general switching in the recorder; but it must be remem- 
bered that the electronics section may have its own mains fuse. 
This possibility should be checked. 
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Fig.2. Circuit section of Sobell Model 
5601 tape recorder. Here a double-triode 
valve {FCC 83) acts as an equalized 
pre-ampUfier for the programme signal 
on record and the head signal 
on playback. The text reveals how a fault 
in this section can cause failure of both 
record and playback, and how the faulty 
part can be located. The voltages refer 
relative to chassis. 
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If the heaters are lit a quick check with a dc voltmeter will tell the 
state of the ht supply circuit. If ht volts are zero (or almost so), 
last month's article tells what should be done to find and clear 
the trouble. Incidentally, it is worth noting that the state of the ht 
supply can be gleaned to some extent in recorders featuring 
magic -eye record level indicators. The heater is this device can 
often be seen glowing, as already told. However, in the record 
position it is the ht supply that produces the fluorescent display - 
whatever kind it may be. Thus, if the heater is lit yet there is no 
fluorescent glow in the record position, and the recorder exhibits 
the symptoms of lack of record and replay, it is very likely that 
the ht supply is at fault. Some machines have two fuses in their 
electronics, one in the main supply circuit and the other in the ht 
supply circuit. Failure of the former would kill all power to the 
amplifiers, including the heater supplies of course, while failure 
of the latter would cut off only the ht supply without affecting the 
valve heaters. 
Now, both the record and replay sections of a tape recorder can 
fail altogether even though the power supply remains normal. This 
is because the majority of models feature circuit sections that 
operate both on record and replay, a system of switching from 
one function to the other. There are usually three main sections, 
excluding the power supply, which, of course, is common to both. 
These are (i) a frequency -equalized preamplifier that amplifies 
the input signal on record (such as from a microphone or other 
programme source) and the tape head signal on replay, (ii) an 
audio amplifier section that operates as the recording head driver 
on record and as a voltage amplifier or audio driver on replay and 
(iii) a power stage that provides the hf bias and erase signals on 
record and the audio power output (for operating the speaker) 
on replay. 

Block diagram 
These main stages are shown in the block diagram in Fig.l. 
Incidentally, block diagrams will be used extensively throughout 
this series, are extremely useful in showing the various 
stages and signal paths without the complications of the associated 
circuits. Circuits will also be given, of course, but it is often 
instructive first to consider the basic circuit paths before examining 
the circuits for possible faults. 
In Fig.l switches Sl, S2, S3, S4, S5 and S6 are in the record posi- 
tion. These switch sections are the basic ones needed for record 
replay changeover and are all operated by the record /playback 
control knob or switch. The various sections are ganged together 
to form an often complex switch assembly. It is here that quite a 
few faults seem to occur. 
Now, let us look at Fig.! in the record position. We see that the 
microphone signal is coupled to the pre -amplifier through Sl, 
and that the output of the pre -amplifier goes to the equalizing 
stage, set by S2 to give proper correction for the record signal. 
More will be said about correction later. The output of the 
equalizer is fed via the volume control (which, incidentally, some- 
times acts as the record level control in the record position) and 
thence to the record output amplifier. The output signal from this 
section is directed to the record /replay head through switch section 
S3, and it is to this circuit that the record level indicator, whatever 
type it may be, is connected. 
Switch section S4 disconnects the signal in the record output stage 
from the playback output stage, while switch S5 changes the play- 
back output stage into an hf oscillator for bias and erase. Switch 
S6 serves to couple some of the hf signal into the tape head in the 
record position as bias. There we have the set -up for record. 
On replay all the switch sections change over. Thus, the head 
signal is now coupled to the pre -amplifier via S1 and S3, while 
S2 changes the equalization to suit replay. The volume control 
really acts as the volume control and applies the required level of 
replay signal to the playback amplifier. The output here is now 
coupled through S4 to the playback output stage, while S5 switches 
off the hf oscillator action of the stage and the speaker receives 
the playback signal in terms of power and response accordingly. 
Note that S6 switches the bottom of the record /replay head to 
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If the heaters are lit a quick check with a dc voltmeter will tell the 
state of the ht supply circuit. If ht volts are zero (or almost so), 
last month's article tells what should be done to find and clear 
the trouble. Incidentally, it is worth noting that the state of the ht 
supply can be gleaned to some extent in recorders featuring 
magic-eye record level indicators. The heater i* this device can 
often be seen glowing, as already told. However, in the record 
position it is the ht supply that produces the fluorescent display - 
whatever kind it may be. Thus, if the heater is lit yet there is no 
fluorescent glow in the record position, and the recorder exhibits 
the symptoms of lack of record and replay, it is very likely that 
the ht supply is at fault. Some machines have two fuses in their 
electronics, one in the main supply circuit and the other in the ht 
supply circuit. Failure of the former would kill all power to the 
amplifiers, including the heater supplies of course, while failure 
of the latter would cut off only the ht supply without affecting the 
valve heaters. 
Now, both the record and replay sections of a tape recorder can 
fail altogether even though the power supply remains normal. This 
is because the majority of models feature circuit sections that 
operate both on record and replay, a system of switching from 
one function to the other. There are usually three main sections, 
excluding the power supply, which, of course, is common to both. 
These are (i) a frequency-equalized preamplifier that amplifies 
the input signal on record (such as from a microphone or other 
programme source) and the tape head signal on replay, (ii) an 
audio amplifier section that operates as the recording head driver 
on record and as a voltage amplifier or audio driver on replay and 
(iii) a power stage that provides the hf bias and erase signals on 
record and the audio power output (for operating the speaker) 
on replay. 

Block diagram 
These main stages are shown in the block diagram in Fig.l. 
Incidentally, block diagrams will be used extensively throughout 
this series, as they are extremely useful in showing the various 
stages and signal paths without the complications of the associated 
circuits. Circuits will also be given, of course, but it is often 
instructive first to consider the basic circuit paths before examining 
the circuits for possible faults. 
In Fig.l switches SI, S2, S3, S4, S5 and S6 are in the record posi- 
tion. These switch sections are the basic ones needed for record 
replay changeover and are all operated by the record/playback 
control knob or switch. The various sections are ganged together 
to form an often complex switch assembly. It is here that quite a 
few faults seem to occur. 
Now, let us look at Fig.l in the record position. We see that the 
microphone signal is coupled to the pre-amplifier through SI, 
and that the output of the pre-amplifier goes to the equalizing 
stage, set by S2 to give proper correction for the record signal. 
More will be said about correction later. The output of the 
equalizer is fed via the volume control (which, incidentally, some- 
times acts as the record level control in the record position) and 
thence to the record output amplifier. The output signal from this 
section is directed to the record/replay head through switch section 
S3, and it is to this circuit that the record level indicator, whatever 
type it may be, is connected. 
Switch section S4 disconnects the signal in the record output stage 
from the playback output stage, while switch S5 changes the play- 
back output stage into an hf oscillator for bias and erase. Switch 
S6 serves to couple some of the hf signal into the tape head in the 
record position as bias. There we have the set-up for record. 
On replay all the switch sections change over. Thus, the head 
signal is now coupled to the pre-amplifier via SI and S3, while 
S2 changes the equalization to suit replay. The volume control 
really acts as the volume control and applies the required level of 
replay signal to the playback amplifier. The output here is now 
coupled through S4 to the playback output stage, while S5 switches 
off the hf oscillator action of the stage and the speaker receives 
the playback signal in terms of power and response accordingly. 
Note that S6 switches the bottom of the record/replay head to 
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chassis and effectively removes the hf bias circuit which is needed 
only on record, of course. 

Stage doubling 
This résumé of tape recorder switching reveals, then, the common 
stages which double on record and replay. In practice, the switching 
may be somewhat more complex, depending on just how many 
common circuits are adopted, which is often a measure of the 
nature and quality of a machine. Ideally, completely separate and 
isolated record and replay sections Would be used, but the econ- 
omics of the average domestic machine demand the doubling of 
certain stages. More expensive machines may double -up less than 
their lower -priced counterparts; some really expensive studio -type 
machines do, in fact, run isolated record and playback sections, 
the latter giving a signal for basic monitoring only or for applying 
to a high quality reproducing channel. 
For the time being we shall be considering the type of machine 
that is in majority use and that employs common stages of the 
nature shown in Fig.l. From this block diagram we can now 
appreciate that a fault in a common stage will affect both record 
and playback. Whether or not both functions will be cut off 
completely to cause the symptom under discussion - i.e., No Record 
or Playback - Motor Circuit Normal - will depend on the precise 
nature of the trouble and the section in which it exists. 
The symptom could result from trouble in the common pre- 
amplifier, for instance, for if this section developed an open -circuit 
for some reason or other no signal would get through for recording 
or replay. The machine would thus be dead on both functions. 

A common first -stage circuit 
Many popular tape recorders feature a double- triode valve in the 
preamplifier and equalization stages, and a circuit section of this 
kind is given in Fig.2. Here SW1A switch section selects either the 
programme signal (for recording) or the signal in the playback 
head (for replay). It is drawn in the record position. Thus, pro- 
gramme signal, wherever it is derived, is applied to the grid of 
VIA through Cl. The signal appears in amplified form at the 
anode of this triode and is passed to the grid of the second triode 
section, V1B, through C3. The signal is thus further amplified 
and appears at the anode of V1B, from whence it is conveyed to 
the volume control (record level control in the record position) 
through C9. This, then, gives us the condition up to the volume 
control in Fig.!, on the block diagram. 
Equalization, however, has not yet been considered. This is accom- 
plished by the resistor -capacitor network round switch section 
SW1A at the bottom of the circuit. It operates by virtue of fre- 
quency- selective negative feedback from the anode of V1B to the 
cathode of VIA. 
With the switch in the record position, as drawn, the feedback 
network is after the style of that shown in Fig.3. This is essentially 
a low -pass filter (C4 being a very small value), meaning that the 
feedback increases towards the lower audio frequencies and rises 
(as limited by C4) towards the higher frequencies. In that way, 
therefore, the gain of the section falls towards the bass and 
effectively rises towards the treble, which is what is required in the 
record position, i.e., treble boost. 
With the switch in the playback position the network changes to 
that in Fig.4. The low -pass characteristics are considerably 
altered due to the presence of C5 and R11 across C7, and C4 
assumes more importance in causing a fall in treble gain, thereby 
modifying the treble response and giving some degree of bass lift 
which is what is required on playback. 

Checking the fault symptom 
Clearly, then, should a fault develop in the section shown in Fig.2 
the machine will neither record nor playback. The first move, 
however, is to prove conclusively that both the record and play- 
back functions are completely dead. From the recording point 
of view this is not difficult, for after applying the programme 
signal in the ordinary way we shall end up with a blank tape. 
How do we know that the tape is blank, though, for it could be 

20 that the trouble is in the replay section? 

Well, first, a defective first section would fail to give an indication 
on the record level indicator because there would be no record 
programme signal arriving at the record output stage and thus no 
signal at the record level indicator. Secondly, a tape record (known 
to be properly recorded) would fail to reproduce on the machine 
when switched to the playback position. It is always a good plan 
to test any suspect machine with a tape record of known perfor- 
mance. This can save much time and false diagnosis. 
We are now considering the symptoms that would exist due to 
first -stage trouble, and to recapitulate they are (a) no record or 
playback - motor circuit normal, (b) heaters alight, (c) ht line 
voltage correct and (d) failure of the record level indicator. Would 
there be any additional symptoms or factors that we should look 
for? 
In most cases there are probably one or two other things that would 
verify our original diagnosis of first -stage failure. Since the power 
supply and audio output stage are working correctly, we should 
be able to hear, with an ear close to the speaker, a low -level residual 
hum with the machine switched to the playback position. Lack of 
all life on playback would indicate trouble in the playback audio 
section and output stage or in the power supply rather than in the 
first stages common to both record and playback. 
Also the playback voltage amplifier (or output stage drive) would 
be working normally, so we should be able to hear a slight sizzle 
or change in level of residual hum as the volume control is turned 
from minimum to maximum when the machine is switched to 
playback. All these simple tests have some bearing on our original 
diagnosis. The idea is to find out as much as possible about the 
fault before applying detailed fault- finding procedures and, most 
important, to locate the faulty section, stage or circuit with the 
minimum of testing, having in mind that we are not possessors 
of elaborate testing equipment. 

Finding the fault 
So far, so good. We have located the first two stages (i.e., pre- 
amplifier and equalization) as being responsible for the trouble. 
Now it remains to clear the trouble. Before we can do this, of 
course, we must find out exactly what has gone wrong and this 
is where it is handy to have a circuit diagram of the machine. A 
block diagram is all right to help locate the faulty section or stage, 
but a circuit of the suspect stage (such as that in Fig.2) can avoid 
the time taken in tracing the circuit wire by wire and component 
by component. Moreover, circuits often have indications of 
voltages (and sometimes currents) that should be expected in 
various parts of them. 
Having diagnosed the trouble to a section such as in Fig.2, the 
first move would be to have the double- triode valve tested or to 
test it by substituting it with one known to be in good condition. 
A faulty valve in this stage is not uncommon. Remember that a 
valve is not necessarily good because its heater is alight. Its heater 
could be glowing happily and yet its emission may be finished. 
On the other hand, of course, if the valve in the suspect stage is 
not showing a glowing heater and the envelope is cold, the heater 
is almost probably open- circuit. Not in absolutely every case, 
though, because an unlit heater could be due to a faulty valve 
holder cutting off the heater supply from the low- tension winding 
on the mains transformer. Another trouble in this respect is poor 
connection between a heater wire and the heater tag on the valve 
holder. These troubles, for some reason, are often overlooked! 
Let us suppose that the valve is all right and that its heater is 
glowing. The various components in the suspect section should be 
examined visually and for temperature with a finger (taking extreme 
care to avoid electric shock). It often happens that a resistor is 
discovered in a very burnt -up condition due to it passing excessive 
current as the result of a short- circuit. R12 in Fig.2, for instance, 
would overheat badly due to a short- circuit in C6. All the ht 
current would flow through R12 and back to ht negative (chassis) 
through C6. Apart from burning the resistor, the ht supply to the 
first stages would be cut off, thereby causing the trouble. Just 
how hot a resistor in such a circuit would be under conditions of 
a short- circuit would depend essentially on its value and on the 
voltage of the supply line. A high value would barely show 
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chassis and effectively removes the hf bias circuit which is needed 
only on record, of course. 

Stage doubling 
This resume of tape recorder switching reveals, then, the common 
stages which double on record and replay. In practice, the switching 
may be somewhat more complex, depending on just how many 
common circuits are adopted, which is often a measure of the 
nature and quality of a machine. Ideally, completely separate and 
isolated record and replay sections Would be used, but the econ- 
omics of the average domestic machine demand the doubling of 
certain stages. More expensive machines may double-up less than 
their lower-priced counterparts; some really expensive studio-type 
machines do, in fact, run isolated record and playback sections, 
the latter giving a signal for basic monitoring only or for applying 
to a high quality reproducing channel. 
For the time being we shall be considering the type of machine 
that is in majority use and that employs common stages of the 
nature shown in Fig.l. From this block diagram we can now 
appreciate that a fault in a common stage will affect both record 
and playback. Whether or not both functions will be cut off 
completely to cause the symptom under discussion - i.e., No Record 
or Playback - Motor Circuit Normal - will depend on the precise 
nature of the trouble and the section in which it exists. 
The symptom could result from trouble in the common pre- 
amplifier, for instance, for if this section developed an open-circuit 
for some reason or other no signal would get through for recording 
or replay. The machine would thus be dead on both functions. 

A common first-stage circuit 
Many popular tape recorders feature a double-triode valve in the 
preamplifier and equalization stages, and a circuit section of this 
kind is given in Fig.2. Here SWIA switch section selects either the 
programme signal (for recording) or the signal in the playback 
head (for replay). It is drawn in the record position. Thus, pro- 
gramme signal, wherever it is derived, is applied to the grid of 
VIA through Cl. The signal appears in amplified form at the 
anode of this triode and is passed to the grid of the second triode 
section, V1B, through C3. The signal is thus further amplified 
and appears at the anode of V1B, from whence it is conveyed to 
the volume control (record level control in the record position) 
through C9. This, then, gives us the condition up to the volume 
control in Fig.l, on the block diagram. 
Equalization, however, has not yet been considered. This is accom- 
plished by the resistor-capacitor network round switch section 
SWI A at the bottom of the circuit. It operates by virtue of fre- 
quency-selective negative feedback from the anode of V1B to the 
cathode of VIA. 
With the switch in the record position, as drawn, the feedback 
network is after the style of that shown in Fig.3. This is essentially 
a low-pass filter (C4 being a very small value), meaning that the 
feedback increases towards the lower audio frequencies and rises 
(as limited by C4) towards the higher frequencies. In that way, 
therefore, the gain of the section falls towards the bass and 
effectively rises towards the treble, which is what is required in the 
record position, i.e., treble boost. 
With the switch in the playback position the network changes to 
that in Fig.4. The low-pass characteristics are considerably 
altered due to the presence of C5 and R1I across C7, and C4 
assumes more importance in causing a fall in treble gain, thereby 
modifying the treble response and giving some degree of bass lift 
which is what is required on playback. 

Checking the fault symptom 
Clearly, then, should a fault develop in the section shown in Fig.2 
the machine will neither record nor playback. The first move, 
however, is to prove conclusively that both the record and play- 
back functions are completely dead. From the recording point 
of view this is not difficult, for after applying the programme 
signal in the ordinary way we shall end up with a blank tape. 
How do we know that the tape is blank, though, for it could be 

20 that the trouble is in the replay section? 

Well, first, a defective first section would fail to give an indication 
on the record level indicator because there would be no record 
programme signal arriving at the record output stage and thus no 
signal at the record level indicator. Secondly, a tape record (known 
to be properly recorded) would fail to reproduce on the machine 
when switched to the playback position. It is always a good plan 
to test any suspect machine with a tape record of known perfor- 
mance. This can save much time and false diagnosis. 
We are now considering the symptoms that would exist due to 
first-stage trouble, and to recapitulate they are (a) no record or 
playback - motor circuit normal, (b) heaters alight, (c) ht line 
voltage correct and (d) failure of the record level indicator. Would 
there be any additional symptoms or factors that we should look 
for? 
In most cases there are probably one or two other things that would 
verify our original diagnosis of first-stage failure. Since the power 
supply and audio output stage are working correctly, we should 
be able to hear, with an ear close to the speaker, a low-level residual 
hum with the machine switched to the playback position. Lack of 
all life on playback would indicate trouble in the playback audio 
section and output stage or in the power supply rather than in the 
first stages common to both record and playback. 
Also the playback voltage amplifier (or output stage drive) would 
be working normally, so we should be able to hear a slight sizzle 
or change in level of residual hum as the volume control is turned 
from minimum to maximum when the machine is switched to 
playback. All these simple tests have some bearing on our original 
diagnosis. The idea is to find out as much as possible about the 
fault before applying detailed fault-finding procedures and, most 
important, to locate the faulty section, stage or circuit with the 
minimum of testing, having in mind that we are not possessors 
of elaborate testing equipment. 

Finding the fault 
So far, so good. We have located the first two stages (i.e., pre- 
amplifier and equalization) as being responsible for the trouble. 
Now it remains to clear the trouble. Before we can do this, of 
course, we must find out exactly what has gone wrong and this 
is where it is handy to have a circuit diagram of the machine. A 
block diagram is all right to help locate the faulty section or stage, 
but a circuit of the suspect stage (such as that in Fig.2) can avoid 
the time taken in tracing the circuit wire by wire and component 
by component. Moreover, circuits often have indications of 
voltages (and sometimes currents) that should be expected in 
various parts of them. 
Having diagnosed the trouble to a section such as in Fig.2, the 
first move would be to have the double-triode valve tested or to 
test it by substituting it with one known to be in good condition. 
A faulty valve in this stage is not uncommon. Remember that a 
valve is not necessarily good because its heater is alight. Its heater 
could be glowing happily and yet its emission may be finished. 
On the other hand, of course, if the valve in the suspect stage is 
not showing a glowing heater and the envelope is cold, the heater 
is almost probably open-circuit. Not in absolutely every case, 
though, because an unlit heater could be due to a faulty valve 
holder cutting off the heater supply from the low-tension winding 
on the mains transformer. Another trouble in this respect is poor 
connection between a heater wire and the heater tag on the valve 
holder. These troubles, for some reason, are often overlooked! 
Let us suppose that the valve is all right and that its heater is 
glowing. The various components in the suspect section should be 
examined visually and for temperature with a finger (taking extreme 
care to avoid electric shock). It often happens that a resistor is 
discovered in a very burnt-up condition due to it passing excessive 
current as the result of a short-circuit. R12 in Fig.2, for instance, 
would overheat badly due to a short-circuit in C6. All the ht 
current would flow through R12 and back to ht negative (chassis) 
through C6. Apart from burning the resistor, the ht supply to the 
first stages would be cut off, thereby causing the trouble. Just 
how hot a resistor in such a circuit would be under conditions of 
a short-circuit would depend essentially on its value and on the 
voltage of the supply line. A high value would barely show 
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abnormal heating, while a low value would quickly pass a very 
high current and burn out the resistor. 

Voltage analysis 
If the ht voltage is normal (or at least present), useful information 
as to the stage's dc conditions can be gleaned by checking the 
valve's cathode voltage, provided the circuit features a cathode 
resistor, such as R6 and R10 in Fig.2. When the valve is passing 
current, current flows in the cathode resistor and thus a voltage is 
produced across the resistor. The voltage is fairly low generally 
because both the cathode current and the value of the cathode 
resistor are low. The voltage across the resistor is equal to the 
current in milliamperes times the value of the resistor in thousands 
of ohms (Kilohms). Thus, 1 mA through 1,000 ohms (1 K ohm) 
would give rise to 1 volt. The current in milliamperes can be dis- 
covered by dividing the voltage across the cathode resistor by the 
value of the resistor in Kilohms. Thus, 0.44 V across 1 K signifies 
a current of 0.44 mA, which is the condition of the cathode circuit 
of VIA in Fig.2. 
If the voltage here is reasonably correct, the dc conditions of that 
stage can be considered as fairly normal. The same applies, of 
course, to the second stage in Fig.2, that of VI B. 
If the cathode volts are high, too much current is passing through 
the valve. This could be caused by a valve fault or by a fault in 
the grid bias, such as a leak in a grid coupling capacitor (we shall 
have more to say about this kind of fault later). For instance, a 
leak in C3 of Fig.2 would put a positive voltage on V1B grid 
from the anode of VIA. This would counteract the negative bias 
derived from the cathode resistor and thus cause the valve current 
to rise considerably. A high cathode voltage is also caused by an 
open -circuit cathode resistor. 
Conversely, a low cathode voltage or zero voltage could mean 
that the valve is lacking in emission or that the ht supply at the 
anode is missing. Ordinary tests with a voltmeter relative to ht 
negative (chassis) would soon bring such trouble to light which 
is usually a fault in the ht feed circuits or an open -circuit anode 
resistor. 
Next month we shall learn how cathode bias works and then 
consider signal analysis in the suspect stage. 
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Fig.3. The equalization network of Fig.2 in the record state. 

Fig.4. The equalization network in Fig.2 in the playback state. 
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abnormal heating, while a low value would quickly pass a very 
high current and burn out the resistor. 

Voltage analysis 
If the ht voltage is normal (or at least present), useful information 
as to the stage's dc conditions can be gleaned by checking the 
valve's cathode voltage, provided the circuit features a cathode 
resistor, such as R6 and RIO in Fig.2. When the valve is passing 
current, current flows in the cathode resistor and thus a voltage is 
produced across the resistor. The voltage is fairly low generally 
because both the cathode current and the value of the cathode 
resistor are low. The voltage across the resistor is equal to the 
current in milliamperes times the value of the resistor in thousands 
of ohms (Kilohms). Thus, 1 mA through 1,000 ohms (1 K ohm) 
would give rise to 1 volt. The current in milliamperes can be dis- 
covered by dividing the voltage across the cathode resistor by the 
value of the resistor in Kilohms. Thus, 0-44 V across 1 K signifies 
a current of 0-44 mA, which is the condition of the cathode circuit 
of VIA in Fig.2. 
If the voltage here is reasonably correct, the dc conditions of that 
stage can be considered as fairly normal. The same applies, of 
course, to the second stage in Fig.2, that of VIB. 
If the cathode volts are high, too much current is passing through 
the valve. This could be caused by a valve fault or by a fault in 
the grid bias, such as a leak in a grid coupling capacitor (we shall 
have more to say about this kind of fault later). For instance, a 
leak in C3 of Fig.2 would put a positive voltage on VIB grid 
from the anode of VIA. This would counteract the negative bias 
derived from the cathode resistor and thus cause the valve current 
to rise considerably. A high cathode voltage is also caused by an 
open-circuit cathode resistor. 
Conversely, a low cathode voltage or zero voltage could mean 
that the valve is lacking in emission or that the ht supply at the 
anode is missing. Ordinary tests with a voltmeter relative to ht 
negative (chassis) would soon bring such trouble to light which 
is usually a fault in the ht feed circuits or an open-circuit anode 
resistor. 
Next month we shall learn how cathode bias works and then 
consider signal analysis in the suspect stage. 
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Fig3. The equalization network of Fig.2 in the record state. 

Fig.4. The equalization network in Fig.2 in the playback state. 

OWNERS OF AUTOMATIC SLIDE PROJECTORS . .. 
give your shows the professional touch with a tape recorder and 
the famous automatic SYNCHRO-SLIDE—synchronised music, 
commentary, etc., for the cost of only 14 guineas (or Easy 
Terms). Send for FREE illustrated literature todayl 
SYNCHRODEK 
Dept ATR No. 27, 2 Warwick Court, London, W.C.I 

% ST 
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NEW 910 

Akai engineering 

in a mono 

recorder 

Same basic Akai deck as the stereo machines. 
4 track or 2 track; 2 speeds—i.p.s. and 31 i.p.s. 
Response 40-12000 ± 2 db. at 7? i.p.s. 
Built-in speaker or monitor headphone. 3.2 watts 
output. P.A. system amplifier isolated from deck ; 
can be used separately ortogether. Mixing 
facilities provided; VU meter; 3 digit counter; 
Pause control. A very good quality mono 
machine. 62 gns. 

AKAI 
PIPULUN 

Hear Akai Recorders at: 

Sheppard Sound Equipment Ltd 

31 Newberries Parade 

Watling Street 

Radlett, Herts 

Telephone: Radlett 5440 

An Akai Main Dealer 21 
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PLAYING TIME 

CALCULATOR by B. E. Wilkiosou 

Taking into account variations of hub diameter. this rule is de- 
signed to provide rapid assessment of the playing time available 
on any standard spool (up to 7 in diameter), containing any 
amount of tape up to the maximum it will hold. Two scales are 
provided, representing the most widely used combinations of 
speed and tape thickness, and from them other combinations can 
be readily computed by reference to a table. 

The ideal material for construction is white perspex (fig in thick), 
with the scales and figures chased in the surface and blackened, 
but a serviceable and durable rule was made from strong, white 
card. Fig.1 shows an exploded view of the rule, with measurements. 
Three pieces of card were cut to the shape of the baseboard, and 
the upper two modified as shown. The slider should be longer 
than the rule, so a separate strip was needed here. The pieces 
were glued in position to form the body of the rule with a channel 
for the slider. It is not wise to `clamp' the assembly under weights 

'11.a.. 

WOODEN DOWEL 
0.3 DIA 

ASSEMBLED RULE 
VIEW ON AB 

Fig.1. Exploded view of the construction of the slider. 
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SLIDER 

GUIDES 

BASEBOARD 

while the glue is setting, because of the possibility of the components 
moving and constricting the slider channel. Clothes pegs pro- 
vided better clamping, and three to each side ensured that the 
pieces were held in close contact. 

For the purpose of constructing the scales, a 5 in spool of standard 
tape was used. It was first assumed that the spool contained tape 
to the centre - i.e., there is no hub - and the avàilable playing time 
calculated on this basis. A small strip of paper was stuck along 
the radius of the spool. It was next necessary to calculate how 
much playing time is represented by the hub area, and this was 
effected by winding tape from the spool on to a pencil, until 
the diameter of the pile equalled that of the hub. The tape was 
then marked at this point, wound back on the spool and then 
played to the mark, the time being noted. For a hub radius of 
0.9 in, the playing time is about 5: minutes. The spool was then 
placed on the take -up platform of the recorder, and almost all 

22 the tape transferred to an empty spool. A clock was set to 5f 

minutes past the hour, and the recorder started. After 4i minutes, 
that is at ten -past, the recorder was stopped briefly, and 10 indi- 
cated on the paper strip at the tape edge. This procedure was 

11 
10 40 30 40 

15 30 45 60 

50 60 '70 STD 3.75 

75 90 105 LP 3.75 

Fig.2. Enlarged view of the calibration of the rule. 

continued at 10- minute intervals, until all the tape had been 
transferred at just over 40 minutes. If the recorder had had the 
capacity for a 7 in spool, the time would have gone to at least 
70 minutes, but as only 5 in spools could be accommodated, the 50, 
60 and 70 points were added to the scale by calculation. This is 
simple enough, since the playing time is proportional to the radius 
squared, so that if we double the playing time the radius increases 
by V2. In going from 40 to 50, the radius increases by x/5/4, 
and so on. 

The scale obtained was then `transferred' to the rule, the zero 
falling at the centre of the circular projection. It is clear that the 
scale is of little value as it stands, because it assumes that tape is 
piled on to the spool in to the centre. In order to get the time 
correct, it is necessary to subtract the time lost due to the hub 
area, and since hubs may vary in size. some variable arrangement 
is required. A slide rule is a satisfactory method of subtraction, 
if the scales are evenly divided (you can try this with a couple of 
foot rules). The top scale then was converted into an evenly - 
divided one, slighly below. Since the maximum time indicated 
by the rule is 70 minutes, it was conventient to make the second 
scale 3i in long. The scales were then joined - the non -parallel 
lines. A third scale, identical to the second, was constructed on 
the slider which is divided longitudinally to accommodate a 
further scale below. At the right -hand end of the slider, the 
characters STD 3'75 indicate the type of tape and the speed rep- 
resented by the scale. The values on the additional scale are 3/2 
times as great, and represent 3.75 ips with long play (LP) tape. 
(See Fig.3.) 

The scales were marked on the slider by typing the figures on a 
strip, which was cut out and stuck in position. Typewriters have 
10 or 12 characters to the inch, depending on the size of typeface, 
so that it is simple to space the figures } in apart. At the left 
of the rule, the circular projection carries a wooden dowel (Fig.1), 
which is intended to fit the hole at the centre of the spool, thus 
correctly locating the scales. The reverse of the spool carries a 
table, so that a correction factor can be applied if the tape and 
speed are different from those given on the slider. The table was 
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PLAYING III 

CAIfllAHRI by B. E. Wilkinson 

Taking into account variations of hub diameter, this rule is de- 
signed to provide rapid assessment of the playing time available 
on any standard spool (up to 7 in diameter), containing any 
amount of tape up to the maximum it will hold. Two scales are 
provided, representing the most widely used combinations of 
speed and tape thickness, and from them other combinations can 
be readily computed by reference to a table. 

The ideal material for construction is white perspex in thick), 
with the scales and figures chased in the surface and blackened, 
but a serviceable and durable rule was made from strong, white 
card. Fig. 1 shows an exploded view of the rule, with measurements. 
Three pieces of card were cut to the shape of the baseboard, and 
the upper two modified as shown. The slider should be longer 
than the rule, so a separate strip was needed here. The pieces 
were glued in position to form the body of the rule with a channel 
for the slider. It is not wise to 'clamp' the assembly under weights 

minutes past the hour, and the recorder started. After 4J minutes, 
that is at ten-past, the recorder was stopped briefly, and 10 indi- 
cated on the paper strip at the tape edge. This procedure was 
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Fig.l. Exploded view of the construction of the slider. 

while the glue is setting, because of the possibility of the components 
moving and constricting the slider channel. Clothes pegs pro- 
vided better clamping, and three to each side ensured that the 
pieces were held in close contact. 

For the purpose of constructing the scales, a 5 in spool of standard 
tape was used. It was first assumed that the spool contained tape 
to the centre - i.e., there is no hub - and the available playing time 
calculated on this basis. A small strip of paper was stuck along 
the radius of the spool. It was next necessary to calculate how 
much playing time is represented by the hub area, and this was 
effected by winding tape from the spool on to a pencil, until 
the diameter of the pile equalled that of the hub. The tape was 
then marked at this point, wound back on the spool and then 
played to the mark, the time being noted. For a hub radius of 
0'9 in, the playing time is about 5J minutes. The spool was then 
placed on the take-up platform of the recorder, and almost all 
the tape transferred to an empty spool. A clock was set to 5J 
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Fig.2. Enlarged view of the calibration of the ride. 
continued at 10-minute intervals, until all the tape had been 
transferred at just over 40 minutes. If the recorder had had the 
capacity for a 7 in spool, the time would have gone to at least 
70 minutes, but as only 5 in spools could be accommodated, the 50, 
60 and 70 points were added to the scale by calculation. This is 
simple enough, since the playing time is proportional to the radius 
squared, so that if we double the playing time the radius increases 
by y/1. In going from 40 to 50, the radius increases by -^5/4, 
and so on. 

The scale obtained was then 'transferred' to the rule, the zero 
falling at the centre of the circular projection. It is clear that the 
scale is of little value as it stands, because it assumes that tape is 
piled on to the spool in to the centre. In order to get the time 
correct, it is necessary to subtract the time lost due to the hub 
area, and since hubs may vary in size, some variable arrangement 
is required. A slide rule is a satisfactory method of subtraction, 
if the scales are evenly divided (you can try this with a couple of 
foot rules). The top scale then was converted into an evenly- 
divided one, slighly below. Since the maximum time indicated 
by the rule is 70 minutes, it was conventient to make the second 
scale 3i in long. The scales were then joined-the non-parallel 
lines. A third scale, identical to the second, was constructed on 
the slider which is divided longitudinally to accommodate a 
further scale below. At the right-hand end of the slider, the 
characters STD 3"75 indicate the type of tape and the speed rep- 
resented by the scale. The values on the additional scale are 3/2 
times as great, and represent 3"75 ips with long play (LP) tape. 
(See Fig.3.) 

The scales were marked on the slider by typing the figures on a 
strip, which was cut out and stuck in position. Typewriters have 
10 or 12 characters to the inch, depending on the size of typeface, 
so that it is simple to space the figures J in apart. At the left 
of the rule, the circular projection carries a wooden dowel (Fig.l), 
which is intended to fit the hole at the centre of the spool, thus 
correctly locating the scales. The reverse of the spool carries a 
table, so that a correction factor can be applied if the tape and 
speed are different from those given on the slider. The table was 
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SCALE TAPE CPEED CCRRECTIOD` 

S11)3. 75 

STD 1. f?75 X 7 
STD 7.5 - 2 
DP 1.875 X 4 
DP 7.75 X 2 

' DP 7.5 as shown 

1.23. 75 

LP 1.s'/3 X :? 

LP 7.3 : 2 

fiP 1. 87 
' . x 

T;.p as shown 

Fig.3. Correction scale on reverse side of the calculator rule. 

typed on a piece of paper, which was then cut to shape and stuck 
to the body of the rule. 

The completed rule is used as follows: 
(a) Insert the dowel into the hole at the spool centre. 
(b) Move the slider until the pointer is opposite the hub circum- 

ference, projected on the second scale. 
(c) Now project the tape circumference from the top to the 

second scale, and read off the playing time on the slider. The 
photograph (Fig.4) shows the rule in position on a spool, and 
the playing time indicated is about 12 minutes. If you are not 
using standard or LP tape at 3.75 ips, turn the rule over, select 
the appropriate tape and speed, and apply the relevant correc- 
tion factor. 

As regards accuracy, errors in assessment have a greater effect 
at the larger tape radii, because a small change at the circum- 
ference represents more tape than the same change near the hub. 
On a spool playing for 32 minutes, the error was 1 minute, while 
a spool assessed as 52 minutes actually played for 47 minutes. 

r \ ° 

IF 

1 .. 

4b 50 60 7 
45 60 75 90 1 

Fig.4. Calculator in position on tape spool. 

NEW- 
The Akai X355 

24,000 Cycle 50 Watt Cross Field Professional 
Stereo with 
REVERSE PLAY - automatically 
REPEAT PLAY - automatically 
SELECT PLAY - automatically 
3 heads plus X -field ; 3 motors ; computer -type 
solid state circuitry with removable modules; 
push button solenoid controls, echo effect, 
remote control play optional, 104." reel adaptable, 
Sound -on- Sound, Sound - over -Sound, 
Sound - with -Sound, channel transfer sound, 
hysteresis synchronous capstan drive, electrical 
speed change, 4 -digit push button index counter. 
This instrument features 2 types of Automatic 
Reverse Play actuation -timed adjustable 
indexer, and precise tape foil sensor method. 
68 stereo watts output. 239 gns. 
Also available in deck style for easy rack mounting 

AKAI PULLIN 
PHOTOGRAPHIC 

u ...In r.. a..+a,..i..u..) 

Hear Akai recorders at : 

Leech ft Hainge Limited 
57 -61 London Road 
Southampton 
Telephone: 25328 
An Akai Main Dealer 
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1 SCALE 
TAPE SPEED OORHBGTIOM 

sr03.75 

STD 1.675 X ? 
STD 7.5 i- 2 
DP 1.875 X 4 
DP ■* TC X 2 
DP 7.5 as shown 

LP3.75 

■7 ' • 

LP 1.375 X 2 
IP 7. 5 * 2 
TP 1.875 X 4 
Tp X 2 
TP 7.5 as shown 

u 

Fig,3. Correction scale on reverse side of the calculator rule. 

typed on a piece of paper, which was then cut to shape and stuck 
to the body of the rule. 

The completed rule is used as follows: 
(a) Insert the dowel into the hole at the spool centre. 
(b) Move the slider until the pointer is opposite the hub circum- 

ference, projected on the second scale. 
(c) Now project the tape circumference from the top to the 

second scale, and read off the playing time on the slider. The 
photograph (Fig.4) shows the rule in position on a spool, and 
the playing lime indicated is about 12 minutes. If you are not 
using standard or LP tape at 3'75 ips, turn the rule over, select 
the appropriate tape and speed, and apply the relevant correc- 
tion factor. 

As regards accuracy, errors in assessment have a greater effect 
at the larger tape radii, because a small change at the circum- 
ference represents more tape than the same change near the hub. 
On a spool playing for 32 minutes, the error was 1 minute, while 
a spool assessed as 52 minutes actually played for 47 minutes. 
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Fig.4. Calculator in position on tape spool. 
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NEW- 

The Akai X355 

24,000 Cycle 50 Watt Cross Field Professional 
Stereo with 
REVERSE PLAY-automatically 
REPEAT PLAY -automatically 
SELECT PLAY —automatically 
3 heads plus X-field; 3 motors; computer-type 
solid state circuitry with removable modules; 
push button solenoid controls, echo effect, 
remote control play optional, 10f reel adaptable, 
Sound-on-Sound, Sound-over-Sound, 
Sound-with-Sound, channel transfer sound, 
hysteresis synchronous capstan drive, electrical 
speed change, 4-digit push button index counter. 
This instrument features 2 types of Automatic 
Reverse Play actuation—timed adjustable 
indexer, and precise tape foil sensor method. 
68 stereo watts output. 239 gns. 
Also available in deck style for easy rack mounting 

AKAI HH 
M Cimgin, wilkl* TheIU*.t 

Hear Akai recorders at: 

Leech & Hainge Limited 

57-61 London Road 

Southampton 

Telephone: 25328 

An Akai Main Dealer 
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SYNCHRONI1ING 

SOUND TRACKS 
The Synchrodek system, how it works, and its 
advantages for the sound enthusiast, 
discussed by F. C. Judd 
Fig.1. The Synchrodek coupled up with a Tandberg Model 62 
tape recorder and a Specto projector. (Note that the two tape 
guides mounted on the Synchrodek are a modification made 
by the author for special purposes.) 

This and last month's issue of ATR which both contain intro- 
ductory articles on sound and cine by Peter Dean, would not 
be complete without specific reference to at least one popular 
method of synchronizing a cine film with a recorded sound track. 
This can, of course, be accomplished quite easily with sound 
striped film but it does mean buying the rather more expensive 
sound stripe projector to begin with. Tape recording enthusiasts 
who take up tine filming are half -way to the making of `talkie 
films', since they already have the vital sound recording and replay 
equipment and perhaps even other necessary items such as a 
mixer and record player. All that is needed is a method of syn- 
chronizing the film projector with the tape recorder. 
As Peter Dean has pointed out in his articles, there are various 
methods of obtaining synchronization between projector and tape 
recorder. One of the most popular but rather more expensive is the 
Synchrodek system; expensive, that is, if you have to purchase a 
tape recorder as well as a projector. Those who already own a 
tape recorder and other sound equipment may indeed find, as 
I have, that the Synchrodek system is less costly in the long run 
especially in view of the high degree of accuracy of synchroniza- 
tion particularly when sprocketed tape is used. (Sprocketed tape 
is standard quarter inch wide tape with little holes punched along 
one edge which exactly match the sprocket holes on 8mm tine 
film.) 

Making the sound tracks 
Now what about the sound tracks themselves? Does one have to 
record whilst actually filming? Can effects and dialogue be recorded 
after the film is taken, i.e., in conjunction with the finished and 
edited film? Can actual lip synchronization be achieved with 
speech? How can sound effects, dialogue and music, etc., be mixed 
on to one sound track with one tape recorder? How does one get 
the appropriate sound or music to begin and end at the right 
place? The answers to most of these questions depend on how 
much sound recording equipment you have or may be prepared 
to buy in addition to the tape recorder which will be used for 
recording and replaying the finished sound track. 
Let's assume for the moment that only one tape recorder and a 
microphone are to be used. The tape recorder should have (a) 
a superimposing facility which allows one recording to be made 
over another or (b) dual channel mixing - microphone and radio 
or record player - or (c) both these facilities. With superimposing 
one is more or less limited to a music background with dialogue 
and /or sound effects superimposed upon the music and the 
process of recording everything in synchronization with the film 
is somewhat tricky. However, with a bit of pre -planning, a quite 
effective sound track can be built up. Music may have to be 
recorded live. Sound effects will also have to be made on the spot 
with the microphone, but here we run up against the problem of 
projector noise since the film may have to be run for cueing pur- 
poses. The only other way around this is to time accurately the 

24 various sequences of film over which music and effects, etc., are 

to be used and then make the recordings accordingly. From here 
a little careful editing on the finished sound track will help to 
establish close timing between film and tape. Incidentally, all 
editing should be completed on the film before any sound record- 
ing is begun. 
With extra equipment, such as a portable tape recorder, a turn- 
table and pick -up and a mixer, the scope is widened considerably. 
Some of the sound could be recorded whilst filming (Fig.1) with 
other sound music from discs being mixed on 
cue whilst the projector is running. The biggest problem is adding 
dialogue in lip sync. It may not be possible to record whilst filming 
because of local conditions and background noise. Recording the 
dialogue against the projected film entails keeping the sound of the 
projector away from the microphone and this is possible only if 
the projector can be operated within a sound -proof box or in a 
separate room. This necessitates some way of projecting the film 
through from one room to the other, i.e., through a small window 
in the wall. The alternative would be to put the commentator in 
a sound -proof box in the projector room. (Take a look at Peter 
Dean's article on page 10, because that also deals with recording 
problems.) 

How the Synchrodek works 
Until one begins to make sound tracks for tine film the problems 
involved are not fully realized and anyone who contemplates 
doing serious film and sound track work is well advised to obtain 
a good textbook on the subject. The Synchrodek, however, is an 
excellent system and one worth adopting by those who already 
have tape recording equipment. I have had one in use for some 
time now and have found it quite reliable. It will operate with 
almost any make or type of 8mm projector and a tape recorder 
running at 3i ips. (Some can be adapted for tape speeds of 71 
ips, but this depends on the projector.) The Synchrodek can also 
be used with modified clockwork and electrically driven cameras 
to obtain lip sync whilst filming, but advice on this should be 
obtained from Synchrodek Ltd first. They will tell you whether 
your camera can be modified. It can also be operated in conjunc- 
tion with a film editor -viewer for timing runs of film for which 
sound track has to be made (see Fig.2). 
Using a 15 minute test film, consisting of many different scenes 
and sequences, a somewhat complicated sound track was required 
which called for background music of different moods, sound 
effects in sync, background sound and some lip sync dialogue. 
All the music and most of the sound effects were recorded 
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SOUND TRACKS 

The Synchrodek system, how it works, and its 
advantages for the sound enthusiast, 
discussed by F. C. Judd 

Fig. 1. The Synchrodek coupled up with a Tandberg Mode! 62 
tape recorder and a Specto projector. (Note that the two tape 
guides mounted on the Synchrodek are a modification made 
by the author for special purposes.) 

This and last month's issue of ATR which both contain intro- 
ductory articles on sound and cine by Peter Dean, would not 
be complete without specific reference to at least one popular 
method of synchronizing a cine film with a recorded sound track. 
This can, of course, be accomplished quite easily with sound 
striped film but it does mean buying the rather more expensive 
sound stripe projector to begin with. Tape recording enthusiasts 
who take up cine filming are half-way to the making of 'talkie 
films', since they already have the vital sound recording and replay 
equipment and perhaps even other necessary items such as a 
mixer and record player. All that is needed is a method of syn- 
chronizing the film projector with the tape recorder. 
As Peter Dean has pointed out in his articles, there are various 
methods of obtaining synchronization between projector and tape 
recorder. One of the most popular but rather more expensive is the 
Synchrodek system; expensive, that is, if you have to purchase a 
tape recorder as well as a projector. Those who already own a 
tape recorder and other sound equipment may indeed find, as 
I have, that the Synchrodek system is less costly in the long run 
especially in view of the high degree of accuracy of synchroniza- 
tion particularly when sprocketed tape is used. (Sprocketed tape 
is standard quarter inch wide tape with little holes punched along 
one edge which exactly match the sprocket holes on 8mm cine 
film.) 

Making the sound tracks 
Now what about the sound tracks themselves ? Does one have to 
record whilst actually filming? Can effects and dialogue be recorded 
after the film is taken, i.e., in conjunction with the finished and 
edited film? Can actual lip synchronization be achieved with 
speech ? How can sound effects, dialogue and music, etc., be mixed 
on to one sound track with one tape recorder? How does one get 
the appropriate sound or music to begin and end at the right 
place? The answers to most of these questions depend on how 
much sound recording equipment you have or may be prepared 
to buy in addition to the tape recorder which will be used for 
recording and replaying the finished sound track. 
Let's assume for the moment that only one tape recorder and a 
microphone are to be used. The tape recorder should have (a) 
a superimposing facility which allows one recording to be made 
over another or (b) dual channel mixing - microphone and radio 
or record player - or (c) both these facilities. With superimposing 
one is more or less limited to a music background with dialogue 
and/or sound effects superimposed upon the music and the 
process of recording everything in synchronization with the film 
is somewhat tricky. However, with a bit of pre-planning, a quite 
effective sound track can be built up. Music may have to be 
recorded live. Sound effects will also have to be made on the spot 
with the microphone, but here we run up against the problem of 
projector noise since the film may have to be run for cueing pur- 
poses. The only other way around this is to time accurately the 
various sequences of film over which music and effects, etc., are 
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to be used and then make the recordings accordingly. From here 
a little careful editing on the finished sound track will help to 
establish close timing between film and tape. Incidentally, all 
editing should be completed on the film before any sound record- 
ing is begun. 
With extra equipment, such as a portable tape recorder, a turn- 
table and pick-up and a mixer, the scope is widened considerably. 
Some of the sound could be recorded whilst filming (Fig.l) with 
other sound effects and selected music from discs being mixed on 
cue whilst the projector is running. The biggest problem is adding 
dialogue in lip sync. It may not be possible to record whilst filming 
because of local conditions and background noise. Recording the 
dialogue against the projected film entails keeping the sound of the 
projector away from the microphone and this is possible only if 
the projector can be operated within a sound-proof box or in a 
separate room. This necessitates some way of projecting the film 
through from one room to the other, i.e., through a small window 
in the wail. The alternative would be to put the commentator in 
a sound-proof box in the projector room. (Take a look at Peter 
Dean's article on page 10, because that also deals with recording 
problems.) 

How the Synchrodek works 
Until one begins to make sound tracks for cine film the problems 
involved are not fully realized and anyone who contemplates 
doing serious film and sound track work is well advised to obtain 
a good textbook on the subject. The Synchrodek, however, is an 
excellent system and one worth adopting by those who already 
have tape recording equipment. I have had one in use for some 
time now and have found it quite reliable. It will operate with 
almost any make or type of 8mm projector and a tape recorder 
running at 3J ips. (Some can be adapted for tape speeds of 7| 
ips, but this depends on the projector.) The Synchrodek can also 
be used with modified clockwork and electrically driven cameras 
to obtain lip sync whilst filming, but advice on this should be 
obtained from Synchrodek Ltd first. They will tell you whether 
your camera can be modified. It can also be operated in conjunc- 
tion with a film editor-viewer for timing runs of film for which 
sound track has to be made (see Fig.2). 
Using a 15 minute test film, consisting of many different scenes 
and sequences, a somewhat complicated sound track was required 
which called for background music of different moods, sound 
effects in sync, background sound and some lip sync dialogue. 
All the music and most of the sound effects were recorded 
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Fig.2. Recording whilst filming at Brands Hatch motor racing 
circuit. (Note the microphone suspended on a stick.) 

against the projected film. The dialogue and some sounds were 
recorded whilst filming, but without actual synchronization 
between the camera and the tape recorder. Provided the film 
takes are limited to say 30 seconds or so, a sound track recorded 
whilst filming will maintain reasonable synchronization. All that 
is required here is accurate starting when copying the track against 
the projected film or alternatively accurate splicing into the 
master sound track. 
Using the Synchrodek with ordinary recording tape and the 
standard Synchrodek tape capstan, synchronization to within 
about half a second is possible. Slight variation one way or the 
other can be due to inaccurate starting or cueing whilst recording 
in the first instance or tape slippage or stretching. By using 
sprocketed tape (as mentioned earlier) absolute synchronization 
is possible, provided of course everything is accurately timed to 
begin with. Synchrodek Ltd supply the special sprocketed capstan 
and sprocketed tape as well (see Fig.3). The punched tape is 
rather expensive but I understand that Synchrodek Ltd are soon 
to market a small machine which will enable one to punch the 
sprocket holes in any standard quarter inch wide tape. 
To sum up, here are more technical points and details covering 
the operation of the Synchrodek. Only one or two modifications 
to the projector are necessary which can be carried out at home 
without special tools, etc. One is the addition of the drive pin 
which couples a flexible drive cable between the projector and 
the Synchrodek. This drive pin can be fitted to the inching control 
of the projector or one of the film sprockets, depending on the 
speed at which either of these rotates. The second modification is 
to break one lead to the projector motor (at the motor itself). 
The two leads, one from the incoming mains and one to the 
motor, are connected back to the Synchrodek via a cable and 
plug. One point is stressed by the makers of the Synchrodek. The 
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Fig.3. The Synchrodek coupled to a eine -film editor -viewer. 
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Fig.2. Recording whilst filming at Brands Hatch motor racing 
circuit. (Note the microphone suspended on a stick.) 

against the projected film. The dialogue and some sounds were 
recorded whilst filming, but without actual synchronization 
between the camera and the tape recorder. Provided the film 
takes are limited to say 30 seconds or so, a sound track recorded 
whilst filming will maintain reasonable synchronization. All that 
is required here is accurate starting when copying the track against 
the projected film or alternatively accurate splicing into the 
master sound track. 
Using the Synchrodek with ordinary recording tape and the 
standard Synchrodek tape capstan, synchronization to within 
about half a second is possible. Slight variation one way or the 
other can be due to inaccurate starting or cueing whilst recording 
in the first instance or tape slippage or stretching. By using 
sprocketed tape (as mentioned earlier) absolute synchronization 
is possible, provided of course everything is accurately timed to 
begin with. Synchrodek Ltd supply the special sprocketed capstan 
and sprocketed tape as well (see Fig.3). The punched tape is 
rather expensive but I understand that Synchrodek Ltd are soon 
to market a small machine which will enable one to punch the 
sprocket holes in any standard quarter inch wide tape. 
To sum up, here are more technical points and details covering 
the operation of the Synchrodek. Only one or two modifications 
to the projector are necessary which can be carried out at home 
without special tools, etc. One is the addition of the drive pin 
which couples a flexible drive cable between the projector and 
the Synchrodek. This drive pin can be fitted to the inching control 
of the projector or one of the film sprockets, depending on the 
speed at which either of these rotates. The second modification is 
to break one lead to the projector motor (at the motor itself). 
The two leads, one from the incoming mains and one to the 
motor, are connected back to the Synchrodek via a cable and 
plug. One point is stressed by the makers of the Synchrodek. The 
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Fig.3. The Synchrodek coupled to a cine-film editor-viewer. 
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projector must be capable of running at 16, 18 or 24 frames per 
second. If the projector is rated for 16 frames per second but for 
some reason reaches only 15 frames per second, the Synchrodek 
may not function correctly. Variable speed projectors that will 
run up to 24 frames per second are ideal. 

Fig.4. Using the Synchrodek with sprocketed magnetic standard 
in tape together with a sprocketed (toothed) capstan on the 

Synchrodek itself. 

The Synchrodek mechanism is simple yet ingenious and its basic 
element is a differentiating gear system (see Fig.4). This senses 
any difference in running speed between the projector and the 
tape recorder and by means of a cam and contact brings a re- 
sistance in or out of circuit with the projector motor. The neces- 
sary slowing down or speeding up to keep the projector in syn- 
chronization with the recorder is effected in a small fraction of a 
second. In fact. it takes place so rapidly that the projector does, 
to all intents and purposes, run at constant speed. 
The two modifications, the setting up and operation, are fully 
described in the instructions supplied, but I should mention one 
other application. The Synchrodek can be used to synchronize a 
sound stripe projector with a tape recorder whilst the taped sound 
tracks are being copied on to the film's magnetic sound stripe. 
This means that if one invested in a projector and Synchrodek 
now and decided later to go over to sound stripe, all the tape tracks 
could be transferred in sync to the film stripe. F.C.J. 

Fig.5. The Synchrodek mechanism. 
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projector must be capable of running at 16, 18 or 24 frames per 
second. If the projector is rated for 16 frames per second but for 
some reason reaches only 15 frames per second, the Synchrodek 
may not function correctly. Variable speed projectors that will 
run up to 24 frames per second are ideal. 

Fig A. Using the Synchrodek with sprocketed magnetic standard 
i in tape together with a sprocketed (toothed) capstan on the 
Synchrodek itself. 
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The Synchrodek mechanism is simple yet ingenious and its basic 
element is a differentiating gear system (see Fig.4). This senses 
any difference in running speed between the projector and the 
tape recorder and by means of a cam and contact brings a re- 
sistance in or out of circuit with the projector motor. The neces- 
sary slowing down or speeding up to keep the projector in syn- 
chronization with the recorder is effected in a small fraction of a 
second. In fact, it takes place so rapidly that the projector does, 
to all intents and purposes, run at constant speed. 
The two modifications, the setting up and operation, are fully 
described in the instructions supplied, but I should mention one 
other application. The Synchrodek can be used to synchronize a 
sound stripe projector with a tape recorder whilst the taped sound 
tracks are being copied on to the film's magnetic sound stripe. 
This means that if one invested in a projector and Synchrodek 
now and decided later to go over to sound stripe, all the tape tracks 
could be transferred in sync to the film stripe. F.C.J. 

Fig.5. The Synchrodek mechanism. 
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ON 

TEST 

BEOCORD 2000T 
This month Peter Knight turns 
his attention to one of the models 
from the new Bang & Olufsen 
range 

Fig.l. Top view of the recorder, showing spools, speed -control 
(top centre) and control panel. 

It is sometimes difficult to classify a tape recorder accurately, 
and this is particularly true of the Bang & Olufsen 2000 series. 
Machines designed purely for the domestic market are fairly 
easy to define, as also are those created essentially for the 
recording profession -the former being in a popular price bracket 
and the latter usually falling some distance away from the pocket 
of the average enthusiast. 

The B & 0 2000 series does not register between these two 
fundamental types, though the price may be considered by some 
to represent a fair average between the domestic machine and 
its sophisticated professional counterpart, and closer to the 
professional end of the scale by others, depending on the way 
that one views tape recorders. 

Nevertheless, the 2000 series is an instrument that most certainly 
approaches professional standards and yet it has more to 

28 offer - and is singularly more exciting - than a machine that is 

basically professional. It is directed more towards the real tape 
enthusiast rather than the radio -to -tape dubbing man or the 
down -to -earth professional operator. This is not to say, how- 
ever, that it could not be used to produce professional quality 
material - indeed, the critical professional user would not find 
it easy to fault, even from his standards. 
The series is available in either a so- called 'luggage case' or as 
a table model. The luggage case model is a poor attempt to- 
wards portability with lid- mounted speakers, the clip -on lid 
being made in two sections so that the two speakers can be 
displaced in stereo formation. It was a sample of that model 
that was made available for test. The table model does not 
embody its own speakers. Both models are available with two - 
or four -track heads, thereby making four versions in all. 

The electronics are solid -state (i.e., transistorized with no valves 
at all) and there are three tape speeds, 18, 3.1. and 72 ips. An 
interesting and convenient feature of the series is the employ- 
ment of slider -type fader controls instead of the conventional 
rotating knobs. The sliders are clearly calibrated and it is simple 
to reset a control to a critical setting at any time, which is more 
than can be said for the majority of rotating knobs, unless they 
happen to be blessed with a pointer and a scale. All versions 
are dual -channel stereo. 
The series embodies the basic elements of the Stereomaster 
610, plus certain desirable electronic and mechanical modifica- 
tions (improvements). It is not intended to mention them all, 
but they include a separate control for echo gain, a frequency - 
compensated replay gain control (i.e., loudness control), input 
transformers for microphones (improving the signal /noise 
performance), the choice of a balanced microphone input circuit 
for hum -free, long -line working, and VU meters with the glass 
higher above the scale to prevent static build -up on the glass 
causing spurious deflections on the meter. 

PLUG -IN MODULES 
The internal development of the instrument is worthy of note, 
for it is composed of a wired overall circuit network frame into 
which plug solid- state, printed- circuit board modules for the 
various functions. These are easily accessible and changeable 
when the need for repair arises. There is a total of eight such 
modules, providing (i) dual -channel record amplifiers, (ii) 
dual -channel playback amplifiers, (iii) dual -channel microphone 
amplifiers, (iv) dual -channel gramophone pre -amplifiers, (v) 
dual -channel radio pre -amplifiers, (vi) right -hand playback out- 
put amplifier, (vii) left -hand playback output amplifier and (viii) 
hf oscillator and power supply. Each module uses the latest 
transistor techniques and features some of the best transistors 
available for low- noise, quality amplifier audio applications. 
The two VU meters are moving -coil and arranged in conjunc- 
tion with circuits that integrate the signals in each channel, 
thereby causing the meters to deflect to the sum of the signals. 
The scales are dual -coloured, clearly revealing normal and 
high record levels. They are illuminated when the machine is 
energized. 

Four heads are employed, separate heads for record and play- 
back and two for erase, the latter ensuring that the tape is 
completely erased over its entire width, including the middle. 
Magnetic impulses remaining along the middle of the tape can 
add to the general noise. 
This combination of heads and dual channels in conjunction 
with some very clever switching endows the machine with the 
powers of all the electronic and tape trickery that one can think 
up. These things are possible without adding to the machine. 

ECHO AND MULTIPLAY 
For echo, for instance, it is a simple matter to programme the 
machine - just by pressing a button. This directs some of the 
signal picked up by the playback head back to the record head 
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Fig. 1. Top view of the recorder, showing spools, speed-control 
(top centre) and control panel. 

It is sometimes difficult to classify a tape recorder accurately, 
and this is particularly true of the Bang & Olufsen 2000 series. 
Machines designed purely for the domestic market are fairly 
easy to define, as also are those created essentially for the 
recording profession -the former being in a popular price bracket 
and the latter usually falling some distance away from the pocket 
of the average enthusiast. 

The B & O 2000 series does not register between these two 
fundamental types, though the price may be considered by some 
to represent a fair average between the domestic machine and 
its sophisticated professional counterpart, and closer to the 
professional end of the scale by others, depending on the way 
that one views tape recorders. 

Nevertheless, the 2000 series is an instrument that most certainly 
approaches professional standards and yet it has more to 

28 offer - and is singularly more exciting - than a machine that is 

basically professional. It is directed more towards the real tape 
enthusiast rather than the radio-to-tape dubbing man or the 
down-to-earth professional operator. This is not to say, how- 
ever, that it could not be used to produce professional quality 
material - indeed, the critical professional user would not find 
it easy to fault, even from his standards. 
The series is available in either a so-called 'luggage case' or as 
a table model. The luggage case model is a poor attempt to- 
wards portability with lid-mounted speakers, the clip-on lid 
being made in two sections so that the two speakers can be 
displaced in stereo formation. It was a sample of that model 
that was made available for test. The table model does not 
embody its own speakers. Both models are available with two- 
or four-track heads, thereby making four versions in all. 

The electronics are solid-state (i.e., transistorized with no valves 
at all) and there are three tape speeds, IJ, 3J and 7? ips. An 
interesting and convenient feature of the series is the employ- 
ment of slider-type fader controls instead of the conventional 
rotating knobs. The sliders are clearly calibrated and it is simple 
to reset a control to a critical setting at any time, which is more 
than can be said for the majority of rotating knobs, unless they 
happen to be blessed with a pointer and a scale. All versions 
are dual-channel stereo. 
The series embodies the basic elements of the Stereomaster 
610, plus certain desirable electronic and mechanical modifica- 
tions (improvements). It is not intended to mention them all, 
but they include a separate control for echo gain, a frequency- 
compensated replay gain control (i.e., loudness control), input 
transformers for microphones (improving the signal/noise 
performance), the choice of a balanced microphone input circuit 
for hum-free, long-line working, and VU meters with the glass 
higher above the scale to prevent static build-up on the glass 
causing spurious deflections on the meter. 

PLUG-IN MODULES 
The internal development of the instrument is worthy of note, 
for it is composed of a wired overall circuit network frame into 
which plug solid-state, printed-circuit board modules for the 
various functions. These are easily accessible and changeable 
when the need for repair arises. There is a total of eight such 
modules, providing (i) dual-channel record amplifiers, (ii) 
duai-channel playback amplifiers, (iii) dual-channel microphone 
amplifiers, (iv) dual-channel gramophone pre-amplifiers, (v) 
dual-channei radio pre-amplifiers, (vi) right-hand playback out- 
put amplifier, (vii) left-hand playback output amplifier and (viii) 
hf oscillator and power supply. Each module uses the latest 
transistor techniques and features some of the best transistors 
available for low-noise, quality amplifier audio applications. 
The two VU meters are moving-coil and arranged in conjunc- 
tion with circuits that integrate the signals in each channel, 
thereby causing the meters to deflect to the sum of the signals. 
The scales are dual-coloured, clearly revealing normal and 
high record levels. They are illuminated when the machine is 
energized. 

Four heads are employed, separate heads for record and play- 
back and two for erase, the latter ensuring that the tape is 
completely erased over its entire width, including the middle. 
Magnetic impulses remaining along the middle of the tape can 
add to the general noise. 
This combination of heads and dual channels in conjunction 
with some very clever switching endows the machine with the 
powers of all the electronic and tape trickery that one can think 
up. These things are possible without adding to the machine. 

ECHO AND MULTIPLAY 
For echo, for instance, it is a simple matter to programme the 
machine - just by pressing a button. This directs some of the 
signal picked up by the playback head back to the record head 
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Fig.2. Head assembly of the 2000 series. The two on the left 
are erase and then, left to right, record and playback. 

along with the original signal when a recording is being made. 
Thus, the record head receives two signals, the main programme 
signal plus some of that same signal a small period time later. 
In that way - as is well known - reverberation or echo is intro- 
duced into the recording. 

The amount of echo signal fed back can be controlled by a 
separate knob. If too much signal is fed back, however, a feed- 
back loop tends to occur, which is a characteristic of this 
technique, and low- frequency instability results. This threshold 
becomes apparent when the echo gain control is advanced by 
the VU meter deflection rising above the normal record signal 
level. 

Multiplay is also made possible by the separate heads for 
record and replay and by the system of switching and amplifiers. 
The idea is that the first recording is processed on one track 
which is then wound back and the second recording processed 
on another track while the replay head is introducing the first 
recording back to the record head along with the material of the 
second recording. In that way the track finally recorded will be 
composed of an original signal of both the second and first 
recordings. 

The strength of the first recording fed back to the record head 
while it is processing the final track is controllable by the same 
control that serves as echo gain. Facilities are available for the 
use of monitor 'phones while processing a multiplay recording, 
for, of course, it is necessary to sync the second recording 
accurately to the first one. 

SYNCHRONIZED RECORDINGS 
The instrument also caters for syncro playback so that two 
recordings, not necessarily to be mixed by re- recording (multi - 
play), can be lined -up or synchronized on separate tracks. This 
feature is useful for language laboratory applications, for 
instance, where one language may be recorded on one track 
and a synchronous translation on the other track, and for the 
introduction of control pulses on one track for operating, say, 
an automatic slide- change projector while the commentary is 
recorded synchronously on the other track. Bang & Olufsen, 
incidentally, manufacture a fully transistorized Synchrobox for 
this latter application. This is connected to the radio input 
socket of the recorder. 

The playback output amplifiers each provide a power of eight 
watts of audio into an impedance of 4 ohms (speaker impedance), 
and this is arranged by virtue of transformerless Class -B push - 
pull output transistor circuits. The distortion was found to be 
in the order of 1% at 4 to 5 watts output, rising with increase in 
output to full power. 

Fig.3. The B & O stereo microphone, Model BM5. 
This has a phase reversing switch (plus - minus) with a centre 
`O' off position. This microphone is composed of two ribbon 
units with figure -of -eight polar response. 

INS AND OUTS 
This is a reasonable specification for dual -channel inbuilt ampli- 
fiers, and for users satisfied with medium power audio these 
amplifiers could, in fact, solve most of the hi -fi amplifier prob- 
lems. Inputs are available for 33 Kohm low -level pick -ups (i.e., 
low impedance magnetic cartridges), the input sensitivity being 
quoted as 2 mV /1000 c /s, for piezo pick -ups, though for these 
the magnetic pick -up pre -amplifier needs to be changed for 
one with suitable equalization and matching. For low- impedance 
microphones (50 to 200 ohms), the sensitivity is 50 and for 
radio tuners at 45 Kohms there is a sensitivity of 2 mV. Here a 
printed- circuit adaptor is also available as an extra which 
changes this input to 10 Kohms at 45 mV, and which is used 
when the input signal at the radio socket is likely to rise to a 
level that would overload the standard amplifier module. The 
higher -level module would be used, for instance, when record- 
ing from a second Beocord, whose line output is as below. 
Outputs, in addition to those for the speakers, are high imped- 
ance (45 Kohms) delivering 0.775 volt. The signals here (dual - 
channel) can be fed to a line circuit or to other amplification 
equipment or to a second recorder, as may be required. 

Regarding the speaker outputs, a useful attribute is the provi- 
sion of two outputs for the right -hand channel and two for the 
left -hand channel, switchable. Thus, one stereo pair may be 
set up near to the recorder as monitors if required, and a 

second pair of quality units properly disposed in the listening 
room. Monitor 'phones can be plugged in either at the high - 
impedance line output socket or at the speaker sockets. 
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Fig.2. Head assembly of the 2000 series. The two on the left 
are erase and then, left to right, record and playback. 

along with the original signal when a recording is being made. 
Thus, the record head receives two signals, the main programme 
signal plus some of that same signal a small period time later. 
In that way - as is well known - reverberation or echo is intro- 
duced into the recording. 

The amount of echo signal fed back can be controlled by a 
separate knob. If too much signal is fed back, however, a feed- 
back loop tends to occur, which is a characteristic of this 
technique, and low-frequency instability results. This threshold 
becomes apparent when the echo gain control is advanced by 
the VU meter deflection rising above the normal record signal 
level. 

Multiplay is also made possible by the separate heads for 
record and replay and by the system of switching and amplifiers. 
The idea is that the first recording is processed on one track 
which is then wound back and the second recording processed 
on another track while the replay head is introducing the first 
recording back to the record head along with the material of the 
second recording. In that way the track finally recorded will be 
composed of an original signal of both the second and first 
recordings. 

The strength of the first recording fed back to the record head 
while it is processing the final track is controllable by the same 
control that serves as echo gain. Facilities are available for the 
use of monitor 'phones while processing a multiplay recording, 
for, of course, it is necessary to sync the second recording 
accurately to the first one. 

SYNCHRONIZED RECORDINGS 
The instrument also caters for syncro playback so that two 
recordings, not necessarily to be mixed by re-recording (multi- 
play), can be lined-up or synchronized on separate tracks. This 
feature is useful for language laboratory applications, for 
instance, whercone language may be recorded on one track 
and a synchronous translation on the other track, and for the 
introduction of control pulses on one track for operating, say, 
an automatic slide-change projector while the commentary is 
recorded synchronously on the other track. Bang & Olufsen, 
incidentally, manufacture a fully transistorized Synchrobox for 
this latter application. This is connected to the radio input 
socket of the recorder. 

The playback output amplifiers each provide a power of eight 
watts of audio into an impedance of 4 ohms (speaker impedance), 
and this is arranged by virtue of transformerless Class-B push- 
pull output transistor circuits. The distortion was found to be 
in the order of 1% at 4 to 5 watts output, rising with increase in 
output to full power. 

Fig.3. The B & O stereo microphone. Model BM5. 
This has a phase reversing switch (plus - minus) with a centre 
'O' off position. This microphone is composed of two ribbon 
units with figure-of-eight polar response. 

INS AND OUTS 
This is a reasonable specification for dual-channel inbuilt ampli- 
fiers, and for users satisfied with medium power audio these 
amplifiers could, in fact, solve most of the hi-fi amplifier prob- 
lems. Inputs are available for 33 Kohm low-level pick-ups (i.e., 
low impedance magnetic cartridges), the input sensitivity being 
quoted as 2 mV/1000 c/s, for piezo pick-ups, though for these 
the magnetic pick-up pre-amplifier needs to be changed for 
one with suitable equalization and matching. For low-impedance 
microphones (50 to 200 ohms), the sensitivity is 50 pV and for 
radio tuners at 45 Kohms there is a sensitivity of 2 mV. Here a 
printed-circuit adaptor is also available as an extra which 
changes this input to 10 Kohms at 45 mV, and which is used 
when the input signal at the radio socket is likely to rise to a 
level that would overload the standard amplifier module. The 
higher-level module would be used, for instance, when record- 
ing from a second Beocord, whose line output is as below. 
Outputs, in addition to those for the speakers, are high imped- 
ance (45 Kohms) delivering 0-775 volt. The signals here (dual- 
channel) can be fed to a line circuit or to other amplification 
equipment or to a second recorder, as may be required. 
Regarding the speaker outputs, a useful attribute is the provi- 
sion of two outputs for the right-hand channel and two for the 
left-hand channel, switchable. Thus, one stereo pair may be 
set up near to the recorder as monitors if required, and a 
second pair of quality units properly disposed in the listening 
room. Monitor 'phones can be plugged in either at the high- 
impedance line output socket or at the speaker sockets. 
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DIN sockets are used for all input-. and the line output, while 
the speaker outputs have the special version of this type of 
socket, non -reversible with flat socket. 

CONTROLS AND SWITCHES 
All the inputs are separately controllable by the slider faders 
and can easily be mixed, while the fourth slider controls the 
overall output of the system. In addition, treble, bass and bal- 
ance controls for playback are featured. These adopt ordinary 
rotating knobs, and a fourth control of this kind serves on the 
echo and multiplay channel. Controls, therefore, comprise four 
sliders and four rotating knobs, the latter consisting of dual 
potentiometers. 

The diversity of functions detailed are under the control of push- 
button -type switches. Two banks of four (eight in all) are located 
on the left -hand side of the control panel, while a bank of three 
on the opposite side switch the speaker outlets. 

Special features include transistorized auto overload protection, 
splicing gap built into the sound head cover and an auto -stop 
system that comes into action at the finish of the tape or in the 
event of breakage. In addition, there is an effective pause control 
that can be locked and a press- button reset digital tape counter. 
The input and output DIN sockets and the speaker sockets are 
located either side of the case, while the mains input is at the 
rear. 

The sample instrument was tested on all functions and fully 
came up to expectations for a machine of this calibre. In view of 
its complexity, however, more than a few minutes need to be 
devoted to the instruction manual, and although this publica- 
tion is exhaustive there would appear to be room for improve- 
ment. An ideal feature, though, is 'instructions for 41 applica- 
tions'. These are given diagrammatically at the rear of the 
book and should help considerably those operators who wish 
to work the machine without being fully aware of what is actually 
happening in the works. 

For the more technical types, a very useful diagram integrated 
into a transparent plastic protective covering is supplied. 
This adequately explains the functions and switchings of the 
instrument. On the reverse side is a diagram in detail of the 
various controls, revealing exactly what they do. 

The sample was remarkably noise -free - in terms of the mech- 
anics! The substantial Papst synchronous ac motor is heavily 
damped by a massive flywheel in wonderful dynamic balance. 
This motor operates from a nominal 42 volts, but a voltage step - 
up occurs on rewind (to 48 volts). The net result of the system 
is a good wow and flutter performance of about 0.2% RMS 
at the lowest tape velocity, falling to as low as 0.075% at 71 ips, 
and a wind speed in the order of 120 seconds. 

Once the machine has been programmed for record, operation 
is a delight. The faders permit very accurate record level control 
in conjunction with the nicely damped VU meters. When the 
machine is mains energized the VU meters show illumination, 
a very useful feature being the addition of red illumination in the 
record position. The machine cannot inadvertently be switched 
to record, since two simultaneous operations are needed 
(three for stereo - two tracks) to secure this function. 

The machine supplied has a magnetic pick -up pre -amplifier 
and operated well with a variable reluctance cartridge. A Deram 
(Decca) pick -up was also tried, and quite good results were 
obtained on that also. This cartridge is low- loaded and exhibits 
velocity (magnetic) characteristics, anyway. 

Several STC moving -coil microphones were tried with good 
results, but by far the best performance was obtained through 

30 the B & O BM5 stereo microphone. This is a wonderful instru- 

ment, the two elements being mounted one above the other 
so that they may be orientated relative to each other. 
Various radio and tuner units were connected to the machine with 
good results, and tape records were made by mixing three 
programme signals. It is interesting to note, incidentally, that 
the 2000 series can be arranged so that all the pre -amplifier 
modules take microphone signals, thereby turning the machine 
into a quality tape recorder with three microphone channels 
individually controllable. This could be of great use to the 
professional operator seeking the best of live sounds, orchestral 
or otherwise. The machine is also capable of catering for electric 
guitar signals on one of its inputs. 

After living with the machine for a short while, one quickly 
appreciates its great versatility. Its electronic circuits endow 
it with basic hi -fi amplification attributes and apart from the fact 
that it is a tape recorder, it can be used to deliver high quality 
audio from any programme source to a stereo speaker system. 
Coupled with this is the high quality tape deck. It is, in fact, a 
complete hi -fi system within itself, and ideal for the enthusiast 
whose wish it is to get into hi -fi with tape as the main interest. 
For the best results, of course, properly loaded speaker systems 
are essential, and the amplifiers have what it takes to do full 
justice to these. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Tape Speeds 1i, 3. and 7; ips. Tracks two or four according to 
version. Spools maximum size 7 in. Wind time 120 seconds. 
Inputs: microphone 50 -200 ohms, unbalanced or balanced 
according to pre -amplifier, 501J.V; pick -up 33 Kohms magnetic at 
2 mV /1,000 c/s or piezo with suitable pre -amplifier; radio 45 
Kohms at 2 mV or 10 Kohms at 45 mV with suitable pre -amplifier. 
Outputs: line 0.775 V at 47 Kohms; speakers 8 watts maximum at 
4 ohms. Heads one record and one playback (two or four track) 
plus two erase. Bias and Erase Frequency 100 Kc /s. Frequency 
Response to + 2 dB 18 ips, 50 to 6000 c /s; 3; ips, 40 to 12,000 c /s; 
7 ips, 40 to 16,000 c /s. SignallNoise Ratio better than 55 dB as 
measured at recording level for 3% distortion (50 dB four -track 
versions). Channel Separation better than 45 dB. Wow and Flutter 
Peak Value 0.2% at 71 ips, 0.3% at 31 ips and 0.5% at 1g ips 
(measured with reproduction adjusted for normal listening and 
with wow frequencies above 4,000 c/s attenuated at the rate of 3 
dB /octave). Power Input 220 V at 50 c /s, taking 90 watts at full 
power. The B & O Beocord 2000 K retails at 112 gns. The model 
2000 T with loudspeakers retails at 117 gns. Further details 
concerning both models are available from Bang & Olufsen 
UK Sales Division, Eastbrook Road, Eastern Avenue, Gloucester. 

Fig.4. An impression of the detailed, plastic- covered operating 
card supplied with the recorder. 
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DIN sockets are used for all input", and the line output, while 
the speaker outputs have the special version of this type of 
socket, non-reversible with flat socket. 

CONTROLS AND SWITCHES 
All the inputs are separately controllable by the slider faders 
and can easily be mixed, while the fourth slider controls the 
overall output of the system. In addition, treble, bass and bal- 
ance controls for playback are featured. These adopt ordinary 
rotating knobs, and a fourth control of this kind serves on the 
echo and multiplay channel. Controls, therefore, comprise four 
sliders and four rotating knobs, the latter consisting of dual 
potentiometers. 

The diversity of functions detailed are under the control of push- 
button-type switches. Two banks of four (eight in all) are located 
on the left-hand side of the control panel, while a bank of three 
on the opposite side switch the speaker outlets. 

Special features include transistorized auto overload protection, 
splicing gap built into the sound head cover and an auto-stop 
system that comes into action at the finish of the tape or in the 
event of breakage. In addition, there is an effective pause control 
that can be locked and a press-button reset digital tape counter. 
The input and output DIN sockets and the speaker sockets are 
located either side of the case, while the mains input is at the 
rear. 

The sample instrument was tested on all functions and fully 
came up to expectations for a machine of this calibre. In view of 
its complexity, however, more than a few minutes need to be 
devoted to the instruction manual, and although this publica- 
tion is exhaustive there would appear to be room for improve- 
ment. An ideal feature, though, is 'instructions for 41 applica- 
tions'. These are given diagrammatically at the rear of the 
book and should help considerably those operators who wish 
to work the machine without being fully aware of what is actually 
happening in the works. 

For the more technical types, a very useful diagram integrated 
into a transparent plastic protective covering is supplied. 
This adequately explains the functions and switchings of the 
instrument. On the reverse side is a diagram in detail of the 
various controls, revealing exactly what they do. 

The sample was remarkably noise-free - in terms of the mech- 
anics! The substantial Papst synchronous ac motor is heavily 
damped by a massive flywheel in wonderful dynamic balance. 
This motor operates from a nominal 42 volts, but a voltage step- 
up occurs on rewind (to 48 volts). The net result of the system 
is a good wow and flutter performance of about 0-2% RMS 
at the lowest tape velocity, falling to as low as 0-075% at 1? ips, 
and a wind speed in the order of 120 seconds. 

Once the machine has been programmed for record, operation 
is a delight. The faders permit very accurate record level control 
in conjunction with the nicely damped VU meters. When the 
machine is mains energized the VU meters show illumination, 
a very useful feature being the addition of red illumination in the 
record position. The machine cannot inadvertently be switched 
to record, since two simultaneous operations are needed 
(three for stereo - two tracks) to secure this function. 

The machine supplied has a magnetic pick-up pre-amplifier 
and operated well with a variable reluctance cartridge. A Deram 
(Decca) pick-up was also tried, and quite good results were 
obtained on that also. This cartridge is low-loaded and exhibits 
velocity (magnetic) characteristics, anyway. 

Several STC moving-coil microphones were tried with good 
results, but by far the best performance was obtained through 
the B & 0 BM5 stereo microphone. This is a wonderful instru- 

ment, the two elements being mounted one above the other 
so that they may be orientated relative to each other. 
Various radioand tuner units were connected to the machine with 
good results, and tape records were made by mixing three 
programme signals. It is interesting to note, incidentally, that 
the 2000 series can be arranged so that all the pre-amplifier 
modules take microphone signals, thereby turning the machine 
into a quality tape recorder with three microphone channels 
individually controllable. This could be of great use to the 
professional operator seeking the best of live sounds, orchestral 
orotherwise. The machine is also capable of catering for electric 
guitar signals on one of its inputs. 

After living with the machine for a short while, one quickly 
appreciates its great versatility. Its electronic circuits endow 
it with basic hi-fi amplification attributes and apart from the fact 
that it is a tape recorder, it can be used to deliver high quality 
audio from any programme source to a stereo speaker system. 
Coupled with this is the high quality tape deck. It is, in fact, a 
complete hi-fi system within itself, and ideal for the enthusiast 
whose wish it is to get into hi-fi with tape as the main interest. 
For the best results, of course, properly loaded speaker systems 
are essential, and the amplifiers have what it takes to do full 
justice to these. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Tape Speeds If, 3J and 7f ips. Tracks two or four according to 
version. Spools maximum size 7 in. Wind time 120 seconds. 
Inputs: microphone 50-200 ohms, unbalanced or balanced 
according to pre-amplifier, 50iAV:p/cA-up 33 Kohms magnetic at 
2 mV/1,000 c/s or piezo with suitable pre-amplifier; radio 45 
Kohms at 2 mV or 10 Kohms at 45 mV with suitable pre-amplifier. 
Outputs: line 0-775 V at 47 Kohms; speakers 8 watts maximum at 
4 ohms. Heads one record and one playback (two or four track) 
plus two erase. Bias and Erase Frequency 100 Kc/s. Frequency 
Response to 2 dB if ips, 50 to 6000 c/s; 3| ips, 40 to 12,000 c/s; 
7f ips, 40 to 16,000 c/s. Signal/Noise Ratio better than 55 dB as 
measured at recording level for 3% distortion (50 dB four-track 
versions). Channel Separation better than 45 dB. Wow and Flutter 
Peak Value 0-2% at 7? ips, 0-3% at 3| ips and 0-5% at If ips 
(measured with reproduction adjusted for normal listening and 
with wow frequencies above 4,000 c/s attenuated at the rate of 3 
dB/octave). Power Input 220 V at 50 c/s, taking 90 watts at full 
power. The B & O Beocord 2000 K retails at 112 gns. The model 
2000 T with loudspeakers retails at 117 gns. Further details 
concerning both models are available from Bang & Olufsen 
UK Sales Division, Eastbrook Road, Eastern Avenue, Gloucester. 

Fig A. An impression of the detailed, plastic-covered operating 
card supplied with the recorder. 
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EMIu i-=1) 
SETS A NEW SOUND STANDARD 

NEW TAPE 
NEW EMITAPE the most advanced magnetic recording tape 
in the world. Automated control and rigid inspection at all 
stages of manufacture, using the most specialised equipment 
in the latest magnetic tape factory in Europe, ensures that every 
reel of the new range of EMITAPE is of superlative quality for 
your recorder. 
New magnetic oxide coating techniques, combined with new 
high strength polyester base films, provide: 
* WIDER FREQUENCY RANGE * IMPROVED UNIFORMITY 
* GREATER STRENGTH * SUPER LONG -LIFE 
- together with all the long established EMITAPE features 
acknowledged by the BBC and other leading broadcasting and 
recording organisations throughout the world. 

EM IhtL\L° 
The tape that stands on Its own 

AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER NOW 
E.M.I. TAPE LIMITED HAYES MIDDLESEX 

NEW PACKS 
All four grades of EMITAPE - Standard, Long, Double, and the 
new Triple Play are packed in special dustproof library cases at 
No Extra Cost. These library cases have the added advantage 
of being self -standing for compact storage and transparent for 
easy reference. 

TRY THE NEW EMITAPE NOW! 

Send off this coupon now for a leaflet giving 
full details of NEW EMITAPE. 
NAME 
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NEW TAPE 
NEW EMITAPE the most advanced magnetic recording tape 
in the. world. Automated control and rigid inspection at all 
stages of manufacture, using the most specialised equipment 
in the latest magnetic tape factory in Europe, ensures that every 
reel of the new range of EMITAPE is of superlative quality for 
your recorder. 
New magnetic oxide coating techniques, combined with new 
high strength polyester base films, provide: 
★ WIDER FREQUENCY RANGE ★ IMPROVED UNIFORMITY 
★ GREATER STRENGTH ★ SUPER LONG-LIFE 
-together with all the long established EMITAPE features 
acknowledged by the BBC and other leading broadcasting and 
recording organisations throughout the world. 

NEW PACKS 

The tape that stands on Its own 

AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER NOW 

All four grades of EMIT APE - Standard, Long, Double, and the 
new Triple Play are packed in special dustproof library cases at 
No Extra Cost. These library cases have the added advantage 
of being self-standing for compact storage and transparent for 
easy reference. 
TRY THE NEW EMITAPE NOW1 

Send off this coupon now for a leaflet giving 
full details of NEW EMITAPE. 
NAME  

ADDRESS    

E.M.I. TAPE LIMITED • HAYES • MIDDLESEX 
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EIGHT YEARS 
EIGHT YEARS IN THE TAPE -SWOPPING 
BUSINESS (and that's a lot of wow and 
flutter!) by David Lazell 

A small bewhiskered man with a battery tape recorder tripped 
me up the other day, and, thrusting a small Japanese micro- 
phone before my eyes, asked the all -important question: 
`What have you discovered through swopping tapes all these 
years?' 
My answer can be summarized thus: 
(1) Plastic spools are no match for the GPO; 
(2) Most normal people reveal their eccentricities as soon 
as they get near a tape recorder; 
(3) It's high time I took elocution lessons. 
I've been swopping tapes for some eight years now, having 
worn out two tape recorders to say nothing of the patience 
of my `tape acquaintances' in the process. And I can say 
there's no hobby like it!! 

There was my bright Texas friend who spoke only to loud 
musical accompaniment. In his last tape to me, his voice 
faded into a selection from `Porgy and Bess'. I never heard 
from him after that, and still wonder if his high -fidelity 
had fallen on top of him half -way through track two. Then 
there was another cheerful American who dubbed long 
excerpts from patriotic speeches (and LPs on selling I 
found it hard to tell the difference!) on his tapes. They were 
very long tapes, and, as they were poorly spliced, invariably 
fell apart half -way through the prolonged applause. Once, 
he sent me a tape which looked, and sounded, like a reel 
of thick brown paper. My recorder never recovered from that 
assault. Then there was a casual acquaintance in the West 
Country who enrolled me in several spontaneous `round 
robin' tapes, large spools of home -brewed music, chats and 
the inevitable dubbed discs. I sympathized with the idea... 
but found it hard going trying to keep up with them all. 
At one time, I considered employing someone on a part - 
time basis to keep up with the `round robins'. However, I 
moved away from the district (in a sealed furniture van at 
dead of night) without changing my listing in the tape 
magazines ...! 

But I still believe that tape- swopping is one of the very best 
interests anyone can have. Just like my dear mother said: 
`I feel so much better when I've told you all my troubles on 
tape.' Or words to that effect. I recall once making a tape 
to a friend in Israel in the middle of immediate domestic 
discord. The children were fighting in the kitchen, the man 
next door, involved in home improvements, was hammering 
on the wall, and diverse clatters came from the passage 
where spring -cleaning was in progress. I despatched the tape 
with a certain reluctance. To my surprise, my tape was 
received with great delight. 

`Hearing those everyday noises of your home made your 
tape so much more real,' the friend explained in his reply. 
Maybe he's got noisy neighbours, I thought. Perhaps it's 
a mistake to seal out external noises when you're making 
tapes. I had a tape -acquaintance whose messages were 

32 made to the accompaniment of a dog howling. 

'My dog always howls when I make a tape to you, Dave,' 
he replied. `Ever since I put your photograph on the mantel- 
piece.' 

The best compliment I ever had paid to me was that of a 
close relation who said that, having commenced to hear 
my tape, she fell fast asleep. It's not everyone who can claim 
such a relaxing voice! 

During my eight years in the tape- swopping game, I must 
have sent, on average, at least three tapes per week (and 
nearer twice that number in the first year or two, before wear- 
ing out my first machine!). That makes about 150 tapes per 
year, and 1,200 in all. It makes me think it's time the GPO 
produced a suitable stamp noting the accomplishments of 
Britain's thousands of tape -swoppers. (Any design sug- 
gestions will be gratefully received!) 

I wouldn't consider being without a tape recorder now. I'd 
sooner sell my 1957 Ford! I've made some very good friends 
on tape. One of the great things about tape is its personal 
approach. Without doubt, you certainly get to know people 
very well indeed, just by swopping a tape every week or 
fortnight. 
There's not much advice one can give to those lucky enough 
to have their first glistening tape recorder. It's important to 
reply to tapes (but not too promptly!) and equally im- 
portant to keep the size of tapes to a manageable length. 
If you send a tape -swopper friend a 600 -ft length, he prob- 
ably feels obliged to fill it ... somehow. And that's where 
the problems start. Be as natural as possible and, when you 
know your tape -acquaintance well enough, don't hesitate 
to talk about controversial issues about which you feel 
strongly. 

And don't use too many gimmicks. I heard of a bloke who 
spent half his time trying to think up unusual locations for 
his tapes, e.g. `Hello, Fred, I am talking to you from a 
Turkish Bath in Balham ...'. He got so weary travelling 
about, he never had much to say on his tapes. I believe he 
had an accident with his machine near a vat of boiling rice 
pudding in a catering establishment (or something like 
that!). 

One last point ... always listen carefully to the tapes that 
you receive. Once, when I drove to work in Nottingham 
every day (and found myself wedged in traffic jams not 
infrequently) I decided to play -back some of the tapes 
received on the battery machine kept in my car. It's a strange 
thing, but those tapes always sounded agitated when I 
heard them from my driving seat. It must have been my 
driving .... You really need to sit down, relax, make notes 
and reflect. 

That sums up my long years sitting behind a tape recorder. 
It may not be very bright, but, since I've been using tape, 
I find it a lot harder to write these days. But, brother, you 
should just hear me talk about it .... 

MORE APPLAUSE FOR YOUR SLIDE SHOWS - 
if you present them with fully synchronised sound. You can 
do it easily with an autoprojector. tape recorder and the famous 
SYNCHROSLIDE. Cost only 14 guineas (or Easy Terms). Send 
fnr know -how and literature -FREE. 
SYNCHRODEK 
Dept. ATR No. 28, 2 Warwick Court, London, W.C.1 
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EIGHT YEARS IN THE TAPE-SWOPPING 
BUSINESS (and that's a lot of wow and 
flutter!) by David Lazell 

A small bewhiskered man with a battery tape recorder tripped 
me up the other day, and, thrusting a small Japanese micro- 
phone before my eyes, asked the all-important question: 
'What have you discovered through swopping tapes all these 
years ?' 
My answer can be summarized thus: 
(1) Plastic spools are no match for the GPO; 
(2) Most normal people reveal their eccentricities as soon 
as they get near a tape recorder; 
(3) It's high time I took elocution lessons. 
I've been swopping tapes for some eight years now, having 
worn out two tape recorders - to say nothing of the patience 
of my 'tape acquaintances' - in the process. And I can say 
there's no hobby like it!! 

There was my bright Texas friend who spoke only to loud 
musical accompaniment. In his last tape to me, his voice 
faded into a selection from 'Porgy and Bess'. I never heard 
from him after that, and still wonder if his high-fidelity 
had fallen on top of him half-way through track two. Then 
there was another cheerful American who dubbed long 
excerpts from patriotic speeches (and LPs on selling -1 
found it hard to tell the difference!) on his tapes. They were 
very long tapes, and, as they were poorly spliced, invariably 
fell apart half-way through the prolonged applause. Once, 
he sent me a tape which looked, and sounded, like a reel 
of thick brown paper. My recorder never recovered from that 
assault. Then there was a casual acquaintance in the West 
Country who enrolled me in several spontaneous 'round 
robin' tapes, large spools of home-brewed music, chats and 
the inevitable dubbed discs. I sympathized with the idea... 
but found it hard going trying to keep up with them all. 
At one time, I considered employing someone on a part- 
time basis to keep up with the 'round robins'. However, I 
moved away from the district (in a sealed furniture van at 
dead of night) without changing my listing in the tape 
magazines . ..! 

But I still believe that tape-swopping is one of the very best 
interests anyone can have. Just like my dear mother said: 
T feel so much better when I've told you all my troubles on 
tape.' Or words to that effect. I recall once making a tape 
to a friend in Israel in the middle of immediate domestic 
discord. The children were fighting in the kitchen, the man 
next door, involved in home improvements, was hammering 
on the wall, and diverse clatters came from the passage 
where spring-cleaning was in progress. I despatched the tape 
with a certain reluctance. To my surprise, my tape was 
received with great delight. 

'Hearing those everyday noises of your home made your 
tape so much more real,' the friend explained in his reply. 
Maybe he's got noisy neighbours, I thought. Perhaps it's 
a mistake to seal out external noises when you're making 
tapes. I had a tape-acquaintance whose messages were 

32 made to the accompaniment of a dog howling. 

'My dog always howls when I make a tape to you, Dave,' 
he replied. 'Ever since I put your photograph on the mantel- 
piece.' 

The best compliment I ever had paid to me was that of a 
close relation who said that, having commenced to hear 
my tape, she fell fast asleep. It's not everyone who can claim 
such a relaxing voice! 

During my eight years in the tape-swopping game, I must 
have sent, on average, at least three tapes per week (and 
nearer twice that number in the first year or two, before wear- 
ing out my first machine!). That makes about 150 tapes per 
year, and 1,200 in all. It makes me think it's time the GPO 
produced a suitable stamp noting the accomplishments of 
Britain's thousands of tape-swoppers. (Any design sug- 
gestions will be gratefully received!) 

I wouldn't consider being without a tape recorder now. I'd 
sooner sell my 1957 Ford! I've made some very good friends 
on tape. One of the great things about tape is its personal 
approach. Without doubt, you certainly get to know people 
very well indeed, just by swopping a tape every week or 
fortnight. 
There's not much advice one can give to those lucky enough 
to have their first glistening tape recorder. It's important to 
reply to tapes (but not too promptly!) and equally im- 
portant to keep the size of tapes to a manageable length. 
If you send a tape-swopper friend a 600-ft length, he prob- 
ably feels obliged to fill it... somehow. And that's where 
the problems start. Be as natural as possible and, when you 
know your tape-acquaintance well enough, don't hesitate 
to talk about controversial issues about which you feel 
strongly. 

And don't use too many gimmicks. I heard of a bloke who 
spent half his time trying to think up unusual locations for 
his tapes, e.g. 'Hello, Fred, I am talking to you from a 
Turkish Bath in Balham .. .'. He got so weary travelling 
about, he never had much to say on his tapes. I believe he 
had an accident with his machine near a vat of boiling rice 
pudding in a catering establishment (or something like 
that!). 

One last point... always listen carefully to the tapes that 
you receive. Once, when I drove to work in Nottingham 
every day (and found myself wedged in traffic jams not 
infrequently) I decided to play-back some of the tapes 
received on the battery machine kept in my car. It's a strange 
thing, but those tapes always sounded agitated when I 
heard them from my driving seat. It must have been my 
driving.... You really need to sit down, relax, make notes 
and reflect. 

That sums up my long years sitting behind a tape recorder. 
It may not be very bright, but, since I've been using tape, 
I find it a lot harder to write these days. But, brother, you 
should just hear me talk about it.. .. 

MORE APPLAUSE FOR YOUR SLIDE SHOWS— 
if you present them with fully synchronised sound. You can 
do it easily with an autoprojector, tape recorder and the famous 
SYNCHROSLIDE. Cost only 14 guineas (or Easy Terms). Send 
for know-how and literature—FREE. 
SYNCHRODEK 
Dept. ATR No. 28, 2 Warwick Court, London, W.CI 
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THE TLIIIIII YOU SAY 
It doesn't cost a fortune 
Some amateurs, after hearing the `Soundhunter' programme on 
BBC last November, may still feel that in order to make tapes of a 
technical quality suitable for broadcasting a great deal of very 
expensive equipment is necessary. 
Part of my tape `The Real Thing' was included in this programme. 
The original material was recorded at 1 ips on a two -year -old 
Philips EL 3585 portable with microphone supplied (new, cost 
24 gns). It was dubbed and edited at 3f ips on to a Philips AG8109 
(made in 1959 and bought second -hand for £10), using a Lee 
Electronics mixer (57s 6d). 
The original tape - itself a dubbing from 1 ips - was copied to 
15 ips by the International Contest Committee and from that 
copy yet another dubbing was made, again at 15 ips, for the BBC 
programme as it went out. 
In turn I recorded the `Soundhunters' programme at 31 ips on the 
AG8109 from my tuner, and do you know there is not much drop 
in quality from the original material to my final version of the BBC 
programme! 
The mains Philips, a very well designed model and sturdy, can 
still be found for about £10 -£12. The EL 3585 can be bought 
second -hand for about £14 -£15, so it really doesn't cost a fortune 
does it? 
London SW! H. J. Bradley 

I can do anything! 
As a subscriber to your magazine, may I take the liberty of 
sending you a photo of my amateur studio and myself in the hope 
that you will publish it in your columns? 
As president of the Recording Society of Australia, I maintain 
regular tape exchanges with most countries of the world. My 
equipment includes a Telefunken KL 85, Uher Royal stereo with 
stereo mixer, Uher 4000 S Report, National RS 773, National 
turn -table, Sennheiser microphones, National microphones, 
Wharfedale speakers, Rola speakers as well as equalizer, mixer, pre - 
amps, etc. With all this equipment I am able to record at any speed, 
half or quarter track, mono or stereo. 
My main interests lie in making life recordings - for instance, 
interviewing famous people from stage, screen or TV. I also enjoy 
recording bird song, musical bands, island scenes, theatre shows, 
folk singing groups and almost anything else I can find tape - 
worthy. 
Melbourne, Australia Harry Jay 

Cheap tape boxes 
I have a number of tape friends to whom I send 3 in long -play 
and double -play tapes. Although these tapes are supplied by the 
manufacturers in quite sturdy boxes, they do, after continuous 
handling by the GPO, get in quite a state and become quite unfit 
for further journeys through the post. However, recently I found 
that these tapes will fit inside an empty cigarette packet. The packets 
in question are, of course, the sliding kind, not the new flip -top 
type as these are too small. 
St Helens, Lanes A. Highcock 

Harry Jay of Melbourne, seen here among the array of equipment in his recording studio. (See `I can do anything!) 
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It doesn't cost a fortune 
Some amateurs, after hearing the 'Soundhunter* programme on 
BBC last November, may still feel that in order to make tapes of a 
technical quality suitable for broadcasting a great deal of very 
expensive equipment is necessary. 
Part of my tape "The Real Thing' was included in this programme. 
The original material was recorded at 1J ips on a two-year-old 
Philips EL 3585 portable with microphone supplied (new, cost 
24gns). It was dubbed and edited at 3| ips on to a Philips AG8109 
(made in 1959 and bought second-hand for £10), using a Lee 
Electronics mixer (57s 6d). 
The original tape-itself a dubbing from 1| ips-was copied to 
15 ips by the International Contest Committee and from that 
copy yet another dubbing was made, again at 15 ips, for the BBC 
programme as it went out. 
In turn I recorded the 'Soundhunters' programme at 3|- ips on the 
AG8109 from my tuner, and do you know there is not much drop 
in quality from the original material to my final version of the BBC 
programme! 
The mains Philips, a very well designed model and sturdy, can 
still be found for about £10-£12. The EL 3585 can be bought 
second-hand for about £14-£15, so it really doesn't cost a fortune 
does it? 
London SfVl H.J. Bradley 

I can do anything! 
As a subscriber to your magazine, may I take the liberty of 
sending you a photo of my amateur studio and myself in the hope 
that you will publish it in your columns? 
As president of the Recording Society of Australia, I maintain 
regular tape exchanges with most countries of the world. My 
equipment includes a Telefunken KL 85, Uher Royal stereo with 
stereo mixer, Uher 4000 S Report, National RS 773, National 
turn-table, Sennheiser microphones, National microphones, 
Wharfedale speakers, Rola speakers as well as equalizer, mixer, pre- 
amps, etc. With all this equipment I am able to record at any speed, 
half or quarter track, mono or stereo. 
My main interests lie in making life recordings - for instance, 
interviewing famous people from stage, screen or TV. I also enjoy 
recording bird song, musical bands, island scenes, theatre shows, 
folk singing groups and almost anything else I can find tape- 
worthy. 
Melbourne, Australia Harry Jay 

Cheap tape boxes 
I have a number of tape friends to whom I send 3 in long-play 
and double-play tapes. Although these tapes are supplied by the 
manufacturers in quite sturdy boxes, they do, after continuous 
handling by the GPO, get in quite a state and become quite unfit 
for further journeys through the post. However, recently 1 found 
that these tapes will fit inside an empty cigarette packet. The packets 
in question are, of course, the sliding kind, not the new flip-top 
type as these are too small. 
St Helens, Lanes A. Highcock 

Harry Jay of Melbourne, seen here among the array of equipment in his recording studio. (See '/ can do anything!') 
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TAPE 
ßEUiEws 

by Russ Allen 

At great expense, last winter I re- 
equipped myself with hi -fi and, while 
I was going bankrupt, made it stereo 
as well. In order to test out the results 
of my squandering, a couple of stereo 
LPs were `obtained'. I must confess 
that at the time I was absolutely de- 
lighted by the sound that emerged but 
alas now, nearly a year later, I have 
still got only those two selfsame stereo 
LPs. Knowing that I'd got all this 
new gear, a certain Mr Judd, who shall 
be nameless, suggested that I should 
now begin to review stereo tapes -a 
splendid idea except that I didn't have 
a stereo tape deck! 
My visit to the Audio Fair proved 
unsuccessful as, despite the wearing 
of a voluminous overcoat with poacher's 
pockets, the alertness of the various 
manufacturers' staff made it impossible 
for me to obtain the equipment I 
desired. 
Luckily, before becoming completely 
criminal, I have acquired by quite 
honest neams a Truvox PD 104. 
To say that I'm delighted is the under- 
statement of the year. The workman- 
ship and finish are absolutely tip -top. 
My wife, prone to complain if there are 
too many odd bits of gear and wire 
drifting about, has made only the most 
approving of sounds and we have both 
become somewhat pro stereo tape. 
To begin with, I expected there would 
be all sorts of snags in the mating of 
the Truvox with my stereo amplifier. 
When I tell you that the only snag 
encountered was the mains lead being 
too short, you may think I'm joking. 
It is the truth and, having attached a 
sufficiently long lead, I plugged in, 
switched on, and, `presto', you have 

34 instant stereo. 

Russ Allen times a siero tape 

Technically the machine has all the 
facilities I'm likely to need. It will 
record (as, of course, it should) from 
either my other tape deck or gramo- 
phone or through microphones, either 
mono or stereo. There are large, 
illuminated record level meters for left - 
and right -hand channels, left and right 
monitoring and mixing facilities. All 
the controls are simple to manipulate 
and positive in action. Rewind is but 
fast! 

The deck is housed in a good solid 
wood cabinet and my only complaint 
is the lack of a lid. 

Honour to be first tape through went 
to Panoramic Stereo Spectacular by 
Recotape. It is a demonstration and 
sound effects tape and it does just what 
it sets out to do, demonstrating how 
effective stereo can be. 

On tracks like `The Bowling Alley', 
when you hear the bowler's footsteps 
as he runs up, the crash down of the 
released ball, the roll and finally the 
falling skittles, it does really this, right 
across the end of my studio! Several 
other tracks, such as the `Russian 
Roulette' one, are amusing as well as 
good stereo. But perhaps most inter- 
esting of all is the one which gives a 
sweep of audio frequency from 50 
cycles to past the limit of audibility. 
It is done in sections and gives you an 
opportunity to find out just how much 
your ear can appreciate. 
It's a must tape for stereo beginners. 
Another Recotape is `Eight of the 
Great Original Dixieland Jazz Band 
Numbers', Not played by the ODJB, 
but by Rosie McHargue, clarinet, 
Tommy Thunen, cornet, Warren D. 
Smith, trombone, Larry Marcus, piano, 

on the Truvox PD 104 deck. 

with Lou Drummond on drums. 
Lots of fun as the boys blow enthusi- 
astically on `Livery Stable Blues', 
`Clarinet Marmalade', etc. 
All bright stuff, though not particularly 
stereophonic. 
The next tape in this batch was from 
an American company, Pickwick. 4 
track stereo tape. Music of Leroy 
Anderson played by The Royal Farns- 
worth Symphony Pops Orchestra con- 
ducted by Warren Edward Vincent. 
Magnificently packaged in a jumbo - 
size box, cellophaned and with inter- 
esting informative sleeve notes, it 
contains a 7 in spool with what looks 
a rather measly amount of tape wound 
around a larger- than -usual centre hub. 
Running times were printed beside the 
titles and on side two they totalled just 
over 18 minutes. However, timed by 
my stop watch the total running time 
was only 14 minutes. Recording was 
clean and the stereo effect was good, 
though not spectacular, and I would say 
it was tastefully done. General result 
was a pleasant selection of that kind 
of music which is 'hummable' but not 
particularly erudite. 
My only musical criticism was of the 
sandpaper block wielder on 'Sand- 
paper Ballet' who seemed a bit of a 
drag and not always spot on. 
Mr Anderson's top pops are `Blue 
Tango', 'Serenata', `Sleigh Ride', 'For- 
gotten Dreams', etc., and they're all 
here and they are the composer's own 
arrangements. 
It is interesting to read on the sleeve 
that the recording was done on a 
specially modified high -speed Ampex 
duplicating equipment at 60 ips. Wow! 
Makes 7 i ips seem sort of slow, doesn't 
it? 
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At great expense, last winter I re- 
equipped myself with hi-fi and, while 
I was going bankrupt, made it stereo 
as well. In order to test out the results 
of my squandering, a couple of stereo 
LPs were 'obtained'. I must confess 
that at the time I was absolutely de- 
lighted by the sound that emerged but 
alas now, nearly a year later, I have 
still got only those two selfsame stereo 
LPs. Knowing that I'd got all this 
new gear, a certain Mr Judd, who shall 
be nameless, suggested that I should 
now begin to review stereo tapes - a 
splendid idea except that I didn't have 
a stereo tape deck! 
My visit to the Audio Fair proved 
unsuccessful as, despite the wearing 
of a voluminous overcoat with poacher's 
pockets, the alertness of the various 
manufacturers' staff made it impossible 
for me to obtain the equipment I 
desired. 
Luckily, before becoming completely 
criminal, I have acquired by quite 
honest neams a Truvox PD 104. 
To say that I'm delighted is the under- 
statement of the year. The workman- 
ship and finish are absolutely tip-top. 
My wife, prone to complain if there are 
too many odd bits of gear and wire 
drifting about, has made only the most 
approving of sounds and we have both 
become somewhat pro stereo tape. 
To begin with, 1 expected there would 
be all sorts of snags in the mating of 
the Truvox with my stereo amplifier. 
When I tell you that the only snag 
encountered was the mains lead being 
too short, you may think I'm joking. 
It is the truth and, having attached a 
sufficiently long lead, I plugged in, 
switched on, and, 'presto', you have 

34 instant stereo. 

Russ Allen limes a stero tape 
Technically the machine has all the 
facilities I'm likely to need. It will 
record (as, of course, it should) from 
either my other tape deck or gramo- 
phone or through microphones, either 
mono or stereo. There are large, 
illuminated record level meters for left- 
and right-hand channels, left and right 
monitoring and mixing facilities. All 
the controls are simple to manipulate 
and positive in action. Rewind is but 
fast! 
The deck is housed in a good solid 
wood cabinet and my only complaint 
is the lack of a lid. 
Honour to be first tape through went 
to Panoramic Stereo Spectacular by 
Recotape. It is a demonstration and 
sound effects tape and it does just what 
it sets out to do, demonstrating how 
effective stereo can be. 

On tracks like 'The Bowling Alley', 
when you hear the bowler's footsteps 
as he runs up, the crash down of the 
released ball, the roll and finally the 
falling skittles, it does really this, right 
across the end of my studio! Several 
other tracks, such as the 'Russian 
Roulette' one, are amusing as well as 
good stereo. But perhaps most inter- 
esting of all is the one which gives a 
sweep of audio frequency from 50 
cycles to past the limit of audibility. 
It is done in sections and gives you an 
opportunity to find out just how much 
your ear can appreciate. 
It's a must tape for stereo beginners. 
Another Recotape is 'Eight of the 
Great Original Dixieland Jazz Band 
Numbers', Not played by the ODJB, 
but by Rosie McHargue, clarinet, 
Tommy Thunen, cornet, Warren D. 
Smith, trombone, Larry Marcus, piano, 

on the Truvox PD 104 deck. 
with Lou Drummond on drums. 
Lots of fun as the boys blow enthusi- 
astically on 'Livery Stable Blues', 
'Clarinet Marmalade', etc. 
All bright stuff, though not particularly 
stereophonic. 
The next tape in this batch was from 
an American company, Pickwick. 4 
track stereo tape. Music of Leroy 
Anderson played by The Royal Farns- 
worth Symphony Pops Orchestra con- 
ducted by Warren Edward Vincent. 
Magnificently packaged in a jumbo- 
size box, cellophaned and with inter- 
esting informative sleeve notes, it 
contains a 7 in spool with what looks 
a rather measly amount of tape wound 
around a larger-than-usual centre hub. 
Running times were printed beside the 
titles and on side two they totalled just 
over 18 minutes. However, timed by 
my stop watch the total running time 
was only 14 minutes. Recording was 
clean and the stereo effect was good, 
though not spectacular, and 1 would say 
it was tastefully done. General result 
was a pleasant selection of that kind 
of music which is 'hummable' but not 
particularly erudite. 
My only musical criticism was of the 
sandpaper block wielder on "Sand- 
paper Ballet' who seemed a bit of a 
drag and not always spot on. 
Mr Anderson's top pops are 'Blue 
Tango', 'Serenata', 'Sleigh Ride', 'For- 
gotten Dreams', etc., and they're all 
here and they are the composer's own 
arrangements. 
It is interesting to read on the sleeve 
that the recording was done on a 
specially modified high-speed Ampex 
duplicating equipment at 60 ips. Wow! 
Makes ips seem sort of slow, doesn't 
it? 
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THE PROFESSIONALS 
Few amateur tape recording enthusiasts have attained, or are ever 
likely to attain, professional status in sound recording. However, 
I would hasten to add that a good many amateurs do in fact 
achieve professional quality and artistry in what they record. To 
encourage those recording enthusiasts with aspirations to profes- 
sional quality recordings, ATR is presenting a series of features 
which will attempt to highlight tape recording in some of its most 
creative and polished forms. Each article will concentrate on one 
particular exponent and his recording techniques. 

To a musician the tape recorder has endless possibilities and many 
talented instrumentalists have been very quick in catching on to 
this. One such musician whose name is very well known in this 
country, throughout Europe and in the United States is Wout 
Steenhuis, a tall Dutchman who began playing the guitar in 1941 
whilst at university in Holland. Many people do not realize that it 
was Wout who formed the now famous Dutch Swing College Band. 

Unfortunately, the invasion and occupation of Holland by the 
Germans forced Wout (like many other Dutch students) to give 
up his studies at university, but he continued playing his guitar 
for the Dutch Swing College Band. 

It was during his time in Holland during the German occupation 
that Wout nearly had his musical career ruined. As a member of 
the local Dutch underground resistance movement, Wout often 
took part in dangerous anti -Nazi missions, and during one such 
mission found himself in the midst of a running gun battle with 
the Germans. Wout received an arm injury which could . have 
meant the end of his guitar- playing days, but fortunately he was 
able to persuade a local doctor to perform the necessary operation, 
and in time his arm healed completely. 

Eventually, Wout managed to come to England to join members 
of his family who were already over here, and for a while made 
very little use of his guitar. Even when he joined a local group 
this did not fulfil his enthusiasm for the guitar or his own talents 
as a solo artiste. 

It was at this stage that Wout took to using a tape recorder. 
This he felt solved all his problems, for it allowed him to record 
chord and harmony parts and then play with them his own intri- 
cate solo parts for Hawaiian and plectrum guitars. But to Wout 
at this time multi -track guitar recording was merely a hobby, 
albeit an expensive one, for he found himself buying more equip- 
ment to enable himself to produce multi -track recordings with 
up to eight parts. 

At about this time Wout heard a BBC programme demonstrating 
how anyone could play solo guitar with the accompanying chord 
progression recorded on tape. This in itself was of course nothing 
new to Wout, but it did demonstrate the commercial possibilities 
of multi -track recordings. 

In fact, at first Wout himself (now married) was not convinced 
that such commercial possibilities existed. His wife had other 
ideas and it was she who persuaded him to send a multi -track tape 
to the BBC. Within a week Wout and his multi -guitars were 
featured in a BBC programme. Now, of course, his records can 
be heard in many radio programmes and he has appeared on 
stage and television shows as well. 

Wout has developed a style of playing and presentation all of 
his own. He has never tried to imitate other artistes such as Les 
Paul (who uses recording speed techniques to give the impression 
of extremely rapid playing and so on). Instead, he has adopted 
direct yet extremely pleasant and harmonious combinations of 

Wout Steenhuis at work in his studio 

the Hawaiian and plectrum electric guitars. Although he demon- 
strated his style and technique for me in the studio, I find it im- 
possible to describe just what he can really do. I can only suggest 
that if you like well -played guitar music then buy some of his 
records, especially if you happen to be interested in playing the 
guitar and in making multi -track recordings. 

One thing that has impressed me, however, is the great care that 
Wout takes over the making of a recording. Assisted by a com- 
petent recording engineer who does the balancing and mixing, 
etc., he completes a whole recording in one session in the studio 
whenever possible. The final recording is then checked for quality 
by replaying it through a 120 -watt amplifier and two enormous 
loudspeakers. `There's nothing like hearing the recording at giant 
size,' says Wout, `when you have to check on the reproduction.' 

Finally Wout offers a word of advice to those who attempt multi- 
track. Record the chord foundation first and then add the bass 
and /or harmony parts. Then follow with the melody line and 
special effects such as echo and so on, but don't overdo the effects. 
Watch out for tape and amplifier noise transfer and, above all, 
mains hum which can creep in from the most unexpected places. 
It took Wout and his assistant quite some time to trace a persistent 
mains hum to the underfloor heating system below his studio! 
If you would like to hear his superb playing and recording you'll 
find him on `Easy Beat' and `Stay Late', both of which are BBC 
radio programmes. He has made many records which are dis- 
tributed all over the world, including three LPs by Columbia, and 
by the time this appears in print yet another LP of Wout Steenhuis 
multi -track guitar music will be added to the list. Listen and 
learn! 

THE EASY WAY TO TRANSFER TAPE TO STRIPE 

Own a stripe projector? If you have a tape recorder as well, 
you can easily transfer tape- tracks to stripe with 100% accuracy 
...with Synchrodek. Write for FREE literature, to 

SYNCHRODEK, Dept. ATR 102, 2 Warwick Court, London, WCI 
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Few amateur tape recording enthusiasts have attained, or are ever 
likely to attain, professional status in sound recording. However, 
I would hasten to add that a good many amateurs do in fact 
achieve professional quality and artistry in what they record. To 
encourage those recording enthusiasts with aspirations to profes- 
sional quality recordings, ATR is presenting a series of features 
which will attempt to highlight tape recording in some of its most 
creative and polished forms. Each article will concentrate on one 
particular exponent and his recording techniques. 

To a musician the tape recorder has endless possibilities and many 
talented instrumentalists have been very quick in catching on to 
this. One such musician whose name is very well known in this 
country, throughout Europe and in the United States is Wout 
Steenhuis, a tall Dutchman who began playing the guitar in 1941 
whilst at university in Holland. Many people do not realize that it 
was Wout who formed the now famous Dutch Swing College Band. 

Unfortunately, the invasion and occupation of Holland by the 
Germans forced Wout (like many other Dutch students) to give 
up his studies at university, but he continued playing his guitar 
for the Dutch Swing College Band. 

It was during his time in Holland during the German occupation 
that Wout nearly had his musical career ruined. As a member of 
the local Dutch underground resistance movement, Wout often 
took part in dangerous anti-Nazi missions, and during one such 
mission found himself in the midst of a running gun battle with 
the Germans. Wout received an arm injury which could have 
meant the end of his guitar-playing days, but fortunately he was 
able to persuade a local doctor to perform the necessary operation, 
and in time his arm healed completely. 

Eventually, Wout managed to come to England to join members 
of his family who were already over here, and for a while made 
very little use of his guitar. Even when he joined a local group 
this did not fulfil his enthusiasm for the guitar or his own talents 
as a solo artiste. 

It was at this stage that Wout took to using a tape recorder. 
This he felt solved all his problems, for it allowed him to record 
chord and harmony parts and then play with them his own intri- 
cate solo parts for Hawaiian and plectrum guitars. But to Wout 
at this time multi-track guitar recording was merely a hobby, 
albeit an expensive one, for he found himself buying more equip- 
ment to enable himself to produce multi-track recordings with 
up to eight parts. 

At about this time Wout heard a BBC programme demonstrating 
how anyone could play solo guitar with the accompanying chord 
progression recorded on tape. This in itself was of course nothing 
new to Wout, but it did demonstrate the commercial possibilities 
of multi-track recordings. 

In fact, at first Wout himself (now married) was not convinced 
that such commercial possibilities existed. His wife had other 
ideas and it was she who persuaded him to send a multi-track tape 
to the BBC. Within a week Wout and his multi-guitars were 
featured in a BBC programme. Now, of course, his records can 
be heard in many radio programmes and he has appeared on 
stage and television shows as well. 

Wout has developed a style of playing and presentation all of 
his own. He has never tried to imitate other artistes such as Les 
Paul (who uses recording speed techniques to give the impression 
of extremely rapid playing and so on). Instead, he has adopted 
direct yet extremely pleasant and harmonious combinations of 

Wout Steenhuis at work in his studio 

the Hawaiian and plectrum electric guitars. Although he demon- 
strated his style and technique for me in the studio, I find it im- 
possible to describe just what he can really do. I can only suggest 
that if you like well-played guitar music then buy some of his 
records, especially if you happen to be interested in playing the 
guitar and in making multi-track recordings. 

One thing that has impressed me, however, is the great care that 
Wout takes over the making of a recording. Assisted by a com- 
petent recording engineer who does the balancing and mixing, 
etc., he completes a whole recording in one session in the studio 
whenever possible. The final recording is then checked for quality 
by replaying it through a 120-watt amplifier and two enormous 
loudspeakers. 'There's nothing like hearing the recording at giant 
size,' says Wout, 'when you have to check on the reproduction.' 

Finally Wout offers a word of advice to those who attempt multi- 
track. Record the chord foundation first and then add the bass 
and/or harmony parts. Then follow with the melody line and 
special effects such as echo and so on, but don't overdo the effects. 
Watch out for tape and amplifier noise transfer and, above all, 
mains hum which can creep in from the most unexpected places. 
It took Wout and his assistant quite some time to trace a persistent 
mains hum to the underfloor heating system below his studio! 
If you would like to hear his superb playing and recording you'll 
find him on 'Easy Beat' and 'Stay Late', both of which are BBC 
radio programmes. He has made many records which are dis- 
tributed all over the world, including three LPs by Columbia, and 
by the time this appears in print yet another LP of Wout Steenhuis 
multi-track guitar music will be added to the list. Listen and 
learn! 

THE EASY WAY TO TRANSFER TAPE TO STRIPE 
Own a stripe projector? If you have a tape recorder as well, 
you can easily transfer tape-tracks to stripe with 100% accuracy 
...with Synchrodek. Write for FREE literature, to 

SYNCHRODEK, Dept. AIR 102, 2 Warwick Court, London, WCI 
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GRANO 

PRIX 

TAPER 
What makes a winning contest tape? To help 
readers with an eye on the 1966 British Amateur 
Tape Recording Contest (announced on opposite 
page), ATR has a look at the two Grand Prix 
winners in last year's International. This month 
we meet Jürgen Sprotte, German winner of the 
Mono Grand Prix, seen above recording some 
of his favourite guitar music. On the right 
is another view of Jürgen's small, but very 
efficient, studio corner 

At about this time of the year all tape enthusiasts worthy of the 
name start thinking about their entries for the 1966 British Tape 
Recording Contest and the subsequent International. By now you 
will all be familiar with the details of last year's National and 
International Contests and the names of the winners in each. But 
what exactly are these `Grand Prix Tapers' like, and how do they 
work ? 

Winner of the Mono Grand Prix in last year's International was 
Jürgen Sprotte, an airline pilot from the Schleswig -Holstein pro- 
vince of West Germany. His winning entry was the brilliant 
`Guitarra Rapida', so it is not surprising to learn that his speciality 
is guitar recording. 
Jürgen started playing the guitar when he was fourteen and a 
member of a local Boy Scout group. Later he graduated from the 
Scout group to an amateur jazz band, and in fact played with 
several amateur groups during his twenties. 
Now Jürgen is nearly thirty, married, and has a little daughter, 
and when home conimitments meant that he had to give up playing 
with amateur bands, he decided to form his own one -man band. 
He had read of other artists, particularly the famous American 
Les Paul, using tape recorders to record their music, virtually in 
layers of sound, on tape. 
Fired with enthusiasm for his one -man band idea, Jürgen bought 
a stereo recorder and set to work. Here he had his first great dis- 
appointment' He confesses: `My recordings were really bad.' He 
hadn't used any reverberation or frequency correction when 
dubbing one track on top of the other! A Hammond system 
reverberation unit with springs helped him to put things right. 
Jürgen himself built a number of frequency correcting filters, 

36 without amplification, which he made up from descriptions in a 

book.* He also made his own three -channel mixer, again without 
amplification. With these he used a Grundig amplifier, and his 
stereo recorder is also a Grundig. Jürgen chose the TK47 stereo 
model for its sound -on -sound facilities. 
Needless to say, Jürgen is very particular about all his equipment, 
but he is especially fussy about the magnetic pick -ups for his 
guitar. Two of these are German Framus ones, and the other is an 
American de Armond. Jürgen will never use any others in his 
recording work. 
Before actually starting to record, Jürgen (who, as you will have 
gathered, is an extremely skilled musician) writes his own arrange 
ments in as many parts as he requires. As is usual with multi -track 
or sound -on -sound recording, he starts with the rhythm, for this 
will take the worst quality, and ends up with the main melody line. 
Normally he makes five or six re- recordings, which is the maximum 
his equipment will allow before background noise and distortion 
creep in. 
Good (but not fantastically expensive) equipment, accurate record- 
ing techniques and plenty of practice have made Jürgen Sprotte a 
grand prix taper. They could do the same for you too. 

* The book Jürgen Sprotte referred to is Electronic Music and 
Musique Concrete by F. C. Judd, published by Neville Spearman, 
and available through the ATR Postal bookshop, price 17s. Od., 
including postage and packing. At that time unaware of Mr. 
Judd's position as Editor of ATR, Jürgen described this as `A 
book that I really can recommend to all tape recording amateurs 
being interested in trick technique'. 

Next month meet Kürt Felix, Swiss winner of the 1965 Stereo 
Grand Prix. 
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What makes a winning contest tape? To help 
readers with an eye on the 1966 British Amateur 
Tape Recording Contest (announced on opposite 
page), A TR has a look at the two Grand Prix 
winners in last year's International. This month 
we meet Jurgen Sprotte, German winner of the 
Mono Grand Prix, seen above recording some 
of his favourite guitar music. On the right 
is another view of Jiirgen's small, but very 
efficient, studio corner 
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At about this time of the year all tape enthusiasts worthy of the 
name start thinking about their entries for the 1966 British Tape 
Recording Contest and the subsequent International. By now you 
will all be familiar with the details of last year's National and 
International Contests and the names of the winners in each. But 
what exactly are these 'Grand Prix Tapers' like, and how do they 
work? 
Winner of the Mono Grand Prix in last year's International was 
JUrgen Sprotte, an airline pilot from the Schleswig-Holstein pro- 
vince of West Germany. His winning entry was the brilliant 
'Guitarra Rapida', so it is not surprising to learn that his speciality 
is guitar recording. 
Jurgen started playing the guitar when he was fourteen and a 
member of a local Boy Scout group. Later he graduated from the 
Scout group to an amateur jazz band, and in fact played with 
several amateur groups during his twenties. 
Now Jurgen is nearly thirty, married, and has a little daughter, 
and when home commitments meant that he had to give up playing 
with amateur bands, he decided to form his own one-man band. 
He had read of other artists, particularly the famous American 
Les Paul, using tape recorders to record their music, virtually in 
layers of sound, on tape. 
Fired with enthusiasm for his one-man band idea, Jurgen bought 
a stereo recorder and set to work. Here he had his first great dis- 
appointment' He confesses: 'My recordings were really bad.' He 
hadn't used any reverberation or frequency correction when 
dubbing one track on top of the other! A Hammond system 
reverberation unit with springs helped him to put things right. 
Jurgen himself built a number of frequency correcting filters, 

36 without amplification, which he made up from descriptions in a 

book.* He also made his own three-channel mixer, again without 
amplification. With these he used a Grundig amplifier, and his 
stereo recorder is also a Grundig. Jurgen chose the TK47 stereo 
model for its sound-on-sound facilities. 
Needless to say, Jurgen is very particular about all his equipment, 
but he is especially fussy about the magnetic pick-ups for his 
guitar. Two of these are German Framus ones, and the other is an 
American de Armond. Jurgen will never use any others in his 
recording work. 
Before actually starting to record, Jurgen (who, as you will have 
gathered, is an extremely skilled musician) writes his own arrange 
ments in as many parts as he requires. As is usual with multi-track 
or sound-on-sound recording, he starts with the rhythm, for this 
will take the worst quality, and ends up with the main melody line. 
Normally he makes five or six re-recordings, which is the maximum 
his equipment will allow before background noise and distortion 
creep in. 
Good (but not fantastically expensive) equipment, accurate record- 
ing techniques and plenty of practice have made Jurgen Sprotte a 
grand prix taper. They could do the same for you too. 

* The book Jurgen Sprotte referred to is Electronic Music and 
Musique Concrete by F. C. Judd, published by Neville Spearman, 
and available through the ATR Postal bookshop, price 17j. Od., 
including postage and packing. At that time unaware of Mr. 
Judd's position as Editor of ATR, Jurgen described this as 'A 
book that I really can recommend to all tape recording amateurs 
being interested in trick technique'. 

Next month meet Kiirt Felix, Swiss winner of the 1965 Stereo 
Grand Prix. 
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BRITISH AMATEUR 

TAPE RECORDING 

CONTEST 
Following last year's experimental changes in the national tape 
contest, further refinements to the rules have been made. 
Notable is the abolition of the professional class, and, as a 
result, the word 'Amateur' returns to the title of the contest. 
This year the three sections are for Novice Amateurs, Advanced 
Amateurs and Group Entries. Novice Amateurs are those who 
have only recently bought a tape recorder or who have never 
entered a tape recording contest before. Advanced Amateurs 
are those who make a hobby of tape recording, or who have 
entered a similar contest in the past. Group entries cover sub- 
missions from schools, clubs of every kind, and other groups 
working together. This section is open to all amateur groups, 
irrespective of the amount of taping experience they have had. 
It is also understood that judges will not be allowed to enter 
the contest. 
Prize for the winner of the 1966 'Tape of the Year' award is 
£100 cash, a silver trophy, a free trip to London, and a chance 
to hear the tape broadcast. 
Prizes in each of the three groups are identical. In each section 
the first prize is a silver trophy, £10 cash, £15 worth of magnetic 
tape and a free trip to London. The three second prizes consist 
of a silver trophy and £10 worth of tape, and the third prize 
winner in each section will receive a silver trophy. Winners and 
runners -up will be notified immediately the judging has been 
completed and a complete list of awards will be circulated to 
all entrants. 
Closing date for the receipt of all tapes is Saturday, 30 July 
1966, and all tapes must be accompanied by a completed entry 
form, necessary copyright clearance and return postage for 
the tape. Here, then, is the official list of rules: 
1. 
Classes of entrants will be as follows: 
Novices: 
Those who have owned a tape recorder for under one year or 
have never entered a tape recording contest before. Maximum 
playing time for entries; four minutes. 
Advanced Amateurs: 
Those who have owned a tape recorder for more than one year 
but for whom tape recording is only a hobby. Maximum playing 
time for entries; eight minutes. 
Group Entries 
Schools, clubs of every kind, and other groups working to- 
gether. This section is open to all amateurs, irrespective of 
experience. Maximum playing time for entries; eight minutes. 
2. 
No tapes submitted may contain anything taken from radio or 
TV transmissions or commercial recordings. Any competitor 
who has fully or in part used any literary or musical production 
of which he is not the author or composer and which is still in 
copyright, must obtain authorization from the author, composer 
or organization owning or controlling the copyright and must 
produce proof of such authorization. This proof must be sub- 

mitted with this form and must state expressly the author, 
composer, or the organization owning or controlling the record- 
ing. (This does not imply that, in the countries where they 
apply, the normal rights of payment arranged by the organiza- 
tion owning or controlling the copyright are relinquished.) 
3. 
The programme must commence at the beginning of the tape 
and only one track may be used. (When judging, there will be 
no reversal of spools to hear second tracks.) Tape should be 
prepared between white or coloured 'leader' tapes. 
4. 
Recordings must be made on ; in tape at either 15, 72, 3â, or 
1i ips. Stereo recordings may be entered. 
5. 
All tapes will be returned to competitors, provided adequate 
return postage is sent with entries. But the Contest organizers 
will retain copies of the winning tape and of the runners' -up 
tapes. Copyright of these will be the property of their owners, 
but the Contest organizers reserve the right to arrange for the 
publication of the whole, or parts, or any or all of them, by radio, 
disc or tape, cr by any other means. 
6. 
The Contest is open only to residents in the UK. The decision 
of the judges will be final and no appeal may be made, nor 
correspondence entered into. 
7. 
The closing date for receipt of tapes will be Saturday, 30 July 
1966. No entries received after that date can be considered in 
any circumstances, The winners and the runners -up will be 
notified immediately judging is completed and a complete list 
of awards will be circulated to all entrants. 
8. 
Every tape entered must be adequately packed and properly 
stamped and addressed to the British Amateur Tape Recording 
Contest, 7 Tudor Street, London EC4, and a completed entry 
form and return postage included with the tape. Name and 
address should be also written on a small label firmly affixed 
to the tape spool and to the containers. 

Entry form: British Tope Recording Contest 1966 
Name (Block Letters) 
Address 
Age 
Occupation 
How long have you been recording: 
Special Interests 
Title (if any) of entry- 
Duration: Mins Secs 
Category: Novice /Advanced /Group 
Recorder(s) used 
Tape speed: ips Tape used 
Other equipment: 
When recorded:. Where 
Titles of works used 
Authors /composers 
Duration: Mins Secs 
Names of any assistants and how they helped 

Declaration (cross out whichever is not applicable) 
I declare that the enclosed tape is entirely my own work, and 
that I have not included on the tape any copyright material 
from radio, commercial recording, or any other source. 
I declare that I hold documentary authorization to use any 
copyright material. 

Signed 
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1966 

BRITISH AMATEBR 

TAPE RECORDING 

CONTEST 

Following last year's experimental changes in the national tape 
contest, further refinements to the rules have been made. 
Notable is the abolition of the professional class, and, as a 
result, the word 'Amateur' returns to the title of the contest. 
This year the three sections are for Novice Amateurs, Advanced 
Amateurs and Group Entries. Novice Amateurs are those who 
have only recently bought a tape recorder or who have never 
entered a tape recording contest before. Advanced Amateurs 
are those who make a hobby of tape recording, or who have 
entered a similar contest in the past. Group entries cover sub- 
missions from schools, clubs of every kind, and other groups 
working together. This section is open to all amateur groups, 
irrespective of the amount of taping experience they have had. 
It is also understood that judges will not be allowed to enter 
the contest. 
Prize for the winner of the 1966 'Tape of the Year' award is 
£100 cash, a silver trophy, a free trip to London, and a chance 
to hear the tape broadcast. 
Prizes in each of the three groups are identical. In each section 
the first prize is a silver trophy, £10 cash, £15 worth of magnetic 
tape and a free trip to London. The three second prizes consist 
of a silver trophy and £10 worth of tape, and the third prize 
winner in each section will receive a silver trophy. Winners and 
runners-up will be notified immediately the judging has been 
completed and a complete list of awards will be circulated to 
all entrants. 
Closing date for the receipt of all tapes is Saturday, 30 July 
1966, and all tapes must be accompanied by a completed entry 
form, necessary copyright clearance and return postage for 
the tape. Here, then, is the official list of rules: 
1. 
Classes of entrants will be as follows: 
Novices: 
Those who have owned a tape recorder for under one year or 
have never entered a tape recording contest before. Maximum 
playing time for entries; four minutes. 
Advanced Amateurs: 
Those who have owned a tape recorder for more than one year 
but for whom tape recording is only a hobby. Maximum playing 
time for entries; eight minutes. 
Group Entries 
Schools, clubs of every kind, and other groups working to- 
gether. This section is open to all amateurs, irrespective of 
experience. Maximum playing time for entries; eight minutes. 
2. 
No tapes submitted may contain anything taken from radio or 
TV transmissions or commercial recordings. Any competitor 
who has fully or in part used any literary or musical production 
of which he is not the author or composer and which is still in 
copyright, must obtain authorization from the author, composer 
or organization owning or controlling the copyright and must 
produce proof of such authorization. This proof must be sub- 

mitted with this form and must state expressly the author, 
composer, or the organization owning or controlling the record- 
ing. (This does not imply that, in the countries where they 
apply, the normal rights of payment arranged by the organiza- 
tion owning or controlling the copyright are relinquished.) 
3. 
The programme must commence at the beginning of the tape 
and only one track may be used. (When judging, there will be 
no reversal of spools to hear second tracks.) Tape should be 
prepared between white or coloured 'leader' tapes. 
4. 
Recordings must be made on ^ in tape at either 15, Tj, 3J, or 
11 ips. Stereo recordings may be entered. 
5. 
All tapes will be returned to competitors, provided adequate 
return postage is sent with entries. But the Contest organizers 
will retain copies of the winning tape and of the runners'-up 
tapes. Copyright of these will be the property of their owners, 
but the Contest organizers reserve the right to arrange for the 
publication of the whole, or parts, or any or all of them, by radio, 
disc or tape, cr by any other means. 
6. 
The Contest is open only to residents in the UK. The decision 
of the judges will be final and no appeal may be made, nor 
correspondence entered into. 
7. 
The closing date for receipt of tapes will be Saturday, 30 July 
1966. No entries received after that date can be considered in 
any circumstances. The winners and the runners-up will be 
notified immediately judging is completed and a complete list 
of awards will be circulated to all entrants. 
8. 
Every tape entered must be adequately packed and properly 
stamped and addressed to the British Amateur Tape Recording 
Contest, 7 Tudor Street, London EC4, and a completed entry 
form and return postage included with the tape. Name and 
address should be also written on a small label firmly affixed 
to the tape spool and to the containers. 

Enliy Form: Brilisli Tope Recorillng Contest 196G 
Name (Block Letters):  
Address:  
Age:  
Occupation:  
How long have you been recording;  
Special Interests:  
Title (if any) of entry:  
Duration: Mins  Sees  
Category: Novice/Advanced/Group 
Recorder(s) used:  
Tape speed: ips Tape used:  
Other equipment:  
When recorded:  Where:  
Titles of works used :  
Authors/composers:  
Duration: Mins  Sees  
Names of any assistants and how they helped:  

Declaration (cross out whichever is not applicable) 
I declare that the enclosed tape is entirely my own work, and 
that I have not included on the tape any copyright material 
from radio, commercial recording, or any other source. 
I declare that I hold documentary authorization to use any 
copyright material. 
Signed  
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SOUND SCENE 

Abore: The microphone used by the Duke of Windsor (then King Edward 
VIII) for broadcasts from London and Windsor. 

New General Manager 
Bosch Ltd (UK sales agency of Robert Bosch GmbH of Stuttgart) 
have appointed Mr Helmut Jaspert as General Manager. He 
replaces Mr H. Thum, who is returning to Germany to take up a 
more senior job with the parent company. 

Talking Microphone 
The microphone shown above left, instead of being used for 
recording speech, is now used for playing it back! This micro- 
phone is the one used by the Duke of Windsor when he was King 
Edward VIII for broadcasts from London and Windsor Castle in 
1936, and it now belongs to Mr Jack Le Vien, producer of the 
film A King's Story, dealing with the life of the Duke. Mr Le Vien 
asked a London company, Recording Machines Ltd, to fix a tape 
recorder inside the microphone. This they did, using a Philips 
EL 3301 cassette machine, converted as shown above right. Now 
the microphone appropriately plays back a pre -recorded message 
from the 1936 Abdication Speech. 

New Liaison Officer 
The Sony Corporation of Japan has appointed Mr Masakazu 
Namiki as Sony Liaison Officer for the UK. Mr Namiki will 
operate from Debenhams Electrical & Radio Distribution Co Ltd 
at Mercia Road, Gloucester. 

Goodmans Abroad 
Goodmans Industries Ltd have been participating extensively in 
overseas trade fairs this winter. In Barcelona 80,000 people 
poured into the Sonimag 3 exhibition where Goodmans' agents, 

38 Messrs Vieta, had a demonstration room. 

GC.7, 

Top: Part of the Goodman display on the Shriro stand at the Tokyo 
Audio Fair. 
Bottons: The interior of the microphone (shown left) showing the modified 
Philips EL 3301 which has been inserted to play back part of the 1936 
Abdication Speech. 

At the Tokyo Audio Fair 100,000 people filed through the exhibi- 
tion halls, and the technical staff of Messrs Shriro (Goodmans' 
Tokyo agents) were hard put to it to cope with the enormous 
interest shown and resultant enquiries. 

1966 Audio Fair 
The 1966 International Audio Festival and Fair will take place 
at the Hotel Russell from Thursday, 14 April to Sunday, 17 April. 
Trade viewing is on Thursday (14) from 11 am-4 pm. Public 
viewing is from 4 pm -9 pm on Thursday, 11 am -9 pm Friday and 
Saturday, and I1 am -8 pm on Sunday. 
This year the organizers of the Fair have booked additional 
accommodation on a further floor where more large rooms are 
available and where it is also quieter. 

New VHF Station 
The BBC's new VHF sound relay station serving the Brecon and 
Llanspyddid areas has now been brought into service. The three 
services are Welsh Home Service, 93.3 Mc /s; Light Programme 
88.9 Mc /s; and Third Network 91.1 Mc /s. 

100% AUTOMATIC LIP -SYNC SHOOTING 

is possible with an electric camera and the amazing Synchrodek. 
It will synchronise your projector, too! Find out more. FREE 
literature from 

SYNCHRODEK, Dept. ATR 101, 2 Warwick Court, London, WCI 
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Above: The microphone used by the Duke of Windsor (then King Edward 
VIII) for broadcasts from London and Windsor. 

New General Manager 
Bosch Ltd (UK sales agency of Robert Bosch GmbH of Stuttgart) 
have appointed Mr Helmut Jaspert as General Manager. He 
replaces Mr H. Thum, who is returning to Germany to take up a 
more senior job with the parent company. 

Talking Microphone 
The microphone shown above left, instead of being used for 
recording speech, is now used for playing it back! This micro- 
phone is the one used by the Duke of Windsor when he was King 
Edward VIII for broadcasts from London and Windsor Castle in 
1936, and it now belongs to Mr Jack Le Vien, producer of the 
film A King's Story, dealing with the life of the Duke. Mr Le Vien 
asked a London company, Recording Machines Ltd, to fix a tape 
recorder inside the microphone. This they did, using a Philips 
EL 3301 cassette machine, converted as shown above right. Now 
the microphone appropriately plays back a pre-recorded message 
from the 1936 Abdication Speech. 

New Liaison Officer 
The Sony Corporation of Japan has appointed Mr Masakazu 
Namiki as Sony Liaison Officer for the UK. Mr Namiki will 
operate from Debenhams Electrical & Radio Distribution Co Ltd 
at Mercia Road, Gloucester. 

Goodmans Abroad 
Goodmans Industries Ltd have been participating extensively in 
overseas trade fairs this winter. In Barcelona 80,000 people 
poured into the Sonimag 3 exhibition where Goodmans" agents, 
Messrs Vieta, had a demonstration room. 

Top: Pan of the Goodmans display on the Shriro stand at the Tokyo 
Audio Fair. 
Bottom: The interior of the microphone {shown left) showing the modified 
Philips EL 3301 which has been inserted to play back part of the 1936 
Abdication Speech. 

At the Tokyo Audio Fair 100,000 people filed through the exhibi- 
tion halls, and the technical staff of Messrs Shriro (Goodmans' 
Tokyo agents) were hard put to it to cope with the enormous 
interest shown and resultant enquiries. 

1966 Audio Fair 
The 1966 International Audio Festival and Fair will take place 
at the Hotel Russell from Thursday, 14 April to Sunday, 17 April. 
Trade viewing is on Thursday (14) from 11 am-4 pm. Public 
viewing is from 4 pm-9 pm on Thursday, 11 am-9 pm Friday and 
Saturday, and 11 am-8 pm on Sunday. 
This year the organizers of the Fair have booked additional 
accommodation on a further floor where more large rooms are 
available and where it is also quieter. 

New VHF Station 
The BBC's new VHF sound relay station serving the Brecon and 
Llanspyddid areas has now been brought into service. The three 
services are Welsh Home Service, 93-3 Mc/s; Light Programme 
88-9 Mc/s; and Third Network 911 Mc/s. 

100% AUTOMATIC LIP-SYNC SHOOTING 
is possible with an electric camera and the amazing Synchrodek, 
It will synchronise your projector, too! Find out more. FREE 
literature from 

SYNCHRODEK, Dept. AIR 101, 2 Warwick Court, London, WCI 
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NEW 

PRODUCTS 
ATR looks at some of the latest audio 

products to come on the market 

Bib in New Container 
For the latest in their range of Bib products, Multicore Solders 
have chosen a new container. Their Bib Instrument Cleaner is in 
a special low- density Bakelite polythene bottle which was specially 
chosen for its ease of handling and unbreakability. Application 
of the cleaner is made easy by virtue of a small -bore dispensing 
nozzle which also prevents excessive spillage should the bottle 
be dropped with the cap removed. A 4 oz bottle of Bib Instrument 
Cleaner costs 4s 6d. 

New for Video 
A new low -cost professional video tape recorder and a mobile 
video tape recording system for closed- circuit use in education, 
training and various industrial applications have been introduced 
by Ampex. The VR -7000 video recorder is the cheapest yet pro- 
duced by Ampex. The VR -7100 Videotrainer combines the new 
recorder with equipment necessary for the production and display 
of video tape programmes. USA price for the VR -7000 is 83,150 
and for the VR -7100 85,945. At the time of going to press UK 
prices have not been announced. This is because of uncertainty 
as to which duty category the customs authorities will place the 
machines in. 

Tandberg Speakers 
Elstone Electronics Ltd of Leeds have now introduced into the UK 
the Tandberg range of loudspeakers. The Model TAN 8 is capable 
of dealing with input power of up to 20 watts and a frequency 
range of 45 c/s to 16,000 c /s. The incorporated HT116 tweeter is 
coaxially mounted in front of the large woofer, and a filter net- 
work is used, with crossover at 3,000 c /s. The TAN 7 has been 
designed to take the full output of a 10 -watt amplifier, and again 
has coaxial system with crossover at 3,000 c /s. Model TAN 9 is a 
5 -watt extension loudspeaker incorporating a chassis which has a 
dual cone. The TAN 8 costs £31 4s 7d, the TAN 7 costs £23 2s Od 
and the TAN 9 £13 13s Od. 

Wyndsor Vanguard 
The new Wyndsor Vanguard is a four -track, three -speed machine 
with 7 in spool capacity, a three -head system and track -to -track 
recording facilities. Frequency response is given as 40 -6,000 c/s 
± 4 dB at 1 ips, 40 -9,000 c/s ± 3 dB at 3; ips and 40- 15.000 ± 3 

dB at 71 ips. Signal -to -noise ratio is better than 50 dB. The Van- 
guard has separate 8 in round Axiette twin cone speakers mounted 
in the recorder's detachable lid. Retail price of 59 gns includes 
1,800 ft LP tape, BASF tape manual and two spare jack plugs, 
but does not include microphone. Further details from Wyndsor 
Recording Co Ltd, Wyndsor Works, 2 Bellvue Road, Friern 
Barnet, London N11. 

Instrument 
Cleaner 

Instrument 
Cleaner 

wns Electronic ACyperals. 
^st,ua4nt Pane1S. Radb. Ty 
rave ReCprdHS d taP 
"ads. Teltphonn. 

mk' 
Moen*. ótau 

µTt6TATIC. NOWFtA1008 l[ 
NtIqTOXIC, ANTiSECTfaa 

TAhhOi SCPATCN, NON SM 

Cleans Electronic Apparatus, 
Instrument Panels, Radio,TV, 
Tape Recoders and Tepe Heads, Telephones, Plastic, 

Chrome, Glass. 

4 fl I. 112 ml. 

SIZE A 

Top: Bib Instrument Cleaner in its new unbreakable container. 
Middle: The Ampex VR -7100 video trainer in action. Bottom: The 
new four -track Wyndsor Vanguard. 
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PRODUCTS 

ATR looks at some of the latest audio 

products to come on the market 

Bib in New Container 
For the latest in their range of Bib products, Multicore Solders 
have chosen a new container. Their Bib Instrument Cleaner is in 
a special low-density Bakelite polythene bottle which was specially 
chosen for its ease of handling and unbreakability. Application 
of the cleaner is made easy by virtue of a small-bore dispensing 
nozzle which also prevents excessive spillage should the bottle 
be dropped with the cap removed. A 4 oz bottle of Bib Instrument 
Cleaner costs 45 (td. 

New for Video 
A new low-cost professional video tape recorder and a mobile 
video tape recording system for closed-circuit use in education, 
training and various industrial applications have been introduced 
by Ampex. The VR-7000 video recorder is the cheapest yet pro- 
duced by Ampex. The VR-7100 Videotrainer combines the new 
recorder with equipment necessary for the production and display 
of video tape programmes. USA price for the VR-7000 is 83,150 
and for the VR-7100 85,945. At the time of going to press UK 
prices have not been announced. This is because of uncertainty 
as to which duty category the customs authorities will place the 
machines in. 

Tandberg Speakers 
Elstone Electronics Ltd of Leeds have now introduced into the UK 
the Tandberg range of loudspeakers. The Model TAN 8 is capable 
of dealing with input power of up to 20 watts and a frequency 
range of 45 c/s to 16,000 c/s. The incorporated HT116 tweeter is 
coaxially mounted in front of the large woofer, and a filter net- 
work is used, with crossover at 3,000 c/s. The TAN 7 has been 
designed to take the full output of a 10-watt amplifier, and again 
has coaxial system with crossover at 3,000 c/s. Model TAN 9 is a 
5-watt extension loudspeaker incorporating a chassis which has a 
dual cone. The TAN 8 costs £31 4s Id, the TAN 7 costs £23 2.5 Qd 
and the TAN 9 £13 135 0^. 

Wyndsor Vanguard 
The new Wyndsor Vanguard is a four-track, three-speed machine 
with 7 in spool capacity, a three-head system and track-to-track 
recording facilities. Frequency response is given as 40-6,000 c/s 
± 4 dB at 1J ips, 40-9,000 c/s ± 3 dB at 3| ips and 40-15,000 ± 3 
dB at 7J ips. Signal-to-noise ratio is better than 50 dB. The Van- 
guard has separate 8 in round Axiette twin cone speakers mounted 
in the recorder's detachable lid. Retail price of 59 gns includes 
1,800 ft LP tape, BASF tape manual and two spare jack plugs, 
but does not include microphone. Further details from Wyndsor 
Recording Co Ltd, Wyndsor Works, 2 Bellvue Road, Friern 
Barnet, London N11. 

Instrument 

Cleaner 
f 6 Elwlronlc Apparatus, mstnimenl Panels, Radio, TV Tape RetP'Pars ,nd T 
Htads, Telephonos, Plpsuc. Chrome, Gloss. 

Instrument 

Cleaner „ .Contents 4 "• <*s, 112 ml. funs e6ctloMa AWKJ'f! 
'•« KtcaMtre 'Mi, Tal-fpriorov ,n*s „ Chfomo. GUfA  . 

""lA'Atic. r-orrfuta^81' 
"ONIOXIC, ANTISEP'K., 2!w°r SCRATCH, WOW SH'S 
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Top: Bib Inslrument Cleaner in its new unbreakable container. 
Middle: The Ampex VR-1\00 video trainer in action. Bottom: The 
new four-track Wyndsor Vanguard. 
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Above: The new Telefunken Magnetophon 201 four -track all -tran- 
sistor recorder. A two -track version of this, the Magnetophon 200, 
with similar specification will be available shortly at 39 gns. 

Magnetophon News 
The Magnetophon 201, recently introduced by Telefunken, is a 
four -track all- transistor model, with a spool capacity of 7 in. The 
single speed of 3i ips gives a frequency response of 16- 13,000 c /s, 
a signal -to -noise ratio of not less than 46 dB, and a wow and 
flutter figure of not greater than 0-2%. The 201 incorporates pause 
control, tone control and VU meter, has a 5 in x 3 in speaker, and 

an output of 21 watts. Price is 44 gns, including tape, spare spool, 
lead and microphone. 
Also new from Telefunken is the Operette all -transistor 15 -watt 
tuner /amplifier, with four wave bands and a multiplex decoder for 
stereo broadcasting. Price is 85 gns. 
Further details on any Telefunken product can be obtained from 
AEG (Great Britain) Ltd, 27 Chancery Lane, London WC2. 

Tape Adaptor Plugs 
Tape recorder adaptor plugs for the Perkeo Automat -J and J 150 

projector are now being marketed by Johnsons of Hendon. The 
plugs allow remote control focusing with the cable supplied with 
the projector, even when a synchronizer is being used. Retail 
price is £1 8s 6d. 

Dual Format Projector 
Ilford Ltd have introduced their first Super 8 cine projector, the 
Ilford Elmo FP -A. This projector is one of the first dual format 
Super 8 machines to be marketed in this country. The FP -A 
offers the amateur and professional cine enthusiast the facility 
of using either Super 8 or Standard 8mm film on the same projector 
without modification. Finished in two -tone grey, the FP -A 
features a newly computed Elmo Zoom lens, fully- automatic 
threading and take -up, and provides for tape snychronization 
when used with the Ilford Elmo Tape Synchronizer. 
With the projector linked to a tape recorder by means of the 
Elmo Tape Synchronizing unit, and all controls in their operating 
positions, switching on the tape recorder starts the projector in 
synchronization. 
The Ilford Elmo FP -A dual- format projector is supplied complete 
with metal side covers, vinyl cloth slip -over cover, lamp, auto 
take -up spool, film cutter, mains lead and instruction manual. 
Price: £65. Os Od. 

THE RECORDER CO 
kt hest machines on advanfageous tone 

Deposit 12 Monthly 
Payments 

s. 
4 -TRACK STEREO /MONO d' 

L s. d. 

Cash 
Price 
Gns. 

Cossor CR 1607 9 0 0 4 9 9 57 
Sony TC200 .. 1 7 0 5 7 I 72 
Beocord 1500 ... 4 0 6 6 2 5 89 
Philips EL3534 4 10 0 6 6 10 92 
Tandberg 74 ... 4 13 0 6 8 4 93 
Sony TC500 .. 6 10 9 7 6 3 105 
Grundig TK46 6 17 1 7 9 2 107 
Beocord 2000TM 8 19 0 8 6 8 119 
Beocord 20005C 9 8 0 9 2 II 123 
Akai M8 23 0 0 10 7 2 146 

MAINS 2 -TRACK 
Ferguson 3210 ... 3 IS 9 I IS 9 24 
Fidelity Playmatic 2 ... 4 8 3 2 I 8 28 
Wyndsor 707 II 5 1 0 2 7 7 32 
Grundig TKI8L ... 6 9 6 3 I 0 41 
Tandberg 823 .. ... 8 10 3 4 0 4 54 
Reps. RIO Mk. II ... 9 6 0 4 7 9 59 
Tandberg 92 0 17 6 5 2 8 69 
Brenell V Series 3 ... 113 6 5 10 I 74 
Truvox R102 ... ... 119 6 5 13 I 76 
Brenell 5/3 Mtr. ... 2 9 0 5 17 6 79 
Ferrograph 631 ... 3 17 3 6 10 II 88 
Brenell 5/3 'M' ... 4 13 0 6 18 4 93 
Revox 736 ... ... 9 II 0 9 4 5 124 

STEREO TAPE UNITS 
Beocord 1500 Teak ... 14 0 6 6 12 5 89 
Truvox PD 104 ... 14 0 6 6 12 5 89 
Ferrograph 632 2 -T ... 18 18 0 8 18 6 120 
Ferrograph 634 ... 18 18 0 8 18 6 120 

Open Saturday 6 p.m.- Friday 6-30 p.m. 
H.P. also over 18 and 24 months 

MAINS 4 -TRACK 

Deposit 

L s. d. 

12 Monthly 
Payments 

L s. d. 

Cash 
Price 
Gns. 

Fidelity Playmatic 4 ... 4 18 0 2 6 I 31 

Elizabethan LZ34 5 I 0 2 7 7 32 
Ferguson 3212 ... 5 4 0 2 9 I 33 
Philips EL3558 Teak ... 6 13 0 3 2 5 42 
Grundig TKI7L 6 15 6 3 4 0 43 
Ferguson 3214 6 19 0 3 5 5 44 
Grundig TK400 7 9 0 3 9 10 47 
Grundig TK23L 7 14 6 3 12 II 49 
Tandberg 843 ... 9 6 0 4 7 9 59 
Philips EL3556 Teak ... 9 15 6 4 12 3 62 
Reps RIO Mk. II ... 10 17 6 5 2 8 69 
Truvox R 104 ... ... 12 9 0 5 17 6 79 
Grundig TK40 ... 13 14 6 6 9 5 87 

For the discriminating enthusiast. 

REVOX 736 2 or 4 TRACK STEREO 
6 Audio Pre -Amplifiers: 3 Papst Motors 

3 Heads. 6 Watt Amplifier. 
Tape monitoring, mixing, synchronisation and 
straight- through amplification. Auto -stop, re- 
record and multi -play facilities. 

Accepts up to 1Or reels. 
124 Gns. Dep. £20. and 12 Pts. £9 3s. 8d. 

BATTERY 
Philips "Pocket" ... 4 2 0 I 18 8 
Philips EL3586 .. 4 2. 0 I 18 8 
Optacord 408 Bat /ins. 6 3 0 2 15 6 
Telefunken 300 2 -Track 7 14 6 3 12 II 
Telefunken 301 4 -Track 8 10 3 4 0 4 
Ficord 202A . ... 10 8 0 4 18 2 
Grundig TK6 Bat /Mns. 10 17 6 5 2 8 
Uher 4000L Report ... 16 14 6 7 13 3 

Akai X4 Stereo 4 -T ... 21 11 0 9 13 4 

26 
26 
39 
49 
54 
66 
69 

103 
131 

If unable to call, write for free brochure, or send deposit now for quick delivery 

FREE DELIVERY 
THE RECORDER CO. 

40 
PART EXCHANGE 

Ito? 
INTEREST 

FREE 

AKAI Model X4 
STEREO BATTERY PORTABLE 

131 gns. 

Deposit L21.11.0 
12 monthly pay- 
ments L9.13.4 

Four -speed, four -track Stereo /Monaural operation 15/16. 
14, 3}, 74 i.p.s. Only the AKAI exclusive cross field 
head is capable of recording 30 -6000 cycles at the unusually 
slow tape speed of 15/16 i.p.s. Output of 2 watts per 
channel. Two VU meters. Up to 16 hours playing 
time using 5' reels. 2 microphones. Mains Unit and 
rechargeable Nickel Cadmium Battery included. 

AKAI M -8 
Cross field head. 4- Speed. 4- Track. Vertical Stereo. 
146 gns. Terms over 12, 18 or 24 months. 
We will be pleased to demonstrate these fine models 

or send full details. 

(DEPT. A) 188 WEST END LANE, 
WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W.6 

Telephone: SWI 4977 
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Above: The new Telefunken Magnetophon 201 four-track all-tran- 
sistor recorder. A two-track version of this, the Magnetophon 200, 
with similar specification will be available shortly at 39 gns. 

Magnetophon News 
The Magnetophon 201, recently introduced by Telefunken, is a 
four-track all-transistor model, with a spool capacity of 7 in. The 
single speed of 3J- ips gives a frequency response of 16-13,000 c/s, 
a signal-to-noise ratio of not less than 46 dB, and a wow and 
flutter figure of not greater than 0-2%. The 201 incorporates pause 
control, tone control and VU meter, has a 5 in x 3 in speaker, and 

an output of 2| watts. Price is 44 gns, including tape, spare spool, 
lead and microphone. 
Also new from Telefunken is the Operette all-transistor 15-watt 
tuner/amplifier, with four wave bands and a multiplex decoder for 
stereo broadcasting. Price is 85 gns. 
Further details on any Telefunken product can be obtained from 
AEG (Great Britain) Ltd, 27 Chancery Lane, London WC2. 

Tape Adaptor Plugs 
Tape recorder adaptor plugs for the Perkeo Automat-J and J 150 
projector are now being marketed by Johnsons of Hendon. The 
plugs allow remote control focusing with the cable supplied with 
the projector, even when a synchronizer is being used. Retail 
price is £1 8s 6d. 

Dual Format Projector 
Ilford Ltd have introduced their first Super 8 cine projector, the 
Ilford Elmo FP-A. This projector is one of the first dual format 
Super 8 machines to be marketed in this country. The FP-A 
offers the amateur and professional cine enthusiast the facility 
of using either Super 8 or Standard 8mm film on the same projector 
without modification. Finished in two-tone grey, the FP-A 
features a newly computed Elmo Zoom lens, fully-automatic 
threading and take-up, and provides for tape snychronization 
when used with the Ilford Elmo Tape Synchronizer. 
With the projector linked to a tape recorder by means of the 
Elmo Tape Synchronizing unit, and all controls in their operating 
positions, switching on the tape recorder starts the projector in 
synchronization. 
The Ilford Elmo FP-A dual-format projector is supplied complete 
with metal side covers, vinyl cloth slip-over cover, lamp, auto 
take-up spool, film cutter, mains lead and instruction manual. 
Price: £65. 0s Od. 

>THE RECORDER CO. 

. fasf machines on advantageous fenns 

12 Monthly 
Payments 

£ s. d. 
Deposit 

£ s. d. 
4-TRACK STEREO/MONO 
Cossor CR 1607 
Sony TC200 ... 
Bcocord 1500 ... 
Philips EL3534 
Tandbcrg 74 ... 
Sony TC500 ... 
Grundig TK46 
Beocord 2000TM 
Beocord 2000SC 
Akai M8 
MAINS 2-TRACK 
Ferguson 3210 
Fidelity Playmatic 2 
Wyndsor 707 II 
Grundig TKI8L 
Tandberg 823 ... 
Reps. RIO Mk. II 
Tandberg 92 ... 
Brenell V Series 3 
Truvox RI02 ... 
Brenell 5/3 Mtr. 
Ferrograph 631 
Brenell 5/3 'M' 
Revox 736 
STEREO TAPE UNITS 
Bcocord 1500 Teak ... 14 0 6 6 12 5 
Truvox PD 104 ... 14 0 6 6 12 5 
Ferrograph 632 2-T ... 18 18 0 8 18 6 
Ferrograph 634 ... 1818 0 818 6 

Open Saturday 6 p.m.—Friday 6-30 p.n 
H.P. also over 18 and 24 months 

Cash 
Price 
Gns. 

9 0 0 4 9 9 57 
n 7 0 5 7 1 72 
14 0 6 6 12 5 89 
14 10 0 6 16 10 92 
14 13 0 6 18 4 93 
16 10 9 7 16 3 105 
16 17 1 7 19 2 107 
18 19 0 8 16 8 119 
19 8 0 9 2 II 123 
23 0 0 10 17 2 146 

3 15 9 1 IS 9 24 
4 8 3 2 1 8 28 
5 1 0 2 7 7 32 
6 9 6 3 1 0 41 
8 10 3 4 0 4 54 
9 6 0 4 7 9 59 

10 17 6 5 2 8 69 
II 13 6 5 10 I 74 
II 19 6 5 13 1 76 
12 9 0 5 17 6 79 
13 17 3 6 10 II 88 
14 13 0 6 18 4 93 
19 II 0 9 4 5 124 

Deposit / 2 Monthly Cash 
Payments Price 

MAINS 4-TRACK £ s. d. £ s. d. Cns. 
Fidelity Playmatic 4 4 18 0 2 6 1 31 
Elizabethan LZ34 5 1 0 2 7 7 32 
Ferguson 3212 5 4 0 2 9 1 33 
Philips EL3558 Teak 6 13 0 3 2 5 42 
Grundig TKI7L 6 15 6 3 4 0 43 
Ferguson 3214 6 19 0 3 5 5 44 
Grundig TK400 7 9 0 3 9 10 47 
Grundig TK23L 7 14 6 3 12 II 49 
Tandberg 843 ... 9 6 0 4 7 9 59 
Philips EL35S6 Teak 9 15 6 4 12 3 62 
Reps RIO Mk. II 10 17 6 5 2 8 69 
Truvox R 104 ... 12 9 0 5 17 6 79 
Grundig TK40 13 14 6 6 9 5 87 

For the discriminating enthusiast. 
REVOX 736 2 or 4 TRACK STEREO 

6 Audio Pre-Amplifiers: 3 Papst Motors 
3 Heads. 6 Watt Amplifier. 

Tape monitoring, mixing, synchronisation and 
straight-through amplification. Auto-stop, re- 
record and multi-play facilities. Accepts up to I OK reels, 

124 Gns. Dep. £20. and 12 Pts. £9 3s. 8d. 
BATTERY 
Philips "Pocket'' 4 2 0 1 18 8 26 
Philips E1.3566 4 2 0 1 IB 8 26 

89 Optacord 408 Bat/Mns. 6 3 0 2 15 6 39 
89 Telefunken 300 2-Track 7 14 6 3 12 II 49 

120 Telefunken 301 4-Track 8 10 3 4 0 4 54 
120 Ficord 202A   10 8 0 4 IB 2 66 

Grundig TK6 Bat/Mns. 10 17 6 5 2 8 69 
Uher 4000L Report ... 16 14 6 7 13 3 103 
Akai X4 Stereo 4-T ... 21 11 0 9 13 4 131 

If unable to call, write for free brochure, or send deposit now for quick delivery 

FREE DELIVERY 
PART EXCHANGE THE RECORDER CO. 

AKAI Model X4 
STEREO BATTERY PORTABLE 

131 gns. 

Xe 

r 

L. 

Deposit £21.11.0 
12 monthly pay- 
ments £9.13.4 

Four-speed, four-track Stereo/Monaural operation 15/16. 
I}, 3}, 7i i.p.s. Only the AKAI exclusive cross field 
head is capable of recording 30-6000 cycles at the unusually 
slow tape speed of 15/16 i.p.s. Output of 2 watts per 
channel. Two VU meters. Up to 16 hours playing 
time using 5' reels. 2 microphones. Mains Unit and 
rechargeable Nickel Cadmium Battery included. 

AKAI M-8 
Cross field head. 4-Speed. 4-Track. Vertical Stereo. 
146 gns. Terms over 12, 18 or 24 months. 
We will be pleased to demonstrate these fine models 

or send full details. 
(DEPT. A) 188 WEST END LANE, 
WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W.4 

Telephone; SWI 4977 
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Brighton 
Chairman of Brighton Tape Recording Club 
Mr R. Vivian is hoping that members will 
help to make alterations and improvements to 
the club rooms. Volunteers have been appealed 
for, but as yet the result of this appeal is not 
known. Mr Vivian has also been busy demon- 
strating his equipment and recording tech- 
niques in the first of a series of contributions 
by club members. Club members are also 
planning to visit SME Ltd at Steyning to see 
the firm's factory there. Tape /slide shows have 
been a recurring feature of the club's time- 
table. A fifteen- minute show of the famous 
Lewes firework celebrations was the first, 
followed by a show of the Brighton Speed 
Trials. The club meets every Wednesday at 
7.45 pm at 14a St George's Place, Brighton. 
Club secretary is Ken Upton of 47 Kingsley 
Road, Brighton 5. 

Dartford 
At the request of Mr Stanley Atkins, Dartford 
Borough Librarian, members of the Dartford 
TRS recently spent an evening in the museum 
recording an ancient polyphon. This instru- 
ment looks like a cross between an ordinary 
gramophone and a musical box, using metal 
discs with spikes punched out and turned 
upwards which strike a metal cone as it goes 
round. About a dozen polyphon discs were 
recorded including `The Lost Chord', the 
march from ` Tannhäuser' and `The Old Folks 
at Home'. A copy of the recording is to be 
kept in the library achives and will be used in 
programmes for the blind, hospitals and old 
people's homes. A further visit to the museum 
is planned, at which members hope to record 
other old musical instruments. 
The club also spent a very pleasant evening as 
the guests of their president, Daphne Oram, 
at Wrotham. Miss Oram gave a fascinating 
demonstration of the equipment she uses for 
her electronic music competitions. 

Derby 
Hand -bell ringers were the focus of microphone 
attention at a recent location recording ses- 
sion organised by Derby TRC. The ringers were 
those of nearby Chaddesden Parish Church, 
where members also recorded a carol service 
complete with hand -bells. Club members have 
now compiled a complete set of the best record- 
ings of the opera `Il Trovatore' for members of 
the opera group.They also had a good opportun- 
nity to record Handel's `Messiah' at a recent 
concert in Derby and were able to return home 
with excellent recordings both in mono and 
stereo. 

Thismonth Ihave been particularly 
pleased to hear from so many 
clubs - it makes a good start to 
what I hope will be a good 
championship year. Unfortun- 
ately, although 1964 was a 
bumper year for clubs, things 
weren't quite so bright last year, 
with only 65 clubs entering the 
League charts. However, we are 
already off to a better start, with 
17 clubs featured in this issue, as 
against 10 last February. I'd 
particularly like to hear from 

Ferrograph Owners 
Members of the British Ferrograph Owners' 
Club have been voicing their opinions on last 
year's National Recording Contest, about 
which they don't seem very happy. However, 
as can be seen from page 37, this year's rules 
have been changed and I am sure members 
of this club and every other will be happily 
entering for the 1966 contest. Plans are going 
ahead for the club to hold a meeting in London 
during Audio Fair week but the exact date and 
venue have not yet been decided. The ladies' 
round robin tape is now successfully under 
way, despite the family commitments of the 
various members - four members between 
them claiming fifteen children! 

Great Yarmouth 
`Synthetic Sound' was the title of a recent 
competition organized by the Great Yar- 
mouth and District TRS. As opposed to a 
natural sound hunt, this competition set 
members to record certain sound effects by 
artificial means. I understand that some 
peculiar horses were heard trotting around, 
one of which had apparently only three legs! 
Also, judging by the water splashes on some 
tapes, ships must have dropped anchor in 
the local pond! Overall winner of the contest 
was Ron Wain, with C. Anson close runner -up. 
Members have also been given the task of each 
compiling a tape which will hold the interest 
of other members for one hour. More difficult 
than it sounds, this, but A. Hewitt and T. 
Smith came out very well with their presenta- 
tion of a mixed bag of music and songs linked 
by good commentary and spiced with touches 
of humour. 

ITAC 
Among the new services that the International 
Tape and Cine Society now offers to its mem- 
bers is a special technical advice service on all 
audio matters. Another innovation is the 
master welcome tape. This is to be a tape on 
which every member of the club is recorded 
introducing himself, and a complete tape of 
this kind will be sent to every new member on 
joining the club. Round robin tapes are also 
in the offing. 
Unfortunately, the club's 1965 tape contest 
attracted only six entries from four people. 
The competition was on a set subject - 
`Instructional Talk' - limited to twelve minutes' 
playing time. Winner of the contest was 
Roger Pirie with his entry `How to Become 
Known in Tapesponding Circles', a satirical 
account of the methods you should adopt with 
your tape pals. Runner -up was John Styles 
with `The Driving Instructor'. 

those clubs who managed one 
mention last year and then appar- 
ently dozed off again. That's 
almost all those with a total of 
15 points or less for last year. 
How about it? 
Finally, I must apologize to mem- 
bers of the Walthamstow club for 
not mentioning their club last 
month among the best clubs of 
last year. The 1965 League 
Championship chart (see overleaf) 
should put the score right. 

K.C. 

Leeds 
The chairman of the Leeds and District TRC, 
Mr M. E. Plant, and fellow member Mr Roe, 
recently visited Allerton Grange night school 
to give a talk and demonstration on the club's 
activities to the tape recording class run by 
Dr Woodhouse in conjunction with the local 
education authorities. Equipment used during 
the demonstration included a Revox 736, an 
Akai X4 and a Butoba MT5. Local OAP 
clubs have been delighted to hear the tape 
club's recordings of `The Edwardian Follies'. 
These are a group of senior citizens, average 
age nearly 70, who travel throughout England, 
Scotland and Wales giving concerts to fellow 
OAPs. Club members had travelled to Brad- 
ford to record the 'Follies'. Following recent 
correspondence in ATR, club secretary W. H. 
Rowe felt that other groups might like to 
know more about the book used to record 
`Western Saga'. This book is entitled Plays 
for Reading and Recording by T. S. Love and 
W. D. Cumming, published in 1960 by Harrap. 
Price is believed to be about 3s 6d. 

London 
Members of the London Tape Recording Club 
recently welcomed Mr Conn Ryan, senior 
documentary producer at the Central Office 
of Information. Mr Ryan talked about the 
work he does at COI and played extracts from 
some of his programmes. 
Cine film shows have also been in evidence. 
Ken Blake spent some time showing amateur 
films with taped sound tracks. 

Middleton 
Following the AGM of the Middleton TR 
group, the new general secretary and librarian 
is Mr T. Brown of 67 Sherbourne Road, 
Middleton, Manchester. The group has noted 
the results of the 1965 National Contest and 
feels that there must have been other good 
tapes which are not placed among the winners. 
If anyone would care to send copies of such 
tapes to Mr Brown, the group will be pleased 
to circulate them in their tape magazine 'Play- 
back' which has a countrywide circulation and 
is heard by (among others) a BBC editor, and 
a feature writer who is a regular writer on tape 
recording subjects. 

Newcastle 
Recently five brave members of the Newcastle 
Tape Club battled through thick snow for a 
club meeting on microphone comparison. On 
the last occasion when such comparisons were 
attempted the club did not have an audio 
signal generator, but the recent acquisition of 
one meant that this time members were able to 41 
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Brighton 
Chairman of Brighton Tape Recording Club 
Mr R. Vivian is hoping that members will 
help to make alterations and^improvements to 
the club rooms. Volunteers have been appealed 
for, but as yet the result of this appeal is not 
known. Mr Vivian has also been busy demon- 
strating his equipment and recording tech- 
niques in the first of a series of contributions 
by club members. Club members are also 
planning to visit SME Ltd at Steyning to see 
the firm's factory there. Tape/slide shows have 
been a recurring feature of the club's time- 
table. A fifteen-minute show of the famous 
Lewes firework celebrations was the first, 
followed by a show of the Brighton Speed 
Trials. The club meets every Wednesday at 
7.45 pm at 14a St George's Place, Brighton. 
Club secretary is Ken Upton of 47 Kingsley 
Road, Brighton 5. 

Dartford 
At the request of Mr Stanley Atkins, Dartford 
Borough Librarian, members of the Dartford 
TRS recently spent an evening in the museum 
recording an ancient polyphon. This instru- 
ment looks like a cross between an ordinary 
gramophone and a musical box, using metal 
discs with spikes punched out and turned 
upwards which strike a metal cone as it goes 
round. About a dozen polyphon discs were 
recorded including The Lost Chord', the 
march from 'Tannhauser' and 'The Old Folks 
at Home". A copy of the recording is to be 
kept in the library achives and will be used in 
programmes for the blind, hospitals and old 
people's homes. A further visit to the museum 
is planned, at which members hope to record 
other old musical instruments. 
The club also spent a very pleasant evening as 
the guests of their president, Daphne Oram, 
at Wrotham. Miss Oram gave a fascinating 
demonstration of the equipment she uses for 
her electronic music competitions. 

Derby 
Hand-bell ringers were the focus of microphone 
attention at a recent location recording ses- 
sion organised by Derby TRC. The ringers were 
those of nearby Chaddesden Parish Church, 
where members also recorded a carol service 
complete with hand-bells. Club members have 
now compiled a complete set of the best record- 
ings of the opera T1 Trovatore' for members of 
theoperagroup.They also had a good opportun- 
nity to record Handel's 'Messiah' at a recent 
concert in Derby and were able to return home 
with excellent recordings both in mono and 
stereo. 

This month I have been particularly 
pleased to hear from so many 
clubs-it makes a good start to 
what I hope will be a good 
championship year. Unfortun- 
ately, although 1964 was a 
bumper year for clubs, things 
weren't quite so bright last year, 
with only 65 clubs entering the 
League charts. However, we are 
already off to a better start, with 
17 clubs featured in this issue, as 
against 10 last February. I'd 
particularly like to hear from 

Ferrograph Owners 
Members of the British Ferrograph Owners" 
Club have been voicing their opinions on last 
year's National Recording Contest, about 
which they don't seem very happy. However, 
as can be seen from page 37, this year's rules 
have been changed and I am sure members 
of this club and every other will be happily 
entering for the 1966 contest. Plans are going 
ahead for the club to hold a meeting in London 
during Audio Fair week but the exact date and 
venue have not yet been decided. The ladies' 
round robin tape is now successfully under 
way, despite the family commitments of the 
various members - four members between 
them claiming fifteen children! 

Great Yarmouth 
'Synthetic Sound' was the title of a recent 
competition organized by the Great Yar- 
mouth and District TRS. As opposed to a 
natural sound hunt, this competition set 
members to record certain sound effects by 
artificial means. I understand that some 
peculiar horses were heard trotting around, 
one of which had apparently only three legs! 
Also, judging by the water splashes on some 
tapes, ships must have dropped anchor in 
the local pond! Overall winner of the contest 
was Ron Wain, with C. Anson close runner-up. 
Members have also been given the task of each 
compiling a tape which will hold the interest 
of other members for one hour. More difficult 
than it sounds, this, but A. Hewitt and T. 
Smith came out very well with their presenta- 
tion of a mixed bag of music and songs linked 
by good commentary and spiced with touches 
of humour. 

ITAC 
Among the new services that the International 
Tape and Cine Society now offers to its mem- 
bers is a special technical advice service on all 
audio matters. Another innovation is the 
master welcome tape. This is to be a tape on 
which every member of the club is recorded 
introducing himself, and a complete tape of 
this kind will be sent to every new member on 
joining the club. Round robin tapes are also 
in the offing. 
Unfortunately, the club's 1965 tape contest 
attracted only six entries from four people. 
The competition was on a set subject - 
'Instructional Talk' - limited to twelve minutes' 
playing time. Winner of the contest was 
Roger Pirie with his entry 'How to Become 
Known in Tapesponding Circles', a satirical 
account of the methods you should adopt with 
your tape pals. Runner-up was John Styles 
with 'The Driving Instructor". 

those clubs who managed one 
mention last year and then appar- 
ently dozed off again. That's 
almost all those with a total of 
15 points or less for last year. 
How about it? 
Finally, I must apologize to mem- 
bers of the Walthamstow club for 
not mentioning their club last 
month among the best clubs of 
last year. The 1965 League 
Championship chart (see overleaf) 
should put the score right. 

K.C. 

Leeds 
The chairman of the Leeds and District TRC, 
Mr M. E. Plant, and fellow member Mr Roe, 
recently visited AUerton Grange night school 
to give a talk and demonstration on the club's 
activities to the tape recording class run by 
Dr Woodhouse in conjunction with the local 
education authorities. Equipment used during 
the demonstration included a Revox 736, an 
Akai X4 and a Butoba MT5. Local GAP 
clubs have been delighted to hear the tape 
club's recordings of The Edwardian Follies'. 
These are a group of senior citizens, average 
age nearly 70, who travel throughout England, 
Scotland and Wales giving concerts to fellow 
OAPs. Club members had travelled to Brad- 
ford to record the 'Follies'. Following recent 
correspondence in ATR, club secretary W. H. 
Rowe felt that other groups might like to 
know more about the book used to record 
'Western Saga'. This book is entitled Plays 
for Reading and Recording by T. S. Love and 
W. D. Gumming, published in 1960 by Harrap. 
Price is believed to be about 3j 6d. 

London 
Members of the London Tape Recording Club 
recently welcomed Mr Conn Ryan, senior 
documentary producer at the Central Office 
of Information. Mr Ryan talked about the 
work he does at COl and played extracts from 
some of his programmes. 
Cine film shows have also been in evidence. 
Ken Blake spent some time showing amateur 
films with taped sound tracks. 

Middleton 
Following the AGM of the Middleton TR 
group, the new general secretary and librarian 
is Mr T. Brown of 67 Sherbourne Road, 
Middleton, Manchester. The group has noted 
the results of the 1965 National Contest and 
feels that there must have been other good 
tapes which are not placed among the winners. 
If anyone would care to send copies of such 
tapes to Mr Brown, the group will be pleased 
to circulate them in their tape magazine 'Play- 
back' which has a countrywide circulation and 
is heard by (among others) a BBC editor, and 
a feature writer who is a regular writer on tape 
recording subjects. 

Newcastle 
Recently five brave members of the Newcastle 
Tape Club battled through thick snow for a 
club meeting on microphone comparison. On 
the last occasion when such comparisons were 
attempted the club did not have an audio 
signal generator, but the recent acquisition of 
one meant that this time members were able to 41 
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get far more accurate results. First job was the 
checking of the responses of the two amplifiers 
being used. The first amplifier was a stereo 
model and it was found that one channel 
dropped to about - 25 dB at 8 Kc /s, whereas 
the other shot up to + 10 dB and stayed there 
until about 30 K /cs. Bass response was equally 
varied. However, by switching channels and 
putting a meter across the output of this 'hi -fi' 
amplifier, they managed to achieve a fairly 
level response by adjusting the gain control to 
suit. Once actual mirophone testing had started 
it was discovered that the cheapest micro- 
phone performed twice as well as an expensive 
German model costing many times more. 
Club secretary is Malcolm R. Watts, Studio 
A, 31 Ridgewood Gardens, South Gosforth, 
Newcastle upon Tyne 3. 

North London 
Eighteen members of the North London Tape 
and Hi -fi Club attended the club's recent 
AGM. Reviewing the past year, the chairman 
totted up visits to Philips record factory and 
to Teletape, manufacturers' demonstrations 
including Grundig and Truvox, a Mullard 
film show, and a disc cutting session as well 
as nine live recording sessions. The final 
of the club's league contest and tape of the year 
playback were held recently. Winners of the 
club's league championship were the Goodwin 
brothers, Ron and Den, with 37 points. These 
two also won the club's tape of the year contest 
and to complete their hat -trick also won the 
end -of- season raffle! 

Overseas Students 
Meetings of the Overseas Students' Tape Club 
have continued under the direction of Derek 
Chatterton of the British Council. A very 
appropriate session was held at which members 
recorded personal messages to their families 
overseas. 

Park 
This new club, based in the Richmond area, 
now has a very keen nucleus with several others 
who originally showed interest still to discover 
the full benefits of membership. For the time 
being meetings are being held at Ye White 
Hart, The Terrace, Barnes, but it is still hoped 
that accommodation in Richmond itself can 
be found. Unfortunately, other organizations 
have the same idea and accommodation is 
scarce and expensive. The first real meeting 
of note was a visit from John Hassell, who has 
his own recording studio and disc cutting 
service in Barnes. He came along and talked 
to members for the best part of two hours 
about microphones and recording. A further 
and more detailed programme of microphones 
followed, as well as a couple of outdoor 
recording sessions. 
Club Secretary is John Tibble, 29 Meadlands 
Drive, Petersham, Surrey. 

Top Ten for February 

I Newcastle 6 Park 
2 Leeds 7 Brighton 
3 Thornton Heath 8 Dartford 
4 Rugby 9 ITAC 
5 Great Yarmouth 10 Derby 
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Reading 
With her first -ever entry for Reading Cine and 
Tape Recording Society's Abbey Cup for 
tape and slide shows, Miss Marjorie Davies 
was the winner this year by a useful margin. 
Her entry, 'A Tale of our Swallows' managed 
to convey the thrill she and her friends experi- 
ence each year as swallows arrive to nest in 
their garage. This year's entry was a large 
one, and tape accompaniments were notice- 
ably more ambitious. It has always been a some- 
what controversial point as to whether sound 
effects should be used to match slide pictures, 
since these might accent their static nature, 
but nevertheless the runner -up, Derek Holt, 
proved that a full sound track can work if 
carefully chosen. He matched sounds of the 
zoo and its animals very effectively. 

Rugby 
Over 60 members and guests attended the club's 
annual Christmas meeting held at the Central 
Hotel. Entertainment was provided by a num- 
ber of guests including Hildegarde Jennings, 
Barry Jones, John Elliott, Alan Mynall, Eric 
Rigby, Miss May Salt (a blind guest) and assis- 
ted by Tom Reader and Arthur Harding. 
We were dismayed to hear from members of 
the Rugby club that Trevor Gilbert of B -TRAC 
and secretary of the Midland Association 
has suffered injuries as a result of a car acci- 
dent. We join with all other tape club members 
in wishing him a speedy recovery. 
I see that in their latest bulletin 'Tape Life', 
Rugby have reprinted an article by Rosemary 
Scott on the subject of tape widows, who (she 
feels) are rather more avoidable than fishing 
or golfing widows. Rosemary gives many tips 
and items of advice to wives on how to keep 
up with husbands and their tape recording 
activities. Ladies please note! 

South Reach 
The tape group of the South Reach County 
Youth Centre is still being run by the centre's 
warden, Mr T. C. Butler. Recently a talk and 
practical session was given to senior boys on a 
Kent Association of Boys' Clubs training 
weekend held at Wimbledon House, Herne 
Bay. Technical details of a tape recorder, its 
functions and a practical session on splicing 
were given by Club Secretary Denis Burridge 
using a Truvox. This was followed by a practi- 
cal demonstration in which the boys partici- 
pated in the use of a portable tape recorder for 
interviewing under different conditions. This 
was carried out on a Stella by Tom Butler. 

Thornton Heath 
Once again members of the Thornton Heath 
TRC have had many busy work sessions, 
particularly now that their second hospital 
programme is under way. The club's outside 
recording teams have been busy recording a 
local choral society and supplying sound and 
music for the Croydon Municipal employees' 
annual party. Member Alf Grover was deeply 
involved with a pantomime presented by the 
Boy Scouts, which was so stiff with sound 
effects that he had to make recourse to other 
members to supply some of them. Mr G. V. 
Smith, director of Hammonds, visited the 
club in January with the Revox 736, stereo 
amplifier, etc, and demonstrated these remark- 
able machines which were responsible for so 
many winning tapes in this year's International. 
The local amateur dramatic group, the Selsdon 
Stagers, is planning a full -scale review for 
June, and intend to use the club's services as 
sound providers to the full. 

ATR 

LEAGUE 

CHAMPIONSHIP 

1965 

1 Thornton Heath 151 
2 Rugby 148 
3 Birmingham 113 
4 Radio Club of Scotland 73 
5 Walthamstow 64 
6 North London 63 
7 Derby 59 
8 London 57 
9 Newcastle upon Tyne 55 

10 Brighton 53 
Il Southall 45 
12 Montrose 43 
13 South Devon 37 
14 ITAC 36 
15 Reading 31 
16 Ipswich 30 
17 Boston Soundhunters 29 
18 Norwich 28 
19 Leeds 25 
20 Park (Richmond) 23 
21 Bath 21 
21 IVAS 21 
23 Dartford 20 
24 Dundee 19 
25 Coventry 18 
25 Doncaster 18 
25 Harlow 18 
25 Hinckley 18 
25 Overseas Students 18 
30 Ferrograph Owners 16 
30 Great Yarmouth 16 
30 Uxbridge 16 
33 Singapore 15 
34 Ulster 13 
35 South Reach 12 
36 Blackburn 10 
37 Bedford 9 
38 Bournemouth 8 
38 Croydon SR Group 8 
38 Friern Barnet 8 
38 Furness 8 
38 Millom 8 
38 New Circle 8 
38 Slade 8 
38 World Round Robin 8 
46 Barnsley 7 
47 Catholic TR International 4 
47 Edinburgh 4 
47 Elmwood 4 
47 Epping 4 
47 Esperanto 4 
47 Fi -Cord Owners 4 
47 Gateway 4 
47 Hazells 4 
47 Kettering 4 
47 Leicester 4 
47 Middleton 4 
47 North Manchester Soundtrackers 4 
47 Recording Society of Australia 4 
47 St Helens 4 
47 Sheppey 4 
47 Stereo International 4 
47 Thanet 4 
47 Westbury 4 
47 Widescreen 4 
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get far more accurate results. First job was the 
checking of the responses of the two amplifiers 
being used. The first amplifier was a stereo 
model and it was found that one channel 
dropped to about — 25 dB at 8 Kc/s, whereas 
the other shot up to + 10 dB and stayed there 
until about 30 K/cs. Bass response was equally 
varied. However, by switching channels and 
putting a meter across the output of this 'hi-fi' 
amplifier, they managed to achieve a fairly 
level response by adjusting the gain control to 
suit. Once actual mirophone testing had started 
it was discovered that the cheapest micro- 
phone performed twice as well as an expensive 
German model costing many limes more. 
Club secretary is Malcolm R. Watts, Studio 
A, 31 Ridgewood Gardens, South Gosforth, 
Newcastle upon Tyne 3. 

North London 
Eighteen members of the North London Tape 
and Hi-fi Club attended the club's recent 
AGM. Reviewing the past year, the chairman 
totted up visits to Philips record factory and 
to Teletape, manufacturers' demonstrations 
including Grundig and Truvox, a Mullard 
film show, and a disc culling session as well 
as nine live recording sessions. The final 
of the club's league contest and tape of the year 
playback were held recently. Winners of the 
club's league championship were the Goodwin 
brothers, Ron and Den, with 37 points. These 
two also won the club's tape of the year contest 
and to complete their hat-trick also won the 
end-of-season raffle! 

Overseas Students 
Meetings of the Overseas Students' Tape Club 
have continued under the direction of Derek 
Chatterton of the British Council. A very 
appropriate session was held at which members 
recorded personal messages to their families 
overseas. 

Park 
This new club, based in the Richmond area, 
now has a very keen nucleus with several others 
who originally showed interest still to discover 
the full benefits of membership. For the time 
being meetings are being held at Ye White 
Hart, The Terrace, Barnes, but it is still hoped 
that accommodation in Richmond itself can 
be found. Unfortunately, other organizations 
have the same idea and accommodation is 
scarce and expensive. The first real meeting 
of note was a visit from John Hassell, who has 
his own recording studio and disc cutting 
service in Barnes. He came along and talked 
to members for the best part of two hours 
about microphones and recording. A further 
and more detailed programme of microphones 
followed, as well as a couple of outdoor 
recording sessions. 
Club Secretary is John Tibbie, 29 Meadlands 
Drive, Petersham, Surrey. 

Top Ten for February 
1 Newcastle 6 Park 
2 Leeds 7 Brighton 
3 Thornton Heath 8 Dartford 
4 Rugby 9 IT AC 
5 Great Yarmouth 10 Derby 

Reading 
With her first-ever entry for Reading Cine and 
Tape Recording Society's Abbey Cup for 
tape and slide shows, Miss Marjorie Davies 
was the winner this year by a useful margin. 
Her entry, 'A Tale of our Swallows' managed 
to convey the thrill she and her friends experi- 
ence each year as swallows arrive to nest in 
their garage. This year's entry was a large 
one, and tape accompaniments were notice- 
ably more ambitious. It has always been a some- 
what controversial point as to whether sound 
effects should be used to match slide pictures, 
since these might accent their static nature, 
but nevertheless the runner-up, Derek Holt, 
proved that a full sound track can work if 
carefully chosen. He matched sounds of the 
zoo and its animals very effectively. 

Rugby 
Over 60 members and guests attended the club's 
annual Christmas meeting held at the Central 
Hotel. Entertainment was provided by a num- 
ber of guests including Hildegarde Jennings, 
Barry Jones, John Elliott, Alan Mynall, Eric 
Rigby, Miss May Salt (a blind guest) and assis- 
ted by Tom Reader and Arthur Harding. 
We were dismayed to hear from members of 
the Rugby club that Trevor Gilbert of B-TRAC 
and secretary of the Midland Association 
has suffered injuries as a result of a car acci- 
dent. We join with all other tape club members 
in wishing him a speedy recovery. 
I see that in their latest bulletin 'Tape Life', 
Rugby have reprinted an article by Rosemary 
Scott on the subject of tape widows, who (she 
feels) are rather more avoidable than fishing 
or golfing widows. Rosemary gives many tips 
and items of advice to wives on how to keep 
up with husbands and their tape recording 
activities. Ladies please note! 

South Reach 
The tape group of the South Reach County 
Youth Centre is still being run by the centre's 
warden, Mr T. C. Butler. Recently a talk and 
practical session was given to senior boys on a 
Kent Association of Boys' Clubs training 
weekend held at Wimbledon House, Herne 
Bay. Technical details of a tape recorder, its 
functions and a practical session on splicing 
were given by Club Secretary Denis Burridge 
using a Truvox. This was followed by a practi- 
cal demonstration in which the boys partici- 
pated in the use of a portable tape recorder for 
interviewing under different conditions. This 
was carried out on a Stella by Tom Butler. 

Thornton Heath 
Once again members of the Thornton Heath 
TRC have had many busy work sessions, 
particularly now that their second hospital 
programme is under way. The club's outside 
recording teams have been busy recording a 
local choral society and supplying sound and 
music for the Croydon Municipal employees' 
annual party. Member Alf Grover was deeply 
involved with a pantomime presented by the 
Boy Scouts, which was so stiff with sound 
effects that he had to make recourse to other 
members to supply some of them. Mr G. V. 
Smith, director of Hammonds, visited the 
club in January with the Revox 736, stereo 
amplifier, etc, and demonstrated these remark- 
able machines which were responsible for so 
many winning tapes in this year's International. 
The local amateur dramatic group, the Selsdon 
Stagers, is planning a full-scale review for 
June, and intend to use the club's services as 
sound providers to the full. 

ATR 

LEAGUE 

CHAMPIONSHIP 

1965 

1 Thornton Heath 151 
2 Rugby 148 
3 Birmingham 113 
4 Radio Club of Scotland 73 
5 Walthamstow 64 
6 North London 63 
7 Derby 59 
8 London 57 
9 Newcastle upon Tyne 55 

10 Brighton 53 
11 Southall 45 
12 Montrose 43 
13 South Devon 37 
14 ITAC 36 
15 Reading 31 
16 Ipswich 30 
17 Boston Soundhunters 29 
18 Norwich 28 
19 Leeds 25 
20 Park (Richmond) 23 
21 Bath 21 
21 IVAS 21 
23 Dartford 20 
24 Dundee 19 
25 Coventry 18 
25 Doncaster 18 
25 Harlow 18 
25 Hinckley 18 
25 Overseas Students 18 
30 Ferrograph Owners 16 
30 Great Yarmouth 16 
30 Oxbridge 16 
33 Singapore 15 
34 Ulster 13 
35 South Reach 12 
36 Blackburn 10 
37 Bedford 9 
38 Bournemouth 8 
38 Croydon SR Group 8 
38 Friem Barnet 8 
38 Furness 8 
38 Millom 8 
38 New Circle 8 
38 Slade 8 
38 World Round Robin 8 
46 Barnsley 7 
47 Catholic TR International 4 
47 Edinburgh 4 
47 Elmwood 4 
47 Epping 4 
47 Esperanto 4 
47 Fi-Cord Owners 4 
47 Gateway 4 
47 Hazells 4 
47 Kettering 4 
47 Leicester 4 
47 Middleton 4 
47 North Manchester Soundtrackers 4 
47 Recording Society of Australia 4 
47 St Helens 4 
47 Sheppey 4 
47 Stereo International 4 
47 Thanet 4 
47 Westbury 4 
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THE 

TAPE 

DIRECTORY 
Particulars of Tapespondents are given in 
the following order: name, age, occupation, 
address; special interests, tastes in music; 
type of machine, spool sizes, speeds; area 
of tapesponding required. 

SOUTH AFRICA 
Philip Bateman, 20, medical technician, 42 
Buckingham Road, Port Elizabeth, South 
Africa. Music, art, radio, science, photography, 
psychology; light classical, operetta, shows. 
Philips EL3551, 51 in, 31. England, Italy, 
Germany, France. 

VENEZUELA 
Rafael Meza, 32, teacher, PO Box 1194, 
Maracaibo, Venezuela. Latin- American and 
British folk music. Fidelity Tapemaster 4, 
7 in, 1f, 31, 7f. Anywhere English or Spanish. 

USA 
Paul Porcaro, 30, radio operator, 328 Central 
Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11221, USA. Photo- 
graphy, ham radio; all types. V -M 750A, 
7 in, 31,7f.Any. 

ZAMBIA 
Mack Hunter, 41, personnel manager (copper 
mines), Box 1884, Kitwe, Zambia. Amateur 
dramatics, current affairs, Africa; serious. 
Vortexion stereo, 7f in, 31, 71. Any. 

BRITISH FORCES 
Gwilym Griffith, 22, RAF, 37 Jalan Sungei 
Kelian Hillside, Penang, Malaysia. 35mm 
photography, hi -fi; all kinds. Akai 44S, 7 in, 
1f, 31, 7f. Any. 
David Hogg, 21, general mechanic, R1940070 
SAC Hogg D, Station Workshops, RAF 
Changi, Singapore. Motorcycling, humour; 
c /w, blues, folk. Philips EL3547A stereo, 
51- in, 1f, 3f. Any English speaking. 

CHESHIRE 
Keith Tulloch, 22, salesman, Hill Top, Manor 
Road, Irby, Heswall, Wirral, Cheshire. Tape 
recorders, people, rambling, electronic music; 
folk songs, classics, pop. Philips EL3549, 
7 in, ;i, l f, 3f, 71. Germany, Holland, USA. 

CO DURHAM 
William Glasper, 18, schoolboy, 8 Eamont 
Road, Ferryhill, Co Durham. Driving, photo- 
graphy; pops. Elizabethan 400 4- track, 51 in, 
31. Any (English speaking). 

HAMPSHIRE 
Michael Burkitt, 17, printer, 65 Fromond 
Road, Winchester, Hants. Hi -fi, photography, 
French pops; most. Ferrograph 631, Grundig 
TKS, 81 in, 1 f, 31, 71. UK, Luxembourg, 
France, Belgium, Switzerland. 
Anthony Mitchell, 26, demolition top man, 
I Salisbury Road, Fordingbridge, Hants. 
Grasstrack, scrambles, touring, tape recording; 
most types. Fidelity 4- track, 5/ in, 31. Any 
English speaking, no need to write. 

HERTFORDSHIRE 
David Wakefield, 25, bandsaw operator, 69 
Farland Road, Adeyfield, Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts. SWL, amateur radio, hi -fi, comedy 
shows, tapesponding; Beatles to Beethoven. 
Modeck Special, 51 in, 31, 71. USA or any- 
where. 

KENT 
John Chisman, 22, sales rep, 115 St Lukes 
Avenue, Ramsgate, Kent. Photography, elec- 
tronics, language, tape recording; popular, 
film tracks. Martin, 7 in, l f, 3i, 7f. All 
countries. 
John Rimington, 47, mechanical engineer, 
39 Elmstone Road, Rainham, Kent. Photo- 
graphy, cine and still, outdoor life, ingenious 
gadgets, general chit -chat; light classical and 
jazz. Ferrograph, 7 in, 31, 7f. Anywhere 
English speaking. 

LANCASHIRE 
Michael Summers, 18, cinema projectionist, 
36a Pedder Street, Morecambe, Lancs. Stereo, 
tape recording, films, books; all types. Brenell 
MK 5M, Grundig TK18, 81 in, all speeds. 
Anywhere. 

LEICESTERSHIRE 
James Frounks, 18, hosiery, 83 Wannington 
Road, New Parks Estate, Leicester. Tape 
recording; pop, electrical instruments. Fidelity 
Playmaster, 51 in, 31. Anywhere. 

LONDON 
W. White, 54, sales assistant, 234 Chase Side, 
Southgate, London N14. Fishing, cacti; 
popular. Stella battery portable, 3 in, 1 f. 
Anywhere. 
John Wilkinson, 31, London transport inspec- 
tor, 34 Gregory Crescent, Eltham, London 
SE9. Motoring, tape recording; light classical 
and pop. Fidelity Playmaster 2, 5 in, 31. 
Anywhere. 
S. W. Woods, 36, accounts supervisor, 28 
Fernwood Avenue, London SW16. Conver- 
sation, general knowledge of Germany, 
travel; light classics. Grundig TK14, 51 in, 
31. Germany. 
Norman Woolf, 28, dress pattern cutter, 
43 Coleraine Road, Blackheath, SE3. Oil 
painting, tenpin bowling; opera, ballads, all. 
Elizabethan LZ102, 7 in, 1f, 31, 71. Israel, 
USA, Europe. 

NORFOLK 
Nigel Armiger, 18, audit clerk, 30 Jubilee 
Avenue, Fakenham, Norfolk. All sports, 
tape recording; popular. Ferguson 3204, 
5+ in, 1f, 31. USA, Australia, New Zealand. 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 
William Hayward, 33, stock keeper, 73 
Randolph Street, Carlton Road, Nottingham. 
Theatre, 8mm cine; light classical and pop. 
Sound 444 2- track, Cossor stereo, 5 in, 31. 
UK, Holland, Belgium. 

SHROPSHIRE 
Edwin Prime, 26, school teacher, 9 Church 
Road, Baschurch, Salop. Hi -fi, Welsh, French, 
travel; classical. Brenell MK5, 83 in, 1 f, 
31, 7f, 15. Wales, France. 

SURREY 
Sidney Amos, 29, projectionist, 30 Stokee 
Road, Guildford, Surrey. 35mm photography, 
cinema, tape recording; all music except 
opera. Cossor 4 -track stereo, 7 in, 1 f, 31. 
English -speaking anywhere. 
George Nevill, 60, clerical worker, 68 Brighton 
Road, Redhill, Surrey. Tape recording, radio, 
music; all but pop. Philips EL3548, 7 in, 1 f, 
31. Canada, USA, Bermuda, Hawaii, Zambia. 

YORKSHIRE 
Tom Fieldhouse, inspector (engineering), 524 
Stanningley Road, Stanningley, Pudsey, Yorks. 
Writing and listening to humour; none. 
Truvox 2- track, 7 in, 31, 7f. UK only. 
Christopher Redhead, 17, TV salesman, 
4 Bainbridge Road, Doncaster, Yorks. Radio, 
TV techniques, photography, taping; mainly 
pop. Grundig TK18, 5. in, 31. Anywhere 
English -speaking. 

IRELAND 
Gerard McDonnell, 18, student, 22 Bachelors 
Walk, Dundalk, Co Louth, Ireland. Space 
exploration, cinema, acting, coin collecting; 
pop, c /w, Irish and English folk songs, ballads. 
Portogram Minitape MK11, 51 in, 31. America, 
England, Ireland and anywhere English - 
speaking. 
Dennis Nickel, 22, salesman, 63 Dunraven 
Park, Belfast 5. Breeding budgerigars, chess, 
35mm colour photography, ghost stories; 
light classical, some pop. Philips 4 -track 
EL3541, 7 in, 31, 7f. Canada, America, 
Australia, New Zealand. Male only, 20-25. 

SCOTLAND 
Selwyn Cowan, 37, salesman, Braidholm 
Court, Griffnock, Glasgow. Broadcast per- 
formances, SWL musical films; Benny Good- 
man, Louis Armstrong, Tommy Dorsey, 
Artie Shaw, early Frank Sinatra. Stella 459 
4- track, 7 in, #, 1+, 31, 7f. UK, USA, Canada, 
France, Australia, Sweden, Spain. 
Thomas Lowe, 22, burner, c/o Lennox Hostel, 
Faslane, Dumbartonshire. General interests; 
old time, Latin- American. Ultra 4- track, 
51 in, 1f, 31. Trinidad or any country south 
of the border. 
Ian Robertson, 19, civil servant, 13 Parkside 
Street, Edinburgh 8. Tapesponding, corres- 
ponding, scouting, breeding mice, outdoor 
activities and active church work with youth; 
sacred, classical and folk -songs. Cossor CR 
1604, 7 in, 1f, 31. Anywhere abroad English - 
speaking. 

WALES 
Robert Anderson, 17, police cadet, 60 Thomas 
Street, Aberbargoed, Bargoed, Glani. Dancing, 
driving, photography, stereo. Ferrograph 5A, 
Philips EL3549, 7 in, }i, 11, 31, 71. Britain, 
America. 
John Bennett, 42, mechanic, 15 Garnon 
Street, Caernarvon, North Wales. Sea fishing, 
woodwork, people; light, trad jazz, classical. 
HMV, 51 in, If, 31. European and Australian. 
Raymond Jones, 34, railway shunter, 51 
Williams Street, Newport, Monmouth. Photo- 
graphy, drawing, Swiss and Austrian music; 
yodelling, Jim Reeves. Philips stereo, 7 in, 
lj, 3 +, 7f. Austria, Switzerland, America. 43 
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THE 

TAPE 

DIRECTORY 

Particulars of Tapespondents are given in 
the following order: name, age, occupation, 
address; special interests, tastes in music; 
type of machine, spool sizes, speeds; area 
of tapesponding required. 

SOUTH AFRICA 
Philip Bateman, 20, medical technician, 42 
Buckingham Road, Port Elizabeth, South 
Africa. Music, art, radio, science, photography, 
psychology; light classical, operetta, shows. 
Philips EL3551, 5} in, Sf England. Italy, 
Germany, France. 

VENEZUELA 
Rafael Meza, 32, teacher, PO Box 1194, 
Maracaibo, Venezuela. Latin-American and 
British folk music. Fidelity Tapemaster 4, 
7 in, I?, 3?, 74. Anywhere English or Spanish. 

USA 
Paul Porcaro, 30, radio operator, 328 Central 
Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11221, USA. Photo- 
graphy, ham radio; all types. V-M 750A, 
7 in, 33, 73. Any. 

ZAMBIA 
Mack Hunter, 41, personnel manager (copper 
mines), Box 1884, Kilwe, Zambia. Amateur 
dramatics, current affairs, Africa; serious. 
Vortexion stereo, 74 in, 33, 7}. Any. 

BRITISH FORCES 
Gwilym Griffith, 22, RAF, 37 Jalan Sungei 
Kelian Hillside, Penang, Malaysia. 35mm 
photography, hi-fi; all kinds. Akai 44S, 7 in, 
I J, 33, 73. Any. 
David Hogg, 21, general mechanic, R1940070 
SAC Hogg D, Station Workshops, RAF 
Changi, Singapore. • Motorcycling, humour; 
c/w, blues, folk. Philips EL3547A stereo, 
53 in, If, 33- Any English speaking. 

CHESHIRE 
Keith Tulloch, 22, salesman, Hill Top, Manor 
Road, Irby, Heswall, Wirral, Cheshire. Tape 
recorders, people, rambling, electronic music; 
folk songs, classics, pop. Philips EL3549, 
7 in, |3, 15, 33, 74. Germany, Holland, USA. 

CO DURHAM 
William Glasper, 18, schoolboy, 8 Eamont 
Road, Ferryhill, Co Durham. Driving, photo- 
graphy; pops. Elizabethan 400 4-track, 53 in, 
33. Any (English speaking). 

HAMPSHIRE 
Michael Burkitt, 17, printer, 65 Fromond 
Road, Winchester, Hants, Hi-fi, photography, 
French pops; most. Ferrograph 631, Grundig 
TK5, 83 in, 13, 33, 73. UK, Luxembourg, 
France, Belgium, Switzerland. 
Anthony Mitchell, 26, demolition top man, 
I Salisbury Road, Fordingbridge, Hants. 
Grasstrack, scrambles, touring, tape recording; 
most types. Fidelity 4-track, 53 in, 33. Any 
English speaking, no need to write. 

HERTFORDSHIRE 
David Wakefield, 25, bandsaw operator, 69 
Farland Road, Adeyfield, Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts. SWL, amateur radio, hi-fi. comedy 
shows, tapesponding: Beatles to Beethoven. 
Modeck Special, 53 in, 33. 73- LISA or any- 
where. 

KENT 
John Chisman, 22, sales rep, 115 St Lukes 
Avenue, Ramsgate, Kent. Photography, elec- 
tronics, language, tape recording; popular, 
film tracks. Martin, 7 in, 13, 33, 73. All 
countries. 
John Rimington, 47, mechanical engineer, 
39 Elmstone Road, Rainham, Kent. Photo- 
graphy, cine and still, outdoor life, ingenious 
gadgets, general chit-chat; light classical and 
jazz. Ferrograph, 7 in, 33, 73- Anywhere 
English speaking. 

LANCASHIRE 
Michael Summers, 18, cinema projectionist, 
36a Pedder Street, Morecambe, Lanes. Stereo, 
tape recording, films, books; all types. Brenell 
MK 5M, Grundig TK18, 83 in, all speeds. 
Anywhere. 

LEICESTERSHIRE 
James Frounks, 18, hosiery, 83 Wannington 
Road, New Parks Estate, Leicester. Tape 
recording; pop, electrical instruments. Fidelity 
Playmaster, 53 in, 33- Anywhere. 

LONDON 
W. White, 54, sales assistant, 234 Chase Side, 
Southgate, London N14. Fishing, cacti; 
popular. Stella battery portable, 3 in, 13. 
Anywhere. 
John Wilkinson, 31, London transport inspec- 
tor, 34 Gregory Crescent, Eltham, London 
SE9. Motoring, tape recording; light classical 
and pop. Fidelity Playmaster 2, 5 in, 33- 
Anywhere. 
S. W. Woods, 36, accounts supervisor, 28 
Fern wood Avenue, London SW16. Conver- 
sation, general knowledge of Germany, 
travel; light classics. Grundig TK14, 53 in, 
33. Germany. 
Norman Woolf, 28, dress pattern cutter, 
43 Coleraine Road, Blackheath, SE3. Oil 
painting, tenpin bowling; opera, ballads, all. 
Elizabethan LZI02, 7 in, 13, 33, 74. Israel, 
USA, Europe. 

NORFOLK 
Nigel Armiger, 18, audit clerk, 30 Jubilee 
Avenue, Fakenham, Norfolk. All sports, 
tape recording; popular. Ferguson 3204, 
53 in, 13, 33. USA, Australia, New Zealand. 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 
William Hayward, 33, stock keeper, 73 
Randolph Street, Carlton Road, Nottingham. 
Theatre, 8mm cine; light classical and pop. 
Sound 444 2-track, Cossor stereo, 5 in, 33- 
UK, Holland, Belgium. 

SHROPSHIRE 
Edwin Prime, 26, school teacher, 9 Church 
Road, Baschurch, Salop. Hi-fi, Welsh, French, 
travel; classical. Brenell MK5, SJ- in, 13, 
33, 74, 15. Wales, France. 

SURREY 
Sidney Amos, 29, projectionist, 30 Stokee 
Road, Guildford, Surrey. 35mm photography, 
cinema, tape recording; all music except 
opera. Cossor 4-track stereo, 7 in, 13, 33. 
English-speaking anywhere. 
George Nevill, 60, clerical worker, 68 Brighton 
Road, Redhill, Surrey. Tape recording, radio, 
music; all but pop. Philips EL3548, 7 in, IJ, 
33. Canada, USA, Bermuda, Hawaii, Zambia. 

YORKSHIRE 
Tom Fieldhouse, inspector (engineering), 524 
Stanningley Road, Stanningley, Pudsey, Yorks. 
Writing and listening to humour; none. 
Truvox 2-track, 7 in, 33, 71. UK only. 
Christopher Redhead, 17, TV salesman, 
4 Bainbridge Road, Doncaster, Yorks. Radio, 
TV techniques, photography, taping; mainly 
pop. Grundig TK18, 53 in, 33. Anywhere 
English-speaking. 

IRELAND 
Gerard McDonnell, 18, student, 22 Bachelors 
Walk, Dundalk, Co Louth, Ireland. Space 
exploration, cinema, acting, coin collecting; 
pop, c/w, Irish and English folk songs, ballads. 
Portogram Minitape MKI1, 53 in, 33. America, 
England, Ireland and anywhere English- 
speaking. 
Dennis Nickell, 22, salesman, 63 Dunraven 
Park, Belfast 5. Breeding budgerigars, chess, 
35mm colour photography, ghost stories; 
light classical, some pop. Philips 4-lrack 
EL3541, 7 in, 33, 73. Canada, America, 
Australia, New Zealand. Male only, 20-25. 

SCOTLAND 
Selwyn Cowan, 37, salesman, Braidholm 
Court, Griffnock, Glasgow. Broadcast per- 
formances, SWL musical films; Benny Good- 
man, Louis Armstrong, Tommy Dorsey, 
Artie Shaw, early Frank Sinatra. Stella 459 
4-lrack, 7 in, 33, 13, 33, 73- UK, USA, Canada, 
France, Australia, Sweden, Spain. 
Thomas Lowe, 22, burner, c/o Lennox Hostel, 
Faslane, Dumbartonshire. General interests; 
old time, Latin-American. Ultra 4-track, 
53 in, 15, 33. Trinidad or any country south 
of the border. 
Ian Robertson, 19, civil servant, 13 Parkside 
Street, Edinburgh 8. Tapesponding, corres- 
ponding, scouting, breeding mice, outdoor 
activities and active church work with youth; 
sacred, classical and folk-songs. Cossor CR 
1604, 7 in, 1J, 33- Anywhere abroad English- 
speaking. 

WALES 
Robert Anderson, 17, police cadet, 60 Thomas 
Street, Aberbargoed, Bargoed, Glam. Dancing, 
driving, photography, stereo. Ferrograph 5A, 
Philips EL3549, 7 in, 38, 13, 33, 73. Britain, 
America. 
John Bennett, 42, mechanic, 15 Garnon 
Street, Caernarvon, North Wales. Sea fishing, 
woodwork, people; light, trad jazz, classical. 
HMV, 53 in, I J, 33. European and Australian. 
Raymond Jones, 34, railway shunter, 51 
Williams Street, Newport, Monmouth. Photo- 
graphy, drawing, Swiss and Austrian music; 
yodelling, Jim Reeves. Philips stereo, 7 in, 
11, 33, 73- Austria, Switzerland, America. 
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FRANCIS 
OF STREATHAM 

include among their customers many who call 
personally from all over the country, because 
of the stocks and service in TAPE AND HI -FI 
EQUIPMENT to be found there. With so many 
shops to choose from, there must be excellent 
reasons why people prefer to buy from Francis. 
Perhaps you would care to find out by calling 
or writing to us about your requirements. 

* VERY LARGE STOCKS OF TAPE AND HI -FI 
EQUIPMENT 

* NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT UP TO 18 

MONTHS 

* OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

* FREE SERVICE DURING GUARANTEE 
PERIOD 

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 
169 -173 STEATHAM HIGH RD., LONDON, S.W.I6 

Between St. Leonards 

Church and Streatham Stn. 

Open all day Phone STR 

Saturday 0192/0466 

the 

Grampian 

Ribbon Microphone 

GRAMPIAN 

REPRODUCERS LTD. 

HANWORTH TRADING ESTATE 

FELTHAM, MIDDXX 

FELTHAM 2657 

the 
Grampian 

Ribbon Microphone 

With a frequency response, 
virtually level from 40 c/s to 
15 kc /s, it is the ideal micro- 
phone for the studio and where 
a high standard of fidelity is 
essential. 

Model GR.1. Semi -cardioid 
response, giving partial sup- 
pression at the rear face. Ideal 
for overcoming problems of 
feedback between microphone 
and speakers. 

Model GR.2. Has a `figure of 
eight' sensitivity pattern. Dis- 
criminates against unwanted 
side -noises, both in the vertical 
and horizontal planes. 

Complete with 18ft. screened 
lead, swivel holder and con- 
nector. A range of accessories 
is available - please send for 
illustrated leaflet to: 

tampion) 

I YOUR LOCAL 
WORTHING, SUSSEX Stocking Ampex, 

Ferrograph, 
1 

(BOWERS :w WILKINS) 
Revox, Sony, Tandberg, 
Truvox, Philips, 
Bang & Olufsen, on 

1 Becket Buildings, Littlehampton fully comparative 

Road, Worthing 5142 
Demonstrations 

WIMBLEDON'S TAPE RECORDER CENTRE 
Agents for: TRUVOX, FERROGRAPH, VORTEXION, 
REVOX, BRENELL, GRUNDIG, SABA, AMPEX, 
REFLECTOGRAPH, ETC. 

Get it Taped the Expert Way -By letting us install your apparatus 

TEL -LEE -RADIO 
220 The Broadway, WIMBLEDON. S.W.19 LIBerty 4946 

TAPE RECORDER CENTRE (FIX) 
AGENTS FOR ALL THE LEADING MAKES OF RECORDERS AND 
HI -FI including :-880, BRENELL, BRAUN, DUAL, FERROGRAPH, FI-CORD, 
GRUNDIG, KORTING, OPTA -CORD. PHILIPS, REVOX, ROBUK, SABA, 
SONY, TANDBERG, TELEFUNKEN, TRUVOX, ETC. 

30 KING CROSS STREET, HALIFAX 
Halifax 66832 

PART EXCHANGE WITH PLEASURE 

G O D L E Y S 
Agents for Ferrograph, Tandberg, 
Brenell, B & O, Vortexion, Truvox, 
Sony, Leak, Quad, Armstrong, 

SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER4 Clark & Smith, Lowther, Good - 
man's Wharfedale, Garrard, 

Telephone: BLAckfriars 9432 Goldring, Dual, Decca, Record 
Confidential Credit Facilities Housing, Fitrobe, G.K.D., Fisher, 

Part Exchange Welcome Ampex, etc. 

SHEEN TAPE RECORDER CENTRE 
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS, ACCESSORIES HI -FI EQUIPMENT 

YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP -SALES AND SERVICE 

3 & 4 STATION PARADE, Now Open Until 9pm Fridays 
SHEEN LANE, SHEEN. PROSPECT 0985 
LONDON, S.W.I4 (Opposite Mortlake Station, S.R.) 

ALMOST ANY PROJECTOR CAN BE SYNCHRONISED 

All you need is the Synchrodek and a tape recorder. Then you 
can have perfectly synchronised, high quality sound with your 
films. Full details and FREE literature from 

SYNCHRODEK, Dept. ATR 104, 2 Warwick Court, London, W.C.I 

TAPE 70 CO ATAPE 

A vastly superior British P.V.C. professional audio tape now 
made available to the discriminating enthusiast. 

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED 

STANDARD LONG DOUBLE TRIPLE 
PLAY PLAY PLAY PLAY 
3" 150' 3/3 3" 225' 4/4 3" 300' 6/6 3" 600' 13/- 
4" 300' 6/6 4" 450' 7/6 4' 600' 12/- 4" 900' 17/6 
5" 600' 11/6 5" 900' 14/6 5" 1200' 22/6 5" 1800' 35/- 
53" 900' 14/6 53" 1200' 17/6 53" 1800' 29/6 5 3" 2400' '.8/6 
7" 1200' 17/6 7" 1800' 25/- 7" 2400' 37/6 7" 3600' 62/6 

Ask your usual dealer or order direct (p. & p. 2/- per order) 
from: 

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS: LEDA TAPES (A), 30 BAKER STREET, LONDON W.I. 
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FRANCIS 

OF STREATHAM 

include among their customers many who call 
personally from all over the country, because 
of the stocks and service in TAPE AND HI-FI 
EQUIPMENT to be found there. Withso many 
shops to choose from, there must be excellent 
reasons why people prefer to buy from Francis. 
Perhaps you would care to find out by calling 
or writing to us about your requirements. 

ic VERY LARGE STOCKS OF TAPE AND HI-FI 
EQUIPMENT 

^ NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT UP TO 18 
MONTHS 

* OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

* FREE SERVICE DURING GUARANTEE 
PERIOD 

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 
169-173 STEATHAM HIGH RD., LONDON, S.W.I6 

Between St. Leonards 
Church and Streatham Stn. 

Open all day 
Saturday 

Phone SIR 
0192/0466 

the 

Gram 

fit 

tan 

Ribbon Microp one 

GRAMPIAN 

REPRODUCERS LTD. 

HANWORTH TRADING ESTATE 
FELTHAM, MIODX, 

fUTHAM 2657 

the 

Grampian 

Ribbon Microphone 

With a frequency response, 
virtually level from 40 c/s to 
15 kc/s, it is the ideal micro- 
phone for the studio and where 
a high standard of fidelity is 
essential. 

Model GR.l. Semi-cardioid 
response, giving partial sup- 
pression at the rear face. Ideal 
for overcoming problems of 
feedback between microphone 
and speakers. 

Model GR.2. Has a 'figure of 
eight' sensitivity pattern. Dis- 
criminates against unwanted 
side-noises, both in the vertical 
and horizontal planes. 

Complete with 18ft. screened 
lead, swivel holder and con- 
nector. A range of accessories 
is available — please send for 
illustrated leaflet to: 

iCjramplanj 

YOUR LOCAL 

WORTHING, SUSSEX 

(! 
ROWI'IIS m WILKIIVS 

1 Becket Buildings, Littlehampton 
Road, Worthing 5142 

Stocking Ampex, 
Ferrograph, 
Revox, Sony, Tandberg, 
Truvox, Philips, 
Bang & Olufsen, on 
fully comparative 
Demonstrations 

WIMBLEDON'S tape recorder centre 
Agents for: TRUVOX, FERROGRAPH, VORTEXION, 
REVOX, BRENELL, GRUNDIG, SABA, AMPEX, 
REFLECTOGRAPH, ETC. 

Get It Taped the Expert Way—By letting us install your apparatus 
TEL-LEE-RADIO 

220 Th« Broadway, WIMBLEDON, S.W.IO LISarly 4040 

TAPE RECORDER CENTRE (HX) 
AGENTS FOR ALL THE LEADING MAKES OF RECORDERS AND 
HI-FI including:—B&O, BRENELL. BRAUN, DUAL. FERROGRAPH. PI-CORD, 
GRUNDIG. KORTING, OPTA-CORD. PHILIPS, REVOX, ROBUK, SABA. 
SONY, TANDBERG, TELEFUNKEN, TRUVOX, ETC. 

30 KING CROSS STREET. HALIFAX 
Halifax 66832 

PART EXCHANGE WITH PLEASURE 

GODLEYS 
SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER 4 | 

Telephone: BLAckfriars 9432 
Confidential Credit Facilitlet 

Part Exchange Welcome 

Agents for Ferrograph. Tandberg. 
Brenell, B & O, Vortexion, Truvox, 
Sony, Leak, Quad, Armstrong, 
Clark & Smith, Lowther, Good- 
man's Wharfedale, Garrard. 
Goldring, Dual, Decca, Record 
Housing, Fitrobe, G.K.D., Fisher, 
Ampex. etc. 

SHEEN TAPE RECORDER CENTRE 
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS, ACCESSORIES HI-FI EQUIPMENT 

YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP—SALES AND SERVICE 
3 & 4 STATION PARADE, 
SHEEN LANE. SHEEN 
LONDON, S.W.I4 

Now Open Until 9pm Fridays 
PROSPECT 098S 

(Opposite Mortloke Station, 5.R.) 

ALMOST ANY PROJECTOR CAN BE SYNCHRONISED 

All you need is the Synchrodek and a tape recorder. Then you 
can have perfectly synchronised, high quality sound with your 
films. Full details and FREE literature from 

SYNCHRODEK, Dept. ATR 104, 2 Warwick Court, London, W.C.I 

TAPE 70 

PROFESSIONAL 
RECORDING TAPE 

A vastly superior British P.V.C. professional audio tape now 
made available to the discriminating enthusiast. 
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED 
STANDARD 
PLAY 
3" ISO' 3/3 
4* 300' 6/6 
S" 600' 1116 
SI" 900' 14/6 
7" 1200' 17/6 

LONG 
PLAY 
3- 
4" 
S" 
7" 

225' 4/4 
450' 7/6 
900' 14/6 

1200' 17/6 
1800' 25/- 

DOUBLE 
PLAY 
3" 300' 6/6 
4" 600' 12/- 
5" 1200' 22/6 
5}" 1800' 29/6 7- 2400' 37/6 

TRIPLE 
PLAY 
3- 600' 13/- 
4" 900' 17/6 
5" 1800' 35/- 
51* 2400' ',8/6 
7" 3600- 62/6 

Ask your usual dealer or order direct (p. & p. 2/- per order) 
from: 

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS: LEDA TAPES (A), 30 BAKER STREET. LONDON W. I. 
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i CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS I DEALERS 
Visit the North's Finest Tape Recorder Showroom. 
All leading makes in stock, ready for demonstration. 
Tape, Mics., Mixers, all accessories, Tape Records. 
Separate Hi -Fi and constructors showrooms. Full 
Technical Service. 

CUSSINS LIGHT 

KINGS SQUARE, YORK. Tel. 55666 

LAMBDA RECORD CO. LTD. 
Suppliers of Fine Tape Recording and 
Hi -Fi equipment, Microphones and 
Accessories. 
Specialist Technical Service Depart- 
ment. 
Part exchange and H.P. welcome. 
Suppliers to Schools, Universities, 
Atomic Energy Authority, Leading 
Architects and Broadcasting Organisa- 
tions. 

70 LIVERPOOL ROAD, LIVERPOOL 23 
Tel. GREat Crosby 4012 

Tape recorder service in the 

BIRMINGHAM AREA 
L. BISHOP LTD. 

1708 BRISTOL ROAD, SOUTH, REDNAL 
BIRMINGHAM 

Telephone: RUBery 2709 
GRUNDIG SPECIALISTS 

WORTHING 

TAPE 

RECORDER 

CENTRE 

Tape and HI -Fi Experts. Agents for 
all makes of Tape Recorders and 
equipment. Servicing and Repairs. 

22 New Broadway, 
Tarring Road, Worthing, 
Sussex. 
Telephone: WORTHING 3630 

G. L. MORTON & CO LTD 
12 OXFORD STREET 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 

L.E.C. (Leyton) ELECTRICAL CO. 

120 HIGH ROAD, LEYTON, E.15 
LBYtonstone 6814 

Stockists of: Ferrograph, Vortexion, Brenell, Revox, 
Rogers, Armstrong, Leak, Goodmans, KEF, Record 
Housing Furniture, etc. Tapes by BASF, AGFA, 
ZONAL 3' to 10'. Demonstrations in the Home. Tape 

to Disc Service. 

MASSEY'S 
CENTRE OF SOUND 

121 -123 High Road Chiswick London W4 
telephone CHlswick 2082 

Classified advertisements in 'Amateur Tape Recording' 
cost Is per word, minimum 10s. Box Nos. Is 6d extra. 
Advertisements and remittances should be sent to 
Advertisement Manager, 'Amateur Tape Recording', 
9 Harrow Road, London W2. 

PERSONAL 
Revising for exams? Play discs or tapes and relax. 'O' Level 
French in l j; hours. English Language 3 hours. Box No 
227. 

Your new recorder deserves to be used each and every day 
in a most fascinating way. For 3d stamp learn how. 
Worldwide Tapetalk, 35 The Gardens, Harrow. 

Highest cash prices offered for good quality Tape Re- 
corders. Hi -Fi Equipment and LP Records. REW. 
Earlsfield Ltd, 266/8 Upper Tooting Road, London SW17. 
Tel BAL 9174. 

Listen and learn recorded tuition. Tapes and discs. 
Courses on book -keeping, banking, commerce, econo- 
mics, law, statistics, shorthand, good speech and foreign 
languages. Free catalogues from Students' Recordings 
Ltd (Dept Am), 15 Devon Square, Newton Abbot, 
S Devon. (5/66) 

Are you interested in Tapesponding? Then join Inter- 
national Tape Club. Details: Brian Lowe, 43 Laburnum 
Walk, Horocharch, Essex. 

Record Library. Borrow your LPs. Write to Ismyr Record 
Library, Snape, Saxmundham, Suffolk. (2/66) 

You ought to send for a copy of 'Psychology and Whisper 
Teaching' to 1 York House, Huddersfield - 5s 9d post free. 

Could you spare an hour of your time once a month to 
help Oxfam? Extra voluntary helpers urgently needed 
to collect 2s 6d Pledged Gifts from eight friends or 
neighbours. You could easily raise £1 a month. A Devon 
helper writes: 'Everyone has been so kind and willing 
and I've made new friends through collecting.' Please 
write for explanatory leaflet to Miss Joan Chapman, 
Room 50, Oxfam, Oxford. 

Learn while you sleep. Learn languages, memorise speeches 
and sales presentations, absorb business statistics or the 
hig,tway code while asleep with Learnasleep Equipment. 
Details from Sleep Learning Supplies, (Dept ATR), 
245 Capworth Street, Layton ElO. 

Sleep learning and therapy. Two revolutionary new tech- 
niques in their respective fields of Academic Learning 
and Mental Health which have been rendered possible 
by the invention of the modern tape recorder. Learn 
difficult lessons, memorize new data at short notice, 
muter foreign languages, parts in lays or improve 
your mental powers. Send now for free details of our 
Sleep Study Recorder, Time Switch, Pillow Speaker. 
Cassettes. Induction and Language Tapes, and general 
information about these vital subjects. Psychology Tapes 
Ltd, Dept ATR, 16 Kings College Road, London NW3. 
PRlmrose 3314. The foremost suppliers of Sleep- Learning 
Equipment in Britain. 

Friendly Folk Association, Torquay. (Est 1943.) World- 
wide correspondence, tapesponding introductions. 
friendship /marriage. Brochure free. (4/66) 

MAGNETIC TAPE 
A unique tape buy! Top brand 7 in, 2,400 ft, 25s; 52 in, 
1,200 ft, ISs; P & P: 1 at 2s, 2 at 2s 9d, 3-6 at 3s 6d. 
Bargains in all sizes. SAE for list. E. C. Kingsley & Co 
Ltd, 93 Tottenham Court Road, London WI. EUSton 
6500. 

Ferrodynamics' 'International' Tape: Polyester: 7 in, 
2,400 ft, 22s 6d; 3f in, 1,800 ft, 20s; 5 in, 1.200 ft, 14s; 
7 in, 1,800 ft, I9s; Acetate: 7 in. 1,800 ft, 13s 9d; 5/ in, 
1,200 ft, Its 9d; 5 in, 900 ft, 9s 9d; 7 in, 1,200 ft, Ils 9d; 
5 in, 600 ft, 7s 9d. Also complete range British PVC 
tapes at lowest prices. Refund guarantee. P & P 2s. 
SAE list. Leda Tapes, 30 Baker Street, London WI (4/66) 

IMO 

TAPE TO DISC 
J & B Recordings. Tape /disc. Mobile unit. Wedding 
experts. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. Mitcham 
9952. 

Tape to Disc Recording. Finest professional quality: 
10 in LP, 42s; 12 in LP, 48s; 7 in EP, 21s; 40 ft recording 

studio; 48 hour postal return service. Any speed tapes. 
SAE for leaflet. Deroy Sound Service, 52 Hest Bank 
Lane, Hest Bank, Lancaster. 

Rapid Recording Service. Records made from your own 
tapes (48 -hour service). Master Discs and pressings. 
Recording Studio - Demo Discs. Mobile recordings, any 
distance. Brochure from 21 Bishops Close, E17. 

If quality and durability matter (especially with LPs from 
your precious tapes), consult Britain's oldest transfer 
service. Our mobile units attend anywhere for mono/ 
stereo master recording. Records published tax free for 
schools, choirs, orchestras. Sound News Productions, 10 
Clifford Street, London WI. 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
Don't Buy A Tape Recorder until you have visited the 
Barden /Grundig Centre opposite Dalston Junction 
Station. All Grundig models are available on easy terms 
with generous part-exchange allowances. The Grundig 
Centre, 21 Dalston Lane, E8. CLissold 8811. 

Unbiased guide. Our latest sixty -five page, photographi- 
cally illustrated hi -fi catalogue (4s 6d). Advisory service 
preferential terms to Members. You'll be glad to have 
consulted Audio Supply Association, 10 Clifford Street, 
London WI. 

Ex -dem equipment at bargain prices. All goods in perfect 
condition and fully guaranteed. Offered subject to being 
unsold. We quote the substantial amounts saved on each 
item as follows: Revox 736, £18. Telefunken 105, 14 gns. 
Cossor Transistor Battery Portable Recorder, £5. 
Philips EL330I Pocket Transistor Recorder, £4. Arm- 
strong 227, £7. Radford STA 12, £2 lOs Od, STA 15, £14. 
Radford Bookshelf Speakers Mk 2, £3. Radford Audi- 
torium Speaker, 35 gns. KEF 04 Speakers, £4. G4 
Equipment Cabinet, £4. N.R.S., 16 King's College Road, 
off Adelaide Road, London NW3. PRI 3314. 

PRE -RECORDED TAPES 

American 4 track stereo tapes covering most famous 
labels at realistic prices. Why pay more? Imported 
directly by us, saving distributors' profits. Vast selection 
at 75s each-send SAE for free lists or call at London 
showrooms. Teletape of Marble Arch, 33 Edgware Road, 
W2. 

American pre -recorded stereophonic 4 -track tapes supplied. 
Send 5s for catalogue of over 4,000 tapes. American Tapes, 
17 Temple Road, Blackrock, Co Dublin, Ireland. (6/66) 

Two-track tapes. Armed forces radio broadcasts. Rare 
radio broadcasts and jam sessions. Air checks and out 
of print recordings by all the great bands. Bill Ordowski, 
PO Box 121, Port Huron, Michigan, USA. 

The perfect companion to ATR is 8mm Magazine - 
an unbeatable combination for the sound and cine en- 
thusiast. 8mm tells you all you need to know on how to 
take cine films and where to look for subjects. Packed 
with news of the latest cine developments, unbiased test 
reports and hints on sound and cine. All for only 2s 6d 
a month, or special introductory subscription offer of 
25s a year from Subscription Dept, 8mm, Haymarket 
Press Ltd, 9 Harrow Road, London W2. 

AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING SUBSCRIPTION FORM 

Make certain you receive your copy of AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING Video and Hi -Fi by 
completing this form and sending it, with your annual subscription, to: 
AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING, SUBSCRIPTION DEPT, 
9 HARROW ROAD, LONDON W2 
Please send AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING Video and Hi -Fi for one year, commencing with 
the next ( ) issue, to the address below. I enclose the annual subscription 
of thirty shillings (30s). ATR will pay the postage. 
Name 
Address 

Date 
Tape Club members wishing to avail themselves of the special Club Subscription rate of 25s per 
annum should apply to their local Club Secretary. All Club orders must bear the Club Secretary's 
signature and be sent to the Subscription Department. 45 
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DEALERS"! I CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS | 

Visit the North's Finest Tape Recorder Showroom. 
All leading makes in stock, ready for demonstration. 
Tape, Mies., Mixers, all accessories. Tape Records. 
Separate Hi-Fi and constructors showrooms. Full 
Technical Service. 

CUSSINST&txIGHT 

KINGS SQUARE, YORK. Tel. 55666 

LAMBDA RECORD GO. LTD. 
Suppliers of Fine Tape Recording and 
Hi-Fi equipment, Microphones and 
Accessories. 
Specialist Technical Service Depart- 
ment. 
Part exchange and H.P. welcome. 
Suppliers to Schools, Universities, 
Atomic Energy Authority, Leading 
Architects and Broadcasting Organisa- 
tions. 

70 LIVERPOOL ROAD, LIVERPOOL 23 
Tel. GREat Crosby 4012 

Tape recorder service In the 
BIRMINGHAM AREA 

L. BISHOP LTD. 
1708 BRISTOL ROAD. SOUTH. REDNAL 

BIRMINGHAM 
Telephone: RUBery 2709 

GRUNDIG SPECIALISTS 

WORTHING 
TAPE 

RECORDER 
CENTRE 

Tape and Hi-Fi Experts. Agents (or all makes o( Tape Recorders and 
equipment. Servicing and Repairs. 

22 New Broadway, 
Tarring Road, Worthing, 
Sussex. 
Telephono: WORTHING 1630 

G. L. MORTON & CO LTD 
12 OXFORD STREET 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 

Classified advertisements in 'Amateur Tape Recording* 
cost Is per word, minimum 10s. Box Nos. Is 6r/ extra. 
Advertisements and remittances should be sent to 
Advertisement Manager. 'Amateur Tape Recording', 
9 Harrow Road, London W2. 

PERSONAL 
Revising for exams? Play discs or tapes and relax. 'O' Level 
French in IJ hours. English Language 3 hours. Box No 

Your new recorder deserves to be used each and every day 
in a most fascinating way. For 3d stamp learn how. 
Worldwide Tapetalk, 35 The Gardens, Harrow. 
Highest cash prices offered for good quality Tape Re- 
corders. Hi-Fi Equipment and LP Records. REW. 
Earlsficld Ltd. 266/8 Upper Tooting Road, London SW17. 
Tel BAL 9174. 
Listen and learn recorded tuition. Tapes and discs- 
Courses on book-keeping, banking, commerce, econo- 
mies, law. statistics, shorthand, good speech and foreign 
languages. Free catalogues from Students' Recordings 
Ltd (Dcpt ATR), IS Devon Square, Newton Abbot, 
S Devon. (5/66) 
Are you interested in Tapesponding? Then join Inter- 
national Tape Club. Details; Brian Lowe, 43 Laburnum 
Walk, Homcburch, Essex. 
Record Library. Borrow your LPs. Write to Ismyr Record 
Library, Snape, Saxmundham. Suffolk. (2/66) 
You ought to send for a copy of 'Psychology and Whisper 
Teaching' to 1 York House. Huddersfield - 5s 9d post free. 
Could you spare an hour of your lime once a month to 
help Oxfam? Extra voluntary helpers urgently needed 
to collect 2s 6d Pledged Gifts from eight friends or 
neighbours. You could easily raise £1 a month. A Devon helper writes: 'Everyone has been so kind and willing 
and I've made new friends through collecting.' Please 
write for explanatory leaflet to Miss Joan Chapman, 
Room SO, Oxfam, Oxford. 
Learn while you sleep. Learn languages, memorise speeches 
and sales presentations, absorb business statistics or the 
hig.iway code while asleep with Learnaslccp Equipment. 
Details from Sleep Learning Supplies, (Dcpt ATR), 
245 Capworth Street, Leyton E10. 
Sleep learning and therapy. Two revolutionary new tech- 
niques in their respective fields of Academic Learning 
and Mental Health which have been rendered possible 
by the invention of the modern tape recorder. Learn 
difficuli lessons, memorize new data at short notice, 
master foreign languages, parts in plays or improve 
your mental powers. Send now for free details of our 
Sleep Study Recorder, Time Switch. Pillow Speaker. 
Cassettes. Induction and Language Tapes, and general 
information about these vital subjects. Psychology Tapes 
Ltd. Dept ATR, 16 Kings College Road, London NW3. 
PRImrose 3314. The foremost suppliers of Sleep-Learning 
Equipment in Britain. 
Friendly Folk Associadoo, Torquay. (Est 1943.) World- 
wide correspondence, tapesponding introductions, 
friendship/marriage. Brochure free. (4/66) 

MAGNETIC TAPE 
A unique tape buy! Top brand 7 in, 2,400 ft, 25s; 5] in, 
1.200 ft, 15s; P & P: I at 2s. 2 at 2s 9d. 3-6 at 3s 6d. 
Bargains in all sizes. SAE for list. E. C. Kingsley & Co 
Ltd, 93 Tottenham Court Road. London Wl. EUSton 
6500. 
Ferrodynamics' 'Internadonal' Tape: Polyester: 7 in, 
2,400 ft. 22s 6d: 5J in. 1,800 ft. 20s: 5 in. 1,200 ft. I4s; 
7 in. 1.800 ft. I9s: Acetate: 7 in. 1,800 ft. 13s 9d; 52 in. 
1,200 ft. I Is 9d; 5 in, 900 ft, 9s 9d; 7 in, 1.200 ft. I Is 9d; 
5 in, 600 ft, 7s 9d. Also complete range British PVC 
tapes at lowest prices. Refund guarantee. P & P 2s. 
SAE list. Leda Tapes, 30 Baker Street, London Wl (4/66) 

TAPE TO DISC 
J & B Recordings. Tape/disc. Mobile unit. Wedding 
experts. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. Mitcham 
9952. 
Tape to Disc Recording. Finest professional quality: 
10 in LP. 42s; 12 in LP. 48s; 7 in EP. 21s; 40 ft recording 
studio: 48 hour postal return service. Any speed tapes. 
SAE for leaflet. Deroy Sound Service, 52 Hest Bank 
Lane, Hesl Bank, Lancaster. 
Rapid Recording Service. Records made from your own 
tapes (48-hour service). Master Discs and pressings. 
Recording Studio - Demo Discs. Mobile recordings, any 
distance. Brochure from 21 Bishops Close, E17. 
If quality and durability matter (especially with LPs from 
your precious tapes), consult Britain's oldest transfer 
service. Our mobile units attend anywhere for mono/ 
stereo master recording. Records published tax free for 
schools, choirs, orchestras. Sound News Productions, 10 
Clifford Street, London Wl. 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
Don't Buy A Tape Recorder until you have visited the 
Barden/Grundig Centre opposite Dalslon Junction 
Station. All Grundig models are available on easy terms 
with generous part-exchange allowances. The Grundig 
Centre, 2! Dalslon Lane, E8. CLIssold 8811. 
Unbiased guide. Our latest sixty-five page, photographi- 
cally illustrated hi-fi catalogue (4s 6d). Advisory service 
preferential terms to Members. You'll be glad to have 
consulted Audio Supply Association, 10 Clifford Street, 
London Wl. 
Ex-dem equipment at bargain prices. All goods in perfect 
condition and fully guaranteed. Offered subject to being 
unsold. We quote the substantial amounts saved on each 
item as follows: Revox 736, £18. Telefunken 105, 14 gns. 
Cossor Transistor Battery Portable Recorder, £5. 
Philips EL3301 Pocket Transistor Recorder, £4. Arm- 
strong 227, £7. Radford STA 12, £2 10s Od. ST A 15, £14. 
Radford Bookshelf Speakers Mk 2, £3. Radford Audi- 
torium Speaker, 35 gns. KEF G4 Speakers, £4. G4 
Equipment Cabinet, £4. N.R.S., 16 King's College Road, 
off Adelaide Road, London NW3. PRI 3314. 

PRE-RECORDED TAPES 
American 4 track stereo tapes covering most famous 
labels at realistic prices. Why pay more? Imported 
directly by us, saving distributors' profits. Vast selection 
at 75s each - send SAE for free lists or call at London 
showrooms. Teletapc of Marble Arch, 33 Edgware Road, 
W2. 
American pre-recorded stereophonic 4-track tapes supplied. 
Send 5s for catalogue of over 4,000 tapes. American Tapes, 
17 Temple Road, Blackrock, Co Dublin, Ireland. (6/66) 
Two-track tapes. Armed forces radio broadcasts. Rare 
radio broadcasts and jam sessions. Air checks and out 
of print recordings by all the great bands. Bill Ordowski, 
PO Box 121, Port Huron. Michigan, USA. 

The perfect companion to ATR is 8mm Magazine - 
an unbeatable combination for the sound and cine en- 
thusiast. 8mm tells you all you need to know on how to 
lake cine films and where to look for subjects. Packed 
with news of the latest cine developments, unbiased test 
reports and hints on sound and cine. All for only 2s 6d 
a month, or special introductory subscription offer of 
25s a year from Subscription Dept, 8mm, Haymarket 
Press Ltd, 9 Harrow Road, London W2. 

L.E.G. (Leyton) ELECTRICAL CO. 

120 HIGH ROAD, LEYTON, E.1S 
LEYtonslone 6814 

Stockists of: Fcrrograph, Vortexion, Brencll, Rcvox. 
Rogers, Armstrong, Leak. Goodmans, KEF, Record 
Housing Furniture, etc. Tapes by BASF, AGFA, 
ZONAL 3' to 10*. Demonstrations in the Home. Tape 

to Disc Service. 

MASSEY'S 
CENTRE OF SOUND 

121-123 High Road Chiswlck London W4 
telephone CHIswick 2082 

AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING SUBSCRIPTION FORM 
Make certain you receive your copy of AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING Video and Hi-Fi by 
completing this form and sending it, with your annual subscription, to: 
AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING, SUBSCRIPTION DEPT. 
9 HARROW ROAD. LONDON W2 
Please send AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING Video and Hi-Fi for one year, commencing with 
the next ( ) issue, to the address below. I enclose the annual subscription 
of thirty shillings (30s). ATR will pay the postage. 
Name               
Address             

Date.. 
Tape Club members wishing to avail themselves of the special Club Subscription rate of 25s per 
annum should apply to their local Club Secretary. All Club orders must bear the Club Secretary's 
signature and be sent to the Subscription Department. 45 
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SOUND EFFECTS RECORDS Now availablefrom Amateur Tape Recording 

CASTLE, 7' 45 rpm records, approximate playing time 5 minutes. 
Each contains refection of sound effects in separate tracks. Complete 
with sleeve and paper Inner jacket. Sleeve includes description of 
each Bound effect and playing time in seconds 

A ABX /1 -BELLS AND SIRENS Price 7/6 
Side 1 -Fire enginee with belle Fire engine -alarm and sirens 
S.S. Queen Mary airea Factory siren Telephone bell Door bell 
Side 2 -Clock chime Alarm clock Weetminster chime Bow bells 

B AFX /1 -WILD ANIMALS Pries7 /6 
Side 1 -Stele and female None Gibbons Chimpanzees Bell bird 
Rattlesnake Baboon Viper Emperor geese Fish eagles Mountain 
lion (puma) Kookaburra (laughing jackass) 
Side 2- Elephants Mississippi alligator Indian tiger Sea Nona 
Male lion In the jungle (a background of typical sounds) 

C BGX /1- BACKGROUND SOUND EFFECTS 
Price 7/6 

Side l-Rea (breakers) Wind (howling -eerie) Thunder (light ruin) 
Side 2 -Rain (heavy shower) Factory sounds (industrial) Traffic 
(bay street) 

D EFX /1- ELECTRONIC SOUNDS AND 
MUSIC Price 7,6 
Side 1 -Space ship -take off Space vehicle -imaginary take -off 
Space vehicle -Imaginary landing Ring modulation -tonal Modu- 
lated tone glide (descending) Modulated tone glide (ascending) 
Slbllation -white noise (pitch octave low) 
Bids 2-SIbllation- white noise (pitch) Sibllation- white noise 
(pitch octave high) Three -tone ululation Filtered tone Stridor (tonal) 
Ping modulation and sibilation 

E EFX /2- ELECTRONIC THEMES AND 
MUSIC CONCRETE Prtce716 
Side 1 -Delta F Study in Sinetones 
Bide 2 -Sound object Montage 

I Please send me the following records 
I Please indicate with a tick in the appropriate squares. 

1a 1 1 

u 
r1 

t 1 

F I 

Ia 

J I 
rJ 

I 

r 

I enclose postal order /cheque for to 
cover the cost of record /s, plus Is 2d post and 
packing for first record and 4d. for each addition - 
al record ordered. 
NAME 

ATR, HAYMARKET PRESS LTD, 
I 9 HARROW ROAD, LONDON W2 

ATR2 

F HMX/1- HAUNTED HOUSE, MYSTERY 
SOUNDS AND MUSIC Price 7i8 

aide 1- Thoaderetorm Myeterloeo Fright 
Bide 2 -Spooks Intruder Creaks Fright Dungeon Ghosts Ghouls 
Maniac laughter 

G MFX /1- AUTHENTIC HIGH- FIDELITY 
SOUND EFFECTS Petal 7/6 

Side 1 -Lion roaring Twin piston aircraft landing Building and 
debris failing Road drills and compressor Ship's siren Steam train 
leaving station Small steam loco and whistle Cell door, keys and 
locks 
Side 2-Police car and bell, chase Police launch and siren Steam 
goods train and whistle Car door slam, and starter Storm at sea, 
thunder, wind and gulls Tube train, atop, doors and start, 

H MFX /2- AUTHENTIC HIGH- FIDELITY 
SOUND EFFECTS Prize 7/8 

Side 1- American police car with siren -arriving American police 
car with siren -departing American police car escort with sirens-- 
passing American police motor -cycle patrol with siren - topping 
Applause (hand clapping) Orchestra tuning up Car crash Glom 
breaking (repeat) 
Side 2-City and Waterloo tube traln-arrlvtag City and Waterloo 
tube train -departing Footsteps (continuous track) In subway 
(mixed) In narrow streets (female) On pavement (mixed) Running 
In street (female) Running In street (male) Up and down (wooden 
stain) Workmen hammering and sawing 

I MPX /1- MILITARY PARADE AND 
WARFARE SOUNDS Pelee 7/6 

lids 1 -March past -- Guards and crowd sounds, etc. Royal Salute - 
Parade commands and National Anthem Brims and pipes -with 
parade commands 
Bide 2- Aircraft -low level attack (bombe, machine -gun fire, aircraft) 
Artillery- tanks -rifle fire, etc. 

J TFX /1- AUTHENTIC BRITISH TRAIN 
SOUNDS Prep 7/0 

Bade 1 -Train departure -main line Train arrival-main line 
Express train passing -with whistle Feat goods train passing -with 
whistle Express train paving Small tank loco -passing 
Bide 2 -Local passenger- arrive and depart Fast goods train - 
passing Central London tube train -arrive and depart Train over 
points and crossing Slow goods train passing -with whistle 

K MFX /3- HORSES Peke 7/6 

(10 effects) Trotting Walking Jumping Composite recording of 
foxhounds, calls, horns, etc. Cows Cats Figs Blacksmith's shop 

L LFX /1- SOUNDS OF LONDON Price 7/6 

Guarda, Bow Belle, River, Markets etc.,etc., with linking commentary. 
Ideal for cine Sims and colour slides 

M RSV1 -ROAD SAFETY Pries 716 

With Jack Warner (Dixon of Dock Green) and Coco (Bertram Mills 
Circus) Documentary with sounds 

WALLACE 
HEATON 
MICROLUX 
RECORDING 
TAPE 

We are marketing our own tape under the trade name of Sl lcrolux. 
This is on Eyler, a strong, flexible polyester base, which has proved 
most reliable in regard to breaking strength and non -sketch 
properties: with oxide coating of highest quality and uniformity. 
MICROLUX (Regd.) RECORDING TAPE 

apps Approx. 
Length Size Prue 

Standard Play 600ft. Ain. 17/- 
850ft. Agis. 19/- 

I,200ft. 7In. 26/- 

Long Play 900ft. 
1.200fí. 

Ain. 
bila. 

24/- 
29/- 

1,800ft. Tin. 40/- 

Double Play 1,200ft. Sin. 81/6 
1,800ft. 6l in. 42/6 
2,400ft. lin. 601- 

(P h P extra 1f- if invoice value below f5 0.0.) 

We also stock a variety of other makes. 

WALLACE HEATON (City Sale) LTD. 
93 Fleet Street, London E.C.4. FLE 9391 

CUT HERE 

ATR TAPE DIRECTORY SERVICE 

If you wish to be included in the Tape Directory, fill in this 
form and send it in. Your particulars will be published as 

soon as possible. 

To: The Tape Directory, ATR, Haymarket Press Ltd, 
9 Harrow Road, London W2. 

I would like you to include the following particulars in the 
Tape Directory, and agree to acknowledge all replies I 
receive in response to my entry. (USE BLOCK LETTERS) 

Name 

Age Occupation 

Address 

Special interests 

Tastes in music 

Tape recorder used 

Maximum spool size Speeds 

46 Countries you wish to contact 

IN ATR NEXT MONTH: 
Stereo Recording from Radio 
Tape Recorder Maintenance 
An Aid to Editing 
(Constructional) 
Test Report - Sony 250A 
Stereo Recorder 
Birdsong Recording 
and many other interesting 
and 
informative features 
Out 25 February 
Price 2s 6d 
Order your copy now! 
ATR, Haymarket Press, 
9 Harrow Road, 
London W2 
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SOUND EFFECTS RECORDS Now available from Amateur Tap© Recording 
CABTLE, 7' 46 rpm records, spproximftto playing time 6 minutes. Each contain? celectioa of sound effects in separate tracks. Complete with sleeve and paper Inner Jacket. Sleeve Includes description of each sound effect and playing time In seconds 
A ABX/1—BELLS AND SIRENS Price7/6 
Side 1—Fire engines with bells Fire engine—alarm and sirens 8.8. Queen Mary alren Factory siren Telephone boll Door bell Side 2—Clock chime Alarm clock Westminster chime Bow bells 
B AFX/1—WILD ANIMALS Pries 7/6 
Side 1—Hale and female lions Gibbons Chimpanzees Bell bird Katllesnako Baboon Viper Emperor geese Fish eagles Mountain Hod (puma) Kookaburra (laughing Jackass) Bide 2—Elephants Mlsdsslppi alligator Indian tiger Sea lions Male lion In the Jungle (a background of typical sounds) 
C BGX/1—BACKGROUND SOUND EFFECTS Pries 7/6 
Side 1—Sea (breakers) Wind (howling—eerie) Thunder (light rain) Side 2—Rain (heavy ahower) Factory sounds (industrial) Traffic (busy street) 
D EFX/1—ELECTRONIC SOUNDS AND 
MUSIC Pries 7/6 
Side 1—Space ship—lake off Space vehicle—Imaginary take-off Space vehicle—Imaginary landing Ring modulation—tonal Modu- lated tone glide (descending) Modulated tone glide (ascending) Slbllatlon—while noise (pitch octave low) Bide 2—Slbllatlon—white noise (pitch) Slbllatlon—while noise (pilch octave high) Three-lone uiulation Filtered tone Stridor (tonal) Ring modulation and slbllatlon 
E EFX/2—ELECTRONIC THEMES AND 
MUSIC CONCRETE PriallS 
Side 1—Delta P Study In Slnetones Bide 2—Sound object Montage 
I 1 I Please send me the following records 
| Please indicate with a tick in the appropriate squares. I 

jfoaaanann j 

□□□□□ i 
I enclose postal order/cheque for.. . to I | cover the cost of record/s. plus Is 2d post and | 

j packingfor first record and 4d. for each addition- j 
al record ordered. 
NAME  
ADDRESS 

F HMX/1—HAUNTED HOUSE, MYSTERY 
SOUNDS AND MUSIC Price7/6 
Side 1—Thunderstorm Mysterioso Fright Side 2—Spooke Intruder Creaks Fright Dungeon Ghotta Ghouls Maniac laughter 
G MFX/1 —AUTHENTIC HIGH-FIDELITY 
SOUND EFFECTS Price 7/6 
Side 1—lion roaring Twin piston aircraft landing Building and debris falling Road drills and compressor Ship's siren Steam train leaving station SmaJl steam loco and whistle Cell door, keys and locks Bide 2—Police car and boll, chase Police launch and siren Steam goods train and whistle Car door slam, and starter Storm at eea, thunder, wind and gulls Tube train, stop, doors and start 
H MFX/2—AUTHENTIC HIGH-FIDELITY 
SOUND EFFECTS Price7/8 
Side 1—American police car with siren—arriving American police car with flren—do parting American police car escort with sirens— passing American police motor-cycle patrol with siren—stopping Applause (hand clapping) Orchestra tuning up Car crash Qlaas breaking (repeat) Bide 2—City and Waterloo lube train—arriving City and Waterloo lube train—departing Footsteps (continuous track) In subway (mixed) In narrow streets (female) On pavement (mixed) Running in street (female) Running in street (male) Up and down (wooden stairs) Workmen hammering and sawing 
I MPX/1—MILITARY PARADE AND 
WARFARE SOUNDS Pricc7/6 
Bide 1—March past—Guards and crowd sounds, etc. Royal Salute— Parade commands and National Anthem Drums and pipea—with parade commands Side 2—Aircraft—low level attack (bombs, machine-gun Are, aircraft) Artillery—tanks—rifle fire, etc. 
J TFX/1—AUTHENTIC BRITISH TRAIN 
SOUNDS Pn« 7/6 
Bids 1—Train departure—main line Train arrival—main line Express train passing—with whistle Fast goods train passing—with whistle Express train passing Small tank loco—passing Side 2—Local passenger—arrive and depart Fast goods train— passing Central London tube train—arrive and depart Train over points and crossing Slow goods train passing—with whistle 
K MFX/3—HORSES Pr^*^|e 
(10 effects) Trotting Walking Jumping Composite recording of foxhounds, calls, boms, etc. Cows Cats Pigs Blacksmith's shop 

WALLACE 

HEATOW 

MICROLUX 

RECORDING 

TAPE 

ATR. HAYMARKET PRESS LTD, 
9 HARROW ROAD, LONDON W2 

   I 
ATR2 I 

I 
I 

| L LFX/1—SOUNDS OF LONDON Prte7/6 
Oniwlg, Bo* Boll,, Blrcr, Uwkct. ctc-.oto., *itli llDklngcomme&UrT. Ideal (or cine film, and colour .lldc, 
M RSX/1—ROAD SAFETY Prtr. 7/8 
With Jack Warner (Dlxon of Dock Green) and Coco (Bertram Mill. Olreu.) Documentary *tth aounde 

mmimm 

0 

We are marketing our own tape under the trade name of Mlerolnx. This Is on Mylar, a strong, flexible polyester base, which has proved moat reliable in regard to breaking strength and non-stretch propcrtiee: with oxide coating of highest quality and uniformity. 
MICROLUX (Regd.) RECORDING TAPE 

Type Approx. Length Size Price 
Standard Play 600ft. 860ft. 1.200ft. 

Oln. 6|ia. 7lD. 
17/- 19/- 26/- 

Long Play OOOft. 1.200ft. 1.800ft. 
Sin. 5|ln. "In. 

24/- 29/- 40/- 
Double Play l,20Oft. l.SOOfl. 2.400ft, 

Sin. 6|in. 7in. 
31/6 42/6 
501- 

(P P extra X/- If Invoice value below £5.0.0.) 
We also stock a variety of other makes. 

WALLACE HEATON (City Sale) LTD. 
93 Fleet Street, London E.C.4. FLE 939I 

CUT HERE 

ATR TAPE DIRECTORY SERVICE 

If you wish to be included in the Tape Directory, fill in this 
form and send it in. Your particulars will be published as 
soon as possible. 

To: The Tape Directory, ATR, Haymarket Press Ltd, 
9 Harrow Road, London W2. 

I would like you to include the following particulars in the 
Tape Directory, and agree to acknowledge all replies I 
receive in response to my entry. (use block letters) 

Name     

Age Occupation.. 

Address   

Special interests. 

Tastes in music  
Tape recorder used   

Maximum spool size Speeds.. 

Countries you wish to contact  

IN ATR NEXT MONTH: 

Stereo Recording from Radio 

Tape Recorder Maintenance 

An Aid to Editing 

(Constructional) 

Test Report — Sony 250A 

Stereo Recorder 

Birdsong Recording 

and many other interesting 

and 

informative features 

Out 25 February 

Price 2sQd 

Order your copy now! 

ATR, Haymarket Press, 

9 Harrow Road, 

London W2 
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"WHENEVER THE DEMAND IS FOR PRECISION 

RELIABILITY AND NATURAL SOUND REPRODUCTION 

THE CHOICE MUST BE IANODERG" 
SERIES 

6 
Model 64 4 track 
Model 62 2 track 
Price 110 gns. each. 
Semi professional 
Stereo /mono tape 
recorders with cathode 
follower output. Three 
speeds -Three heads - Four amplifiers - 
"Sound on Sound" 
etc. 

SERIES Model 74 4 track 
Model 72 2 track 
Price 93 gns. each. 
Build -it -in or carry -it- 
around. Complete stereo/ 
mono record and playback 
with own power 
amplifiers and speakers. 
Three speeds -dual 
record indicators -output 
for hi -fi pre -amps- 
centre channel for 
language teaching or cine 
work. 

SERIES Model 823 2 track 
(teak case) 54 gns. 
Model 822 2 track 
(Portable with lid) 
57 gns. 
Model 843 4 track 
(teak case) 59 gns. 
Model 842 4 track 
(Portable with lid) 
62 gns. 

High class monaural tape recorders suitable for 
home, business, education, photo sound, etc. 
(3; and 1s I.P.S. speeds -7" reels). 

SERIES 

I. \::--r% 

. 

Model 92 2 track only 
(teak case) 69 gns. 
High class monaural 3 
speed (7 +, 3,'-, 1g I.P.S.) 

t; ;] tape recorder, with quality 
comparable to the famous 
Stereo models. Extremely 
reliable machine 
recommended for all 
home and educational 
purposes, etc. 

fF 

HULDRA RADIO 
r 

I 

lf.i" ̀ iii-; 

:"!4 "! 

,n'i' 

Model 7 -41 without speakers 80 gns. 
Model 7 -42 with speakers 87 gns. 
Incorporate stereo amplifiers (for series 
6 recorders) and outstanding radio per- 
formance so necessary in Scandinavia. 
F.M. and L.W. M.W. S.W.1. S.W.2. A.M. 
bands. Novel "Baby Sitter" circuit. 

TRANSISTOR RADIO 

,I Iqr ..;'ti Model 
TTR /AUTO 
49 gns. 

Covers L.W M W S W. and F.M. bands 
Special facilities for car radio use(special 
car accessories available) Handsomely 
styled in walnut. Fine performance and 
quality sound reproduction, separate 
bass and treble controls. 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

In handsome teak 
cabinets specially 
designed for use 
with Tandberg 
Tape Recorders 
and Radios. Can 

Model Speaker 813 gns. justly claim to be 
High Fidelity 
reproducers. 
Dimensions: 
22" x 10 {" x 9 {- 
deep. 
14$"x 10rx 5{" 
deep. Model Hi -Fi 3 22 gns. 

Mulber 
For further information and specifications please write to:Cept.A.T. 

Elstone Electronics Limited, 81, Kirkstall Road, Leeds 3. 

Leeds 35111 (7 lines) 

www.americanradiohistory.com

"WHENEVER THE DEMAND IS FOR PRECISION 

RELIABILITY AND NATURAL SOUND REPRODUCTION 

-THE CHOICE MUST BE lANDBERG" 

SERIES 

* 

Model 64 4 track 
Model 62 2 track 
Price 110 gns. each. 
Semi professional 
Stereo/mono tape 
recorders with cathode 
follower output. Three 
speeds — Three heads 
— Four amplifiers — 
"Sound on Sound" 
etc. 

SERIES 

/c * 

Model 74 4 track 
Model 72 2 track 
Price 93 gns. each. 
Build-it-in or carry-it- 
around. Complete stereo/ 
mono record and playback 
with own power 
amplifiers and speakers. 
Three speeds—dual 
record indicators—output 
for hi-fi pre-amps — 
centre channel for 
language teaching or cine 
work. 

SERIES Model 823 2 track 
(teak case) 54 gns. 
Model 822 2 track 
(Portable with lid) 
57 gns. 
Model 843 4 track 
(teak case) 59 gns. 
Model 842 4 track 
(Portable with lid) 
62 gns. 

High class monaural tape recorders suitable for 
home, business, education, photo sound, etc. 
(3f and Ij I.P.S. speeds—7" reels). 

SERIES 

{/ r-< 

Model 92 2 track only 
(teak case) 69 gns. 
High class monaural 3 
speed (7i, 3f, 1| I.P.S.) 
tape recorder, with quality 
comparable to the famous 
Stereo models. Extremely 
reliable machine 
recommended for all 
home and educational 
purposes, etc. 
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Model 7-41 without speakers 80 gns. 
Model 7-42 with speakers 87 gns. 
Incorporate stereo amplifiers (for series 
6 recorders) and outstanding radio per- 
formance so necessary in Scandinavia. 
F.M. and L.W. M.W. S.W.I. S.W.2. A.M. 
bands. Novel "Baby Sitter" circuit. 

TRANSISTOR RADIO 

Model 
TTR/AUTO 
49 gns. 

Covers LW. M.W. S.W. and F.M. bands 
Special facilities for car radio use/special 
car accessories available) Handsomely 
styled in walnut. Fine performance and 
quality sound reproduction, separate 
bass and treble controls. 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

In handsome teak 
cabinets specially 
designed for use 
with Tandberg 
Tape Recorders 
and Radios. Can 

Model Sneaker 813 gns. justly claim to be 
High Fidelity 
reproducers. 
Dimensions: 
22'x torx Si- 
deep. 
14rx10i"x5i* 

Model Hi-Fi 3 22 gns. deep. 

for further information and specifications please write to iDcpl.A.T. 

Elstone Electronics Limited, 81, Kirkstall Road, Leeds 3. 
Leeds 35111 (7 lines) 

www.americanradiohistory.com


How to lower 
the rising cost of 

overseas friendship 
A 7+ minute phone call to the U.S.A. costs you A BASF Letter Tape costs 5/6 -plus postage. You can 
£6 (cheap rate). plan in advance what you want to say -and say it 
A similar message by BASF letter tape costs clearly. And it can be used over and over again. Always 
5/6 -plus postage. with the finest quality reproduction to be heard 
There are two ways to talk for 72 minutes to a friend or anywhere. 
relative in America. To your friends and relatives overseas the sound 
A phone call costs £6, bare minimum. And it's corn- of your voice is valuable. It doesn't have to be 
pletely spontaneous. With the inevitable pregnant expensive. 
pauses. The sinking feeling of not knowing what to say Length: 150 ft. Up to 15 minutes playing time. 
-until the phone goes down. Price: 5/6. 

-THE SYMBOL OF AUTHENTIC SOUND 

BASF CHEMICALS LIMITED 5a Gillespie Road, London, N.5 Tel : CANonbury 2011 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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A minute phone call to the U.S.A. costs you 
£6 (cheap rate). 
A similar message by BASF letter tape costs 
5/6—plus postage. 
There are two ways to talk for 7? minutes to a friend or 
relative in America. 
A phone call costs £6, bare minimum. And it's com- 
pletely spontaneous. With the inevitable pregnant 
pauses, The sinking feeling of not knowing what to say 
—until the phone goes down. 

A BASF Letter Tape costs 5/6—plus postage. You can 
plan in advance what you want to say—and say it 
clearly. And it can, be used over and over again. Always 
with the finest quality reproduction to be heard 
anywhere. 
To your friends and relatives overseas the sound 
of your voice is valuable. It doesn't have to be 
expensive. 
Length: 150 ft. Up to 15 minutes playing time. 
Price: 5/6. 

mm 

—THE SYMBOL OF AUTHENTIC SOUND 

BASF CHEMICALS LIMITED • 5a fiillesple Road, London, N.5 • Tel: CANonbury 2011 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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